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BEST OF
2008

And The
Winners Are...

AUTO CARE

NURSERY

OLE’S CAR SHOP
ENDORSES DAVE’S AUTO REPAIR

SUMMERWINDS

CHEEKY MONKEY TOYS

725 SAN ANTONIO ROAD, PALO ALTO

640 SANTA CRUZ AVENUE, MENLO PARK

(650)328-6537

(650) 493-5136
www.summerwindsca.com

(650) 328-7975
www.cheekymonkey.com

CHINESE RESTAURANT

PAINTING

MEXICAN & PLACE
TO DINE WITH KIDS

830 E. CHARLESTON @ FABIAN, PALO ALTO

CHEF CHU’S

RUBEN’S CUSTOM PAINTING

TOY STORE

1259 EL CAMINO, MENLO PARK,

LULU’S

(650) 948-2696
www.chefchu.com

(800) 554-7655
www.rubenspaint.com

3539 ALAMEDA DE LAS PULGAS, MENLO PARK

BURRITO

HAIR SALON

1067 N. SAN ANTONIO ROAD, LOS ALTOS

(650) 854-8226
www.lulusonthealameda.com

1010 ALMA STREET, MENLO PARK

SOLO DINING
& COFFEEHOUSE

(650) 965-2755
Check for reviews on Yelp

(650) 328-0735
www.lossalonez.com

1010 EL CAMINO REAL, MENLO PARK

MEN’S HAIRCUT

PIZZA

TAQUERIA LA BAMBA
2058 OLD MIDDLEFIELD RD., MOUNTAIN VIEW

HAIR INTERNTIONAL
232 STANFORD SHOPPING CTR, PALO ALTO

LOS SALONEZ

APPLEWOOD INN
1001 EL CAMINO REAL, MENLO PARK

(650) 324-2007
www.hairintl.com

(650) 324-3486
www.applewoodpizza.com

THAI RESTAURANT

DRY CLEANER

THAIPHOON
543 EMERSON AVENUE, PALO ALTO

(650) 323-7700
www.thaiphoonrestaurant.com

DELICATESSEN
VILLAGE CHEESE HOUSE
TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE, #157, PALO ALTO

(650) 326-9251
www.TheVCH.com

STEAK AND MARTINI
SUNDANCE STEAKHOUSE
1921 EL CAMINO REAL, PALO ALTO

(650) 321-6798
www.sundancethesteakhouse.com

FLORIST

CHARLESTON CLEANERS

CAFÉ BORRONE
(650) 327-0830
www.cafeborrone.com

BOOKSTORE
KEPLERS
1010 EL CAMINO REAL MENLO PARK

(650) 324-4321
www.Keplers.com

SKIN CARE

3900 MIDDLEFIELD ROAD, PALO ALTO

SKIN SPIRIT

(650) 424-1113

701 EMERSON STREET, PALO ALTO

NEW SERVICE BUSINESS
MY DIRECTORS CUT
430 SHERMAN AVE., SUITE 314, PALO ALTO

(650) 32-video
www.mydirectorscut.com

LINGERIE
GITTI’S LINGERIE
547 BRYANT STREET, PALO ALTO

(650) 323-1331
www.gittis-fine-lingerie.com

NEW FOOD
ESTABLISHMENT

(650) 324-9600
www.skinspirit.com

ICE CREAM
RICK’S RATHER RICH ICE CREAM
3946 MIDDLEFIELD ROAD, PALO ALTO

(650) 493-6553
www.ricksicecream.com

HARDWARE STORE
PALO ALTO HARDWARE
875 ALMA STREET, PALO ALTO

(650) 327-7222
www.paloaltohardware.com

FRAME SHOP
& GIFT/NOVELTY

MICHAELA’S

FRAICHE

453 WAVERLEY STREET, PALO ALTO

644 EMERSON STREET, PALO ALTO

(650) 321-5390
www.michaelasflowershop.com

(650) 566-0055
www.fraicheyogurt.com

267 HAMILTON AVENUE, PALO ALTO

ETHNIC RESTAURANT

HOTEL

LA BODEGUITA

GARDEN COURT

BOUTIQUE

463 CALIFORNIA AVENUE, PALO ALTO

520 COWPER STREET, PALO ALTO

439 CALIFORNIA AVENUE, PALO ALTO

(650) 326-7762
www.labodeguita.com

(650)-322-9000
www.gardencourt.com

(650) 329-8078
www.lpetal.com
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UNIVERSITY ART & ANNEX
(650) 328-3500
www.universityart.com

LEAF & PETAL

Upfront

Local news, information and analysis

‘Where’ — and ‘who will pay’ — top Stanford housing questions
City, Stanford to talk housing for expansion,
much of it likely low-income
by Arden Pennell

S

o far, no one has disputed a
study showing the proposed
expansion of Stanford University’s Medical Center and Shopping Center would bring 3,200 new
jobs to Palo Alto. Nor that those
employees would fill nearly 1,900
households, according to the city-

commissioned report by Keyser
Marston Associates.
But who should provide and pay
for the housing — much of it lowincome — and where and for whom,
is up for debate next week.
The city’s Planning and Transportation Commission is scheduled to

meet with Stanford representatives
in a study session on the housing
report Wednesday. The meeting is
scheduled for 6 p.m. in the Council
Chambers at City Hall at 250 Hamilton Ave.
The city wants Stanford to provide
housing in Palo Alto, particularly
below-market-rate units, according
to Steve Emslie, the city’s interim
deputy city manager.
Emslie said Palo Alto already
has a housing-jobs imbalance, with

twice as many workers as homes for
them. Living near a place of work
is eco-friendly, he added, allowing
employees to get to work on bike or
foot or at least reducing the length
of car trips.
Impact fees are already levied on
new buildings in Palo Alto, then
put into a fund for construction of
future affordable housing. Ideally,
Stanford would actually build the
housing, the cost of which isn’t fully
reimbursed by fees, Emslie said.

The city is currently creating a
housing proposal to bring to Stanford at some point in the future, he
said.
Yet the medical center isn’t responsible for building new housing
as part of its hospitals’ expansion,
according to Shelley Hebert, Stanford’s public-affairs executive director. Nor is it responsible for paying
impact fees, she added.
(continued on page 11)

PARKS

The retired man and the sea
Retired geologist and U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) volunteer Andrei Sarna-Wojoicki gets ready to kayak at the
Palo Alto Baylands Nature Preserve Wednesday morning.

Public potties
piss off some
neighbors
New toilets controversial
in park frequented by gangs

Palo Alto school district.
The mother of 2-year-old twins
can list several reasons why she
wants them to go to Palo Alto
schools one day. Sharing a school
district with neighbors will foster
community in the complex, known
as San Antonio Village, at 670 San
Antonio Road. Her kids will attend
schools known for excellence. And

by Sue Dremann
s the City of Palo Alto plans
to install toilets in six parks
between now and 2013, the
news is causing consternation
among some residents but coming
as a relief to others.
Neighbors of Eleanor Pardee Park
along Channing Avenue, where one
is scheduled to be placed this year,
are upset the toilets could encourage
unwanted persons to stick around,
especially given concerns that gang
members have been using the public
space.
“We welcome people who want to
use the park, but we don’t want it
to be something where you stay all
day and into the night,” Pat Eadie,
a longtime Crescent Park neighborhood resident, said.
“When a park has toilets, it is
like a beacon welcoming people
from distances afar. ... It’s defeating
the whole purpose of the park as a
neighborhood park.”
Kirsten Essenmacher agreed. She
grew up five blocks away and played
at Pardee Park as a child.
“It’s not a good idea. ... It does encourage people to hang out longer
and have larger parties,” she added.
Other park users, though, are in
favor. They point to a threat to public health if toilets are not installed:
young children who relieve themselves anywhere they can.
Rasheedah Jones, a nanny who
brought two girls ages 7 and 8 to the
playground this week, has already
experienced the hazards of not having toilets nearby.
“If you don’t live nearby, you have
to rush home and hope the kids
don’t pee in the car. I had one who
had an accident in my car recently,”
she said.

(continued on page 9)

(continued on page 5)
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Marjan Sadoughi

Weekly’s new ‘combined’ edition

EDUCATION

Old and new features mix with launch of weekly newspaper

Schools boundaries tough to
understand, tougher to change

W

ith this edition, the Palo Alto Weekly returns to its roots as a
once-a-week newspaper.
All of the sections published in the Weekly’s Wednesday and
Friday editions have been combined into a single issue: news, opinion
pages, sports, arts and entertainment, home and real estate, in-depth
cover stories, movie listings, restaurant reviews, a calendar of events and
more. The Weekly’s special monthly sections on books, health and fitness, youth and family issues and business are also continuing.
In addition, the paper now includes brand-new features that readers
have been asking for, such as City View, a round-up of government action
by Palo Alto boards and commissions this week. Online This Week — a
digest of stories that have recently appeared on Palo Alto Online, the
Weekly’s website — is also new.
For readers’ enjoyment, a crossword puzzle and sudoku have been added.
In addition to the new Friday print edition, the Weekly debuted a new
daily e-mailed edition, Express, this week. Express digitally delivers the
more important stories of the day to subscribers.
The Weekly’s editors welcome your comments. Send feedback to editor@paweekly.com, post on Town Square at www.PaloAltoOnline.com,
or call 650-326-8210. N

South Palo Alto families seeking
to join district face sizable hurdles
by Arden Pennell

S

imran Raheja stood on a sunny
street of her South Palo Alto
subdivision and pointed to two
nearly identical townhomes.
“That one is zoned for Palo Alto
schools. That one faces this street, so
it goes to Mountain View,” she said.
The split troubles Raheja, who
along with several neighbors is applying to Santa Clara County to
transfer 18 parcels of her 40-unit
complex, including her own, to the
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Town

703 HIGH STREET, PALO ALTO, CA 94302
(650) 326-8210
PUBLISHER
William S. Johnson

THE GIRLS’
MIDDLE SCHOOL
)KRKHXGZOTM_KGXY
Saturday, November 15, 1 pm

OPEN HOUSES

Thursday, December 11, 7 pm

180 North Rengstorff Avenue

Igniting the spark
of knowledge and
self-discovery.

Mountain View, CA 94043
(650) 968-8338 x115
admissions@girlsms.org
www.girlsms.org

EDITORIAL
Jay Thorwaldson, Editor
Jocelyn Dong, Managing Editor
Allen Clapp, Carol Blitzer, Associate Editors
Keith Peters, Sports Editor
Tyler Hanley, Online Editor
Rebecca Wallace, Arts & Entertainment Editor
Rick Eymer, Assistant Sports Editor
Don Kazak, Senior Staff Writer
Arden Pennell, Becky Trout, Staff Writers
Sue Dremann, Staff Writer, Special Sections Editor
Karla Kane, Editorial Assistant
Marjan Sadoughi, Veronica Weber, Staff
Photographers
Jeanne Aufmuth, Dale Bentson, Colin Becht,
Kit Davey, Iris Harrell, Jack McKinnon,
Susan Tavernetti, Robert Taylor, Contributors
Megan Rawlins, Johanna Toivio, Kris Young,
Editorial Interns
Jill Kimball, Arts and Entertainment Intern
Colleen Collin, Photography Intern
DESIGN
Shannon Corey, Design Director
Diane Haas, Sue Peck, Senior Designers
Dana James, Paul Llewellyn, Scott Peterson,
Designers
PRODUCTION
Jennifer Lindberg, Production Manager
Dorothy Hassett, Blanca Yoc,
Sales & Production Coordinators
ADVERTISING
Walter Kupiec, Advertising Director
Cathy Norfleet, Display Advertising Sales Asst.
Judie Block, Janice Hoogner, Display
Advertising Sales
Kathryn Brottem, Real Estate Advertising Sales
Joan Merritt, Real Estate Advertising Asst.
David Cirner, Irene Schwartz,
Inside Advertising Sales
Alicia Santillan, Classified Administrative Asst.
ONLINE SERVICES
Lisa Van Dusen, Director of Palo Alto Online
BUSINESS
Theresa Freidin, Controller
Haleh Yee, Manager of Payroll & Benefits
Paula Mulugeta, Senior Accountant
Elena Dineva, Mary McDonald, Cathy
Stringari, Doris Taylor, Business Associates
ADMINISTRATION
Amy Renalds, Assistant to the Publisher &
Promotions Director
Rachel Palmer, Promotions & Online Assistant
Janice Covolo, Receptionist; Ruben Espinoza,
Jorge Vera, Couriers

HE ATTENDED LICK WILMERDING HIGH SCHOOL,
WILLIAMS COLLEGE WITH A B.A. IN GEOLOGY AND
SAN FRANCISCO STATE WITH AN M.A. IN EDUCATION.
He has a great passion for the outdoors and can be found surfing,
cycling, fly fishing, camping.
He loves spending time with his wife, 2 1/2 year-old daughter and
9 month-old son. His dog, Flint, thinks he’s pretty special.
He loves composting and his worm box (yes, real worms).
He loves to see students make connections between the classroom and
real world issues, like how recycling and composting helps the planet.
He wants his students to become good stewards for the earth.

HOVE Y CL ARK
ONE OF THE MANY REASONS TO SEND YOUR CHILD TO:

EMBARCADERO PUBLISHING CO.
William S. Johnson, President
Michael I. Naar, Vice President & CFO
Walter Kupiec, Vice President, Sales & Marketing
Frank A. Bravo, Director, Computer Operations
& Webmaster
Connie Jo Cotton, Major Accounts Sales Manager
Bob Lampkin, Director, Circulation & Mailing
Services
Alicia Santillan, Susie Ochoa, Circulation
Assistants
Chris Planessi, Chip Poedjosoedarmo, Oscar
Rodriguez, Computer System Associates
The Palo Alto Weekly (ISSN 0199-1159) is
published every Friday by Embarcadero Publishing
Co., 703 High St., Palo Alto, CA 94302, (650)
326-8210. Periodicals postage paid at Palo Alto,
CA and additional mailing offices. Adjudicated a
newspaper of general circulation for Santa Clara
County. The Palo Alto Weekly is delivered free to
homes in Palo Alto, Menlo Park, Atherton, Portola
Valley, East Palo Alto, to faculty and staff households on the Stanford campus and to portions of
Los Altos Hills. If you are not currently receiving
the paper, you may request free delivery by calling
326-8210. POSTMASTER: Send address changes
to Palo Alto Weekly, P.O. Box 1610, Palo Alto,
CA 94302. Copyright ©2003 by Embarcadero
Publishing Co. All rights reserved. Reproduction
without permission is strictly prohibited. Printed by
SFOP, Redwood City. The Palo Alto Weekly is available on the Internet via Palo Alto Online at: http://
www.PaloAltoOnline.com
Our e-mail addresses are: editor@paweekly.com,
letters@paweekly.com, ads@paweekly.com.
Missed delivery or start/stop your paper?
Call 650 326-8210, or e-mail circulation@paweekly.
com. You may also subscribe online at www.
PaloAltoOnline.com. Subscriptions are $50/yr
($30 within our circulation area).

Woodside Prior y School
Admissions Office
302 Portola Road, Portola Valley, CA 94028
650/851-8223  www.PrioryCa.org

OPEN HOUSE

for Prospective Students and Families

Saturday, Nov. 15th, 2008 at 10 a.m.
Wednesday, Dec. 3rd, 2008 at 7 p.m.
Saturday, Dec. 6th, 2008 at 10 a.m.
For information and to R.S.V.P. contact Admissions at 650. 851. 8223
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by Don Kazak

Blow up your TV

S

inger-songwriter John Prine
once wrote a song that included the lyrics, “Blow up your
TV.” He was joking. Maybe.
But Peter DeBenedittis isn’t joking when he takes aim at the influence television and commercials
have on young minds.
DeBenedittis is author of the
book, “Stranger in Your Living
Room: How Media Hurts Children”
and was in Palo Alto last week to
talk about the topic.
The New Mexico author speaks
from experience. He ran his own
advertising agency for 10 years,
mostly working for politicians, and
knows the advertising business from
the inside.
“Now I teach people how seduction works,” he said.
DeBenedittis spoke in assemblies
to more than 800 eighth graders at
Jordan, JLS and Terman middle
schools then spoke the same night
to a group of about 50 parents,
sponsored by the Palo Alto Drug
and Alcohol Collaborative.
His message was powerful, aimed
at both parents and kids.
Since both Time and Newsweek
published cover stories 12 years
ago, it’s been widely accepted science that the brains of children
develop in stages and don’t fully
mature until age 25.
This is crucial for parents of
young children to understand.
The ages 0-6 and 10-13 are periods of massive brain development,
he said. “It’s important to be stimulated through experience during
those periods.”
Watching TV and later playing
video games are passive activities
that don’t provide the same neurological development that real experience does.
Even worse, “TV stunts the
growth of connectors between neurons,” he said.
“The reasons we have ADD (attention deficit disorder) in our culture is because of TV,” DeBenedittis
said, quoting a University of North
Carolina professor.
He then threw out some startling
facts.
“Fifth graders watch three and a
half hours of media a day and talk
to their parents 17 to 36 minutes a
week,” he said.
“Average college students had
vocabularies of 40,000 words in
the 1970s, now it’s 10,000 words,”
he said.

“Americans watch more TV than
the French, Russians, Japanese and
Chinese — combined,” he said.
The scariest facts DeBenedittas related were about alcohol use
among young people and the efforts
that beer companies make to attract
future customers.
“Alcohol companies have different
images for adults and kids,” he said.
It’s called two-tiered advertising —
except it’s hard to tell them apart.
Any TV ad about beer that has
animals, is funny and has music
isn’t aimed at adults but at kids, he
said. Those ads cost between $2
million and $4 million to produce
“and are run through batteries of
psychologists.”
Teens get in trouble because their
alcohol use is often binge-drinking,
in large part because they have been
conditioned to an expectation of,
“Now I’m at the age I’m supposed
to drink,” he explained.
“Four in 10 students who drink
alcohol by age 15 become alcoholics later in life,” he said.
But Benedittis had some good
news for Palo Alto parents, too.
“You have a social-norming program second to none, which is why
alcohol and tobacco use is so low”
among Palo Alto students, he said.
The social-norming program began about five years ago, sparked by
concerns about drug use at both high
schools back in 2000, Palo Alto Unified School District Assistant Superintendent Scott Laurence recalled.
The program does annual surveys
of all middle and high school students about drug, alcohol and tobacco use. At the middle schools, the
focus of the survey has expanded to
include bullying.
In terms of alcohol use, one perception is that “everyone at the
dance is drinking,” which is what
high school students who are caught
drinking alcohol say, Laurence said.
But most aren’t drinking.
“It’s about perceptions,” Laurence
said. “Kids now understand what
the reality is.”
It may help to tell kids how they
are being manipulated by TV commercials.
“Kids don’t like to be told what to
do, they rebel,” DeBenedittis said.
“So teach them how they are being
manipulated into an unhealthy lifestyle, so they will reject that.” N
Senior Staff Writer Don Kazak can be e-mailed at dkazak@
paweekly.com.

SUBSCRIBE!
Support your local newspaper by becoming a paid subscriber. $30 per year for
residents of our circulation area: $50 for
businesses and residents of other areas.
Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
City/Zip: _______________________________
Mail to: Palo Alto Weekly,
P.O. Box 1610. Palo Alto CA 94302
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Teaching the value of black gold
School garden becomes science lab where kids learn about stewardship
by Arden Pennell

S

Public toilets
(continued from page 3)

Pregnant mothers with touchy
bladders also benefit from rest
rooms, according to Megan DeLeon.
“Remember what it was like when
you were pregnant?” she asked Anneliese Abdella, whose children
climbed on playground equipment.
Abdella, a Menlo Park resident,
said Pardee and Holbrook Palmer
Park in Atherton are two of her family’s favorites.
“For mom’s groups, we planned to
meet where bathrooms are. At Holbrook Palmer Park the restrooms are
open and always clean,” she said.
DeLeon and Abdella said they
don’t fear that restrooms will attract

Marjan Sadoughi

econd-grade students zipped
about a garden at El Carmelo
Elementary School, hunting
for rocks to dunk in a rinse basin.
One girl, Lauren, suddenly stopped
in her tracks.
“A roly-poly lives in there!” she
cried, pointing to a small hole in the
stone she’d found. Other students
abandoned their searches briefly to
come check out the bug.
She stepped to the edge of the garden, gingerly set the rock down, and
waited for the small bug to crawl
away. Then she brought her stone to
the water-filled basin to continue the
classroom exercise.
Saving a teeny life from drowning
— and by extension, caring for the
Earth’s ecosystem — is exactly the
sort of mindset teacher Robin Dosskey is hoping to impart to students.
Over the course of about four
years — and with extra help from a
$1,270 grant from nonprofit Partners
in Education this summer — Dosskey and colleague Karen Lemoine
have transformed the garden into an
“outdoor science learning lab.”
Dosskey uses the lab to breathe
life into the state-mandated science
curriculum, averring that young
children, need, need need as much
hands-on learning as possible. The
recent exercise in which Lauren
spared a pill bug was part of a unit
on rocks and soil.
So fervent is Dosskey’s belief in
lessons kids can literally dig into that
she has grabbed cool-looking rocks
from friends’ yards and construction sites to deposit in the garden
and enthrall her young charges. She
spent years adding coffee grounds
to the clay soil to turn it from bricklike to life-giving. And when flies
wouldn’t land on the students’ Venus fly traps, she encouraged them
to try pill bugs.
The dirt-under-the-fingernails approach has a deeper goal, however.
“Soil is the new gold,” Dosskey
said, surveying the carrot patch.
As soil degradation draws increasing worldwide alarm and water grows scarcer, Dosskey sees the
garden as a way to teach children to
be stewards of valuable, shrinking

El Carmelo Elementary School second-graders Jacob (left) and Stephanie hunt for rocks (while not trampling plants) in the school garden,
which is now an outdoor science learning lab.
resources. If tykes experience the
hard work needed to transform clay
soil to fertile humus, if they monitor
water use and study plant growth,
it’s a good foundation for dealing
with a world of increasingly scarce
resources, according to the teacher.
Concern for soil has grown alongside global-warming anxiety from a
murmur to clamor in the last couple
years. Media from National Geographic and Scientific American to
the New York Times have featured
stories on no-till farming and studies
on the world’s vanishing fertility.
Sustainable agriculture features
prominently in GoingGreen, an investment conference for innovators
and venture capitalists that took
place earlier this month in San Francisco.
The conference description asks:
“Who are designing organic pesticides, livestock that require fewer
inputs of hormones & antibiotics,
hydroponic farms that use waste
water and solar energy to grow food
in warehouses, high-technology to
expand locally grown food production? What companies and technologies are at the forefront of delivering
this new and greener green revolution in agriculture?”
More aptly, which schools are?
At El Carmelo’s outdoor science
learning lab, nary a pill bug may be

harmed. Young, fragile plants are
protected not by using pesticide but
with an up-ended container to act
as a clear covering. And the attitude
trickles down to students such as
Lauren or Stephanie, who paused
when a ladybug hopped from a stone
onto her hand.
“It’s a baby ladybug because it
has no spots,” Stephanie said, not
moving her eyes from the tiny orange circle making its way across
her palm.
Dosskey plans to keep expanding the outdoor lab. This summer’s
grant from Partners in Education —
the group gave the district nearly $3
million last year and regularly doles
out donations to teacher and student
projects — allowed some improvements.
The science-loving teacher bought
a trellis on which the students will
grow vines. She hung additional bird
feeders so students who have already
studied butterflies and planted bushes to attract them will learn more
about birds. She set up a bird bath, a
sundial and a spider-web frame. She
bought buckets to set up elevated
plantings within the garden.
Last week, as children spilled out
of the classroom and into the mini
world of wonders to uncover rocks

the wrong element.
Most park restrooms are locked
after daylight hours and neither
woman has felt unsafe at other parks
with toilets, they said.
The prefabricated rest rooms are
planned for installation at Pardee
and Seale parks this year; for Cubberley Community Center in 200910; Juana Briones Park in 2010-11;
Don Jesus Ramos Park in 2011-12;
and Boulware Park in 2012-13, according to Elizabeth Ames, senior
public works engineer for the City
of Palo Alto.
The rest rooms will carry a
$200,000 price tag each, which includes landscaping, she said. They
will be the same as those installed
in Mitchell Park. The buildings will
have automatic, timed locks that
will close at night.

The city is trying to buy the Eleanor and Seale restrooms concurrently at a discount price, she added.
The decision to add toilets is based
on feedback the parks department
received from residents, she added.
Ames said the Pardee Park restrooms would probably be located
near the street on Center Drive and
near the picnic area. A pathway
would lead from the sidewalk and
would be wheelchair accessible, she
added.
The restrooms must have approval
from the city’s Architectural Review Board before the project goes
out to bid in October or November,
she said. N

(continued on page 8)

Staff Writer Sue Dremann can
be e-mailed at sdremann@paweekly.com.

And get paid for remembering.

Paper. Plastic. Neither.
Whatever it takes to remember!
Thanks for buying reusable bags. Now let Palo Alto retailers
thank you for remembering to bring them. Shop the following businesses
and get rewarded (e.g., discounts, cash back).
Visit www.cityofpaloalto.org/BYOBag to learn your reward.

Books Inc.
Country Sun Natural Foods
Curves - Palo Alto South
J.J. & F
Legar Salon
Palo Alto Hardware
Patagonia
Piazza‘s Fine Foods
The Playstore
SkinSpirit
Whole Foods Market
Palo Alto businesses — become a BYOBag! Campaign Partner. Contact us for details.

(650) 496-5910
recycling@cityofpaloalto.org
www.cityofpaloalto.org/recycle
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QUOTE OF THE WEEK

SIGN UP FOR FALL LESSONS NOW

D Daily public sessions
D Private parties available
D Lessons for all ages and abilities

It is like a beacon welcoming
people from distances afar.
—Pat Eadie, a Crescent Park resident, describing
her concern over the city’s plan to install toilets in
Eleanor Pardee Park. See story on page 3.

Call for more information or to register

493-4566

3009 Middlefield Road, Palo Alto
www.winterlodge.com
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Your Child’s Health University
Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital offers classes, seminars and resources
designed to foster good health and enhance the lives of parents and children.
MOTHERS OF SONS: THE JOYS AND CHALLENGES
OF ADOLESCENCE
Dr. Robert Lehman, adolescent medicine specialist, explores the challenges that moms
face in raising adolescent boys and offers ideas on how to strengthen the relationship
between mothers and their sons as they transition from childhood to adulthood.
Call (650) 724-3783 to register.
- Tuesday, October 14

BECOMING GRANDPARENTS
Designed for new and expectant grandparents, this class examines the change in labor
and delivery practices, the latest recommendations for infant care and the unique role of
grandparents in today’s society.
- Thursday, October 23
NEWBORN CARE 101
Often touted as our “most fun” class, this interactive program teaches the specifics
of newborn care, including bathing, temperature-taking, changing diapers, swaddling,
soothing techniques and more. Infant doll models are used to allow for hands-on practice.
- Saturday, October 25

PEDIATRIC WEIGHT CONTROL PROGRAM
This family-based, behavioral and educational weight management program promotes
healthy eating and exercise habits for overweight children and their families. More than
80% of children achieve long-term weight loss through this program – and parents lose
weight too! Call (650) 725-4424 to pre-register. Spaces are limited.

Call (650) 723-4600 or visit www.lpch.org to register or obtain more
information on the times, locations and fees for these and other courses.
LU C I L E PA C K A R D

C H I L D R E N’S
H O S P I T A L
CALL

TODAY

TO

SIGN

UP
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FOR

CLASSES

(650)

‘‘

‘‘

OUTDOOR ICE SKATING & TENNIS

723-4600

Around Town
MISSING MEETINGS ... According to its formal schedule,
the Palo Alto City Council is only
slated to meet on the first three
Mondays of any month. Yet excluding its August vacation, two
weeks without a council meeting
is rare indeed. But thanks to the
cancellation of a Sept. 22 meeting, the council is off until Oct.
6. Mayor Larry Klein said new
City Manager Jim Keene would
be away for this week’s meeting
and that not very many issues
were on the agenda.
WILKIE PARKERS BE WARNED
... If you have any thoughts of
parking on Wilkie Way, or other
nearby Charleston Meadows
streets, be forewarned: Nearby
neighbors may track you down
to figure out why, exactly, you
are parking on their street. Carlin Otto and other concerned
neighbors have spent six
months checking license plates,
leaving notes on vehicles and
scoping out driveways and garages in Arbor Real to pinpoint
the source of the cars. They’ve
found that 32 cars that belong
in Arbor Real park “routinely”
on neighboring streets such as
Wilkie Way. Parking has been a
hot issue in Charleston Meadows for years, as neighbors successfully shut down attempts to
link a bike or pedestrian path to
new developments on El Camino Real due to fears that parked
cars would eliminate space for
Charleston Meadow homeowners and their guests. Otto has
been attending recent public
meetings sharing the results of
the investigations. “This is a permanent thing,” she said.
GETTING GREEN POWER ...
Palo Alto has earned huge accolades for its high participation
in PaloAltoGreen, its renewable-energy electricity program,
which adds about $10 per
month to the average residential customer’s bill. But some
council members, particularly
Vice Mayor Peter Drekmeier,
asked the Utilities Department
to study the implications of
designating PaloAltoGreen the
city’s primary source of electricity, requiring customers to
opt-out if they wanted cheaper
power. That wouldn’t be the
best way to reduce the city’s

greenhouse-gas emissions and
probably wouldn’t go over too
well with businesses, which use
the most electricity in the city,
utilities analysts responded in
a recent memo. In addition to
PaloAltoGreen, the city also intends to use renewable energy
—solar, wind or geothermal
— to provide more than 20
percent of its general electricity
supply. The city could merge
the PaloAltoGreen program into
its general supply and create
more challenging renewable
goals, or it could even redefine
“renewable” to include large
hydropower, which is where
the city gets more than half
of its electricity in most years.
But now probably isn’t the
best time to require everyone
to pay more, the memo states.
Recently fewer customers have
enrolled and some have even
dropped out of PaloAltoGreen,
citing economic pressures and
rising energy costs, it states.
And on another renewable
energy front, Palo Altans have
installed 239 photovoltaic systems since 1999, earning $2.5
million in rebates.
RULE BREAKERS PAYING
MORE ... It just got more expensive to break some rules in
Palo Alto. In particular, getting
caught with an unleashed dog
in Foothills Park will now earn a
$250 ticket, up from $100. Repeat violations of no-parking or
time-limited parking zones will
now cost $33 rather than $32.
And the new law against allowing several teens to consume
alcohol on private property, the
“social host” prohibition, will
cost $250 for the first violation,
$500 for the second and $1,000
for any other violations.
LANDFILL FIRE COST ... The
July 24 landfill fire damaged
some of the pipes, wells and
other equipment that supports
the landfill’s gas and drainage
systems, according to a recent
city report. A city contractor
arrived the day after the fire
to fix the systems, which cost
$22,500. To prevent damage from potential future fires,
Modesto-based SCS Field
Services will return to install
six new gas wells at a cost of
$10,000. N

Upfront

FALL COMPOST

COMMUNITY

Keeping ‘affordable housing’ affordable
Housing Corporation, council committee do about-face on policy

J

ust six months after the Palo
Alto City Council considered a
significant change in the city’s
34-year-old affordable-housing program, the Palo Alto Housing Corporation and a council committee
are now recommending keeping the
current program rules as they are.
The issue in question focused on
the prices at which owners of the
city’s 246 below-market-rate (BMR)
units could sell their homes.
The city’s BMR program, one of the
first in California, allows households
that earn between 80 and 120 percent
of the median income to purchase a
residence at a greatly reduced price,
in exchange for deed restrictions including a limited appreciation rate.
Recent sales have ranged from
an older one-bedroom condo for
$108,900 to three- and four-bedroom condos in Arbor Real for between $275,000 and $383,000.
Nearly all of the units currently
appreciate in value at a rate of onethird of the Consumer Price Index
(CPI), or about 1 percent per year.
This spring the city had considered allowing greater appreciation
after learning that some units grew
“too” affordable, allowing families

Public
Notices
995 Fictitious
Name Statement
GROSHART CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
STATEMENT
File No. 513572
The following person (persons) is
(are) doing business as, Groshart
Construction Company, 2331
Carmel Dr., Palo Alto, CA 94303,
Santa Clara County:
DONALD E. GROSHART
2331 Carmel Dr.
Palo Alto, CA 94303
This business is owned by an
individual.
Registrant/Owner began transacting business under the fictitious
business name(s) listed herein on
June 1, 1983.
This statement was filed with
the County Clerk-Recorder of
Santa Clara County on August
27, 2008.
(PAW Sep. 5, 12, 19, 26, 2008)
CALENDAR CLUB AT STANFORD
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
STATEMENT
File No. 513576
The following person (persons) is
(are) doing business as, Calendar
Club at Stanford, 180 El Camino
# 16, Palo Alto, CA 94304, Santa
Clara County:
ROBERT W. LAMPKIN
2020 James Pl.
San Jose, CA 95125
This business is owned by an
individual.
Registrant/Owner has not yet
begun to transact business under
the fictitious business name(s)
listed herein.
This statement was filed with
the County Clerk-Recorder of
Santa Clara County on August
28, 2008.
(PAW Sep. 12, 19, 26, Oct. 3,
2008)
CASA BUENA TOWNHOMES
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
STATEMENT
File No. 513405
The following person (persons)
is (are) doing business as,

by Becky Trout
with very low incomes to qualify for
the purchase, yet not necessarily be
able to keep up with maintenance
and homeowner’s fees.
Also, the low appreciation rate
frustrated longtime owners, who
expected to be able to sell their
homes at closer to market value.
The program also failed to reward
those owners who kept their properties well-maintained, some residents
and administrators involved with the
program said.
In March, the council (with an
8-0 vote) asked city housing staff
members to analyze shifting from a
CPI-based resale price to one linked
to local incomes, encapsulated in an
Area Median Income index created
by the state.
The council also decided to
award an annual maintenance bonus of $2,000 to most owners who
leave their properties in “move in”
condition at resale. City inspectors
will evaluate the condition of the
residence.
Yet in practice the bonus alone
pushed up resale prices enough
to boost compensation for owners
while keeping prices safely below
the cost of newly constructed BMR

Casa Buena Townhomes, 622
Hawthorne Avenue, Los Altos, CA
94024, Santa Clara County:
CASA BUENA, LLC
1184 Eureka Ave.
Los Altos, CA 94024
This business is owned by a limited liability company.
Registrant/Owner began transacting business under the fictitious
business name(s) listed herein on
5/18/2007.
This statement was filed with
the County Clerk-Recorder of
Santa Clara County on August
25, 2008.
(PAW Sep. 5, 12, 19, 26, 2008)
GLASSHOUSE STUDIO
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
STATEMENT
File No. 513735
The following person (persons)
is (are) doing business as,
Glasshouse Studio, 1222 Becket
Dr., San Jose, CA 95121, Santa
Clara County:
SAMUEL GONZALEZ
1222 Becket Dr.
San Jose, CA 95121
This business is owned by an
individual.
Registrant/Owner began transacting business under the fictitious
business name(s) listed herein on
6/21/08.
This statement was filed with the
County Clerk-Recorder of Santa
Clara County on September 3,
2008.
(PAW Sep. 12, 19, 26, Oct. 3,
2008)
CLEAN TECHNOLOGY
COMMERCIALIZATION (CTC)
SUN (RE) CONSTRUCTION
BEYOND FIRE VENTURES
BEYOND FIRE (RE)
CONSTRUCTION
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
STATEMENT
File No. 513850
The following person (persons) is
(are) doing business as, 1.) Clean
Technology Commercialization
(CTC), 2.) Sun (re) Construction,
3.) Beyond Fire Ventures, 4.)
Beyond Fire (re) Construction,
1351 Harker Ave., Palo Alto, CA
94301, Santa Clara County:
BEYOND FIRE LLC
1351 Harker Ave.
Palo Alto, CA 94301
This business is owned by a limited liability company. Registrant/
Owner began transacting business under the fictitious business
name(s) listed herein on April

units, according to the Palo Alto
Housing Corporation, the nonprofit that administers the program for
the city.
This month, the council’s Policy
and Services Committee unanimously voted to retain the current
pricing formula for the program.
“After a lot of discussion, it just
made the most sense for us,” Councilman John Barton, a committee
member, said.
“They felt they wanted to [keep]
the units as affordable as possible,”
said Cathy Siegel, the city’s advance
planning manager. The committee
also signaled its emphasis on keeping residences in the city’s program,
which is also the Housing Corporation’s goal.
The corporation wants units to remain in the program — by limiting
their appreciation and preserving
long-term deed restrictions — and
ensure the program is as simple to
administer as possible, board President Bonnie Packer said.
When faced with the city’s recommendation to switch to an incomebased appreciation formula, with

2008.
This statement was filed with the
County Clerk-Recorder of Santa
Clara County on September 5,
2008.
(PAW Sep. 26, Oct. 3, 10, 17,
2008)
GROSHART CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
STATEMENT
File No. 514414
The following person (persons) is
(are) doing business as, Groshart
Construction Company, 2331
Carmel Dr., Palo Alto, CA 94303,
Santa Clara County:
DONALD E. GROSHART
2331 Carmel Dr.
CA 94303
MARJORIE J. GROSHART
2331 Carmel Dr.
CA 94303
This business is owned by husband & wife.
Registrant/Owner began transacting business under the fictitious
business name(s) listed herein on
June 1, 1983.
This statement was filed with the
County Clerk-Recorder of Santa
Clara County on September 19,
2008.
(PAW Sep. 26, Oct. 3, 10, 17,
2008)

997 All Other
Legals
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE FOR
CHANGE OF NAME SUPERIOR
COURT OF THE STATE OF
CALIFORNIA FOR THE COUNTY OF
SANTA CLARA
No. 108CV121998
TO ALL INTERESTED PERSONS:
Petitioner MILENA HILEMAN
and PHILIP GARTRELL on behalf
of GENEVIEVE FRANCESCA
HILEMAN, a minor filed a petition with this court for a decree
changing names as follows:
GENEVIEVE FRANCESCA HILEMAN
to GENEVIEVE FRANCESCA
HILEMAN GARTRELL HADDAD.
THE COURT ORDERS that all
persons interested in this matter
shall appear before this court at
the hearing indicated below to
show cause, if any, why the petition for change of name should
not be granted. NOTICE OF
HEARING: OCTOBER 28, 2008,
8:45 a.m., Room 107. Superior
Court of California, County of
Santa Clara, 170 Park Center
Plaza, San Jose, CA 95113. A

GIVEAWAY

PALO ALTO RESIDENTS
“Complete the recycle circle”
In appreciation of citizen’s
participation in the curbside
composting program, Palo Alto
residents will be allowed up to
1 cubic yard of compost
(equivalent to six full garbage
cans), free of charge. Bring
shovels, gloves, containers and
proof of Palo Alto residency.
SATURDAY, SEPT. 27th
or SUNDAY, OCT. 5th
at the Palo Alto Landfill
2380 Embarcadero Road
1 cubic yard for event

(continued on page 9)
copy of this ORDER TO SHOW
CAUSE shall be published at least
once each week for four successive weeks prior to the date set
for hearing on the petition in the
following newspaper of general
circulation, printed in this county:
PALO ALTO WEEKLY
Date: Sep. 5, 2008
/s/ Mary Ann Grilli
JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT
(PAW Sep. 12, 19, 26, Oct. 3,
2008)
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S SALE
T.S. No. 2008-22288104 Loan
No. 0022288104 Title Order No.
S803485 YOU ARE IN DEFAULT
UNDER A DEED OF TRUST DATED
9/29/2003. UNLESS YOU TAKE
ACTION TO PROTECT YOUR
PROPERTY, IT MAY BE SOLD AT
A PUBLIC SALE. IF YOU NEED AN
EXPLANATION OF THE NATURE
OF THE PROCEEDING AGAINST
YOU, YOU SHOULD CONTACT A
LAWYER. A public auction sale
to the highest bidder for cash,
cashier’s check drawn on a state
or national bank, check drawn by
a state or federal credit union, or
a check drawn by a state or federal savings and loan association,
or savings association, or savings
bank specified in Section 5102 of
the Financial Code and authorized
to do business in this state will
be held by the duly appointed
trustee as shown below, of all
right, title, and interest conveyed
to and now held by the trustee in
the hereinafter described property
under and pursuant to a Deed
of Trust described below. The
sale will be made, but without
covenant or warranty, expressed
or implied, regarding title, possession, or encumbrances, to
pay the remaining principal sum
of the note(s) secured by the
Deed of Trust, with interest and
late charges thereon, as provided
in the note(s), advances, under
the terms of the Deed of Trust,
interest thereon, fees, charges
and expenses of the Trustee for
the total amount (at the time of
the initial publication of the Notice
of Sale) reasonably estimated to
be set forth below. The amount
may be greater on the day of
sale. Trustor: DENNIS K BAKER
AND YUKO A. BAKER, HUSBAND
AND WIFE, AS JOINT TENANTS
Duly Appointed Trustee: GOLDEN
WEST SAVINGS ASSOCIATION

WANTED
NEWS REPORTER

We’re looking for an enterprising,
full-time news reporter with writing
talent to cover the challenging Menlo
Park beat.
The Almanac is a CNPA-awardwinning community newspaper and
Web site for Atherton, Menlo Park,
Portola Valley and Woodside.
The job requires several stories a
week, including news updates posted
to TheAlmanacOnline.com, in-depth
news stories and cover stories every
four to ﬁve weeks.
Candidates should have at least two years of beatcoverage experience, strong writing and grammar skills, and
versatility to write everything from hard news to features.
It is strongly preferred that applicants live in or near
Menlo Park. Out-of-state applicants with no roots in the
area are discouraged.
Send resume and three writing clips to:
Managing Editor Richard Hine
3525 Alameda de las Pulgas, Menlo Park, CA 94025
or e-mail AlmanacNews@gmail.com.
No phone calls, please.

(continued on pg. 27)
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Upfront
Commitment To Excellence

$500
Discoun

t Coupon

Original Ownership Since 1975

(with purchase of

new roof)

All Types of Rooﬁng & Gutters
Residential & Commercial
S.C.L#785441
1901 Old Middleﬁeld Way, Mtn.View
650-969-7663
LET’S DISCUSS:
Read the latest local news
headlines and talk about
the issues at Town Square
at www.PaloAltoOnline.com

Black gold
(continued from page 5)

Dosskey had hidden Easter-egg
style, there was only one rule.
“Use the stepping stones! Don’t
walk on the wooden beds!” Dosskey called.
Careful paths had been laid to
keep little feet from trampling
woodchip-scattered beds of flowers, carrots and other plants. Protect
the dirt, Dosskey asked her young
charges as they scampered about. N
Staff Writer Arden Pennell can
be e-mailed at apennell@paweekly.com.

News Digest
Man beaten by mother of alleged
sexual-assault victim
A 23-year-old man who allegedly sexually assaulted his 2-year-old
niece was beaten Wednesday by the child’s mother until officers arrived to the East Palo Alto home and took him into custody.
Police said Joel Aguilar Guizar was found cowering inside a home
at an undisclosed address after officers responded around 1 p.m. to
a report of a domestic battery in progress.
The officers found two women inside who were holding their
children and were visibly upset, police said. The officers determined
the women had discovered that Guizar had sexually assaulted his
niece, police said.
The victim’s mother assaulted Guizar, who confessed to the sexual assault during a police interview, according to police. He was
booked into San Mateo County Jail on three counts of sodomy of a
child and one count of lewd acts with a child. N
—Bay City News Service

Anti-stress plan targets winter-break homework
In a new anti-stress measure for students, the Palo Alto school
district may add a message to the school-year calendar to tell teachers not to assign work during the December break.
“The winter break is intended to be a time that is free from schoolwork for students and staff,” Assistant Superintendent Scott Bowers
said in a draft message presented to the school board Tuesday night
in a study session. The issue is to be discussed again and possibly
voted on in October.
“There should be no expectations on the part of students or staff
that schoolwork is done over this period,” Bowers wrote.
The message instructs teachers not to assign projects that are due
the first week back from break.
Without homework, the winter break could allow busy students a
real and healthy rest, board Vice President Barb Mitchell said.
Board members were divided as to whether the board should take
a stronger stance and adopt the message as an actual policy.
Melissa Baten Caswell said there was no reason not to, if the board
already endorsed the message. Barbara Klausner suggested waiting
a year, then gathering community input to see if the message alone
worked.
Superintendent Kevin Skelly said students could enforce the quasi-policy themselves.
“Classroom communities will do some policing on this,” he said.
“The students do have some power.”
Board members did agree, however, on the difficulty of settling
on a homework schedule that pleases everyone.
“It’s a tough thing to construct. There is no perfect solution,”
board President Dana Tom said. N
—Palo Alto Weekly Staff

State provides key $240 million to construct
BART extension
A state commission pledged to provide $240 million to extend
BART to San Jose and Santa Clara Thursday morning, said Carl
Guardino, a member of the California Transportation Commission.
The commission’s unanimous vote secures all necessary state
funding — a total of $760 million — for the $6.1 billion, 16-mile
project, said Guardino, also the president and CEO of the Silicon
Valley Leadership Group.
“This is the missing puzzle piece to secure the federal piece to
have rapid rail around the entire Bay Area,” Guardino said.
Measure B on the November ballot asks voters to consider a oneeighth of a cent sales tax that would be used to pay for the operation
and maintenance of the BART connection in San Jose. If passed, it
would only go into effect if all state and federal financing is secured
to construct the massive project.
Federal authorities have said they want to ensure money is available to operate the extension before providing funding for its construction, Guardino said.
Construction could begin in 2013 and complete in 2017, he said.
“Nearly 50 years ago, folks in this valley missed the opportunity
to link the Bay Area [via transit]. Our generation has a chance to
fix it,” Guardino said.
On Wednesday, the Palo Alto Chamber of Commerce’s Government Action Committee voted to recommend its board support Measure B. Others, including Palo Alto Councilwoman Yoriko Kishimoto, oppose Measure B because they believe the money could be used
to improve Caltrain or for other transportation projects.
Two-thirds of voters on Nov. 4 must approve Measure B to pass
the sales tax. N
—Becky Trout
LET’S DISCUSS: Read the latest local news headlines
and talk about the issues at Town Square at www.PaloAltoOnline.com
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Affordable housing

PUBLIC SAFETY

(continued from page 7)

Foothills plan to dampen fire threat
Fire-management plan identifies hot spots and ‘dead-end’ neighborhoods,
cites need for greater regional coordination
by Sue Dremann

F

lames up to 20 feet high could
sweep at up to 4 miles per hour
toward homes in some areas of
the Palo Alto foothills, according to
a newly released fire-danger map.
Some residents would only have
one way out.
The first comprehensive foothills
fire-management plan in 26 years
will come before the Palo Alto City
Council in mid-November.
The sweeping plan was unveiled
last night at Foothills Park after four
months of research by consultants
and public agencies.

The goal is to prevent an epic
wildfire in the foothills that could
wipe out homes — particularly in
neighborhoods with only one road
in and out — and businesses.
The plan covers the area southwest of Foothill Expressway and
Junipero Serra Boulevard and unincorporated San Mateo County. It includes developing evacuation routes,
staffing for the foothills fire station,
a wildland-management plan to reduce the “fuel load” of plants and
the development of an emergencycommunications network.

A major fire has not burned in the
area since 1912, according to Palo
Alto Fire Chief Nick Marinaro,
when he outlined the plan at a community meeting last May.
The greatest areas of fire danger
are on the west side of Foothills Park
bordered by Los Trancos Creek and
Trappers Fire Road, south of Boronda Lake, according to draft “FlamMaps,” which show the anticipated
speed, size and intensity of potential
fires based on an area’s terrain, typi-

School boundaries

ing property lines, before the advent
of major suburbanization, she explained. Then, developers built over
the invisible divisions without much
thinking of it, she said.
In the days before overcrowding, standardized testing and heady
competition, territory transfers were
less contentious, she added.
Carrig’s research on the Palo Alto
petition will also take into account
the perspectives of other stakeholders — and those aren’t favorable, so
far. Superintendents from both Palo
Alto and Mountain View say they
will likely oppose the petition.
“We’re very crowded,” said Superintendent Kevin Skelly of Palo
Alto.
Enrollment hit a 20-year high this
year, up 259 students from last year
for a total of 11,431. The district has
only one so-called “empty” classroom left to use as flexible swing
space for art, science and other
classes, according to Assistant Superintendent Scott Laurence.
Accepting new houses would set a
poor precedent, Skelly said, and the
district is wary of a domino effect.
“[Crowding] would be a hard argument to make to other areas, if
you say ‘yes’ to this area.”
Plenty of households within Palo
Alto are zoned for Mountain View
schools, such as along El Camino
Real south of West Charleston
Road, he said.
According to the Mountain ViewLos Altos High School District,
70 Palo Alto residents attend its
schools.
The high-school district will also
probably oppose the petition, according to Superintendent Barry
Groves.
“We don’t believe in piecemeal
territory transfers,” he said, adding
the district is already serving its students well.
As a so-called Basic Aid district
like Palo Alto, Groves’ district relies
mainly on property taxes rather than
state money to fund education.
If the 18 parcels transfer to Palo
Alto, their property tax will be lost to
Mountain View-Los Altos, he said.
Superintendent Maurice Ghysels
of the Mountain View Whisman
School District could not be reached
before press time.
Ironically, despite enrollment concerns, the petition likely wouldn’t

cause an immediate influx to Palo
Alto schools. Raheja said only
one child of the 18 units currently
attends Mountain View schools.
Groves said the high-school district
has no current students from the
complex.
The transfer petition may face opposition from other Palo Alto residents.
As first reported by the Weekly
last Friday, the petition ignited
a flurry of comments on Town
Square, the Weekly’s online community forum, with some alleging
the petitioners were concerned only
with property values.
“Since it is townhouses, it really is an attempt to get Palo Alto
schools for Mountain View prices.
I’d be a little less skeptical of the
altruistic plea if this were between
PAUSD and Los Altos — which are
both strong districts — but Mountain View?” wrote commenter
OhlonePar on Sept. 19.
Raheja disputed the property-value accusation. The petition is about
building community in a subdivision that feels strangely split, she
maintained, citing two neighboring
children who aren’t friends.
“Those two kids are almost of
the same age, and they don’t even
play together. They don’t know each
other’s names.”
What about just knocking on
neighbors’ doors?
Somehow, it doesn’t work, Raheja
answered. People say they will get
together but those intentions later
vanish into thin air, she said.
The next steps for the petition will
be public hearings followed by a
120-day research period and a public vote by the committee on the nine
state criteria, Carrig said. If the petition fails to meet even one criterion,
it won’t be approved, she noted.
The public hearings on transferring
18 parcels from the Mountain View
Whisman and Mountain View-Los
Altos High School districts to the
Palo Alto Unified School District take
place Oct. 14 in Palo Alto at 3:30 p.m.
at the school district’s board room at
25 Churchill Ave. and in Mountain
View at 5:30 p.m. the same day in
the Mountain View-Los Altos board
room at 1299 Bryant Ave. N
Staff Writer Arden Pennell can
be e-mailed at apennell@paweekly.com.

(continued from page 3)

as a Palo Alto resident paying Palo
Alto taxes, why shouldn’t she, too,
go to Palo Alto schools? It’s logical,
she said.
Raheja’s petition will face hefty
hurdles, however.
While many acknowledge longestablished school boundaries
can make little sense — Palo Alto
schools Superintendent Kevin Skelly called it a “crazy-quilt pattern”
— changing them is tough.
Each petition for a so-called “territory transfer” must undergo a rigorous county examination to meet
nine state criteria. Those include:
the transfer mustn’t cause substantial financial loss to either district,
rupture community identity — or be
motivated by concern about property values, rather than children.
A Los Gatos transfer petition was
denied in July when the Santa Clara
County Committee School District
Organization — a body of the county Office of Education — found the
applicant was primarily concerned
with her house’s market worth.
Petitioner Elise Stassart was found
by a county researcher to have written a blog entry explaining: “The
territory transfer is more about making sure we can sell our property in
10 or 20 years without carrying the
albatross of non-inclusive school
district,” according to the county’s
feasibility report.
The same county committee and
researcher, Suzanne Carrig, will examine Raheja’s case.
Carrig said she would look at
factors like driving and shopping
patterns, street layout and subdivision design to assess the claim that
residents belong in Palo Alto, not
Mountain View.
It could be tricky, she predicted.
“It can be hard. It can be emotional for a lot of people. How can you
tell somebody that, ‘No, you’re not
part of the Palo Alto community’ if
they say they are?”
The roots of perplexing boundaries that run right through subdivisions extend into the county’s
agricultural past, Carrig said. As
recently as 25 years ago, farmland
filled the landscape and school
boundaries were drawn along exist-

(continued on page 11)

caps and floors, the board balked,
concerned the formula was too
complicated and would allow resale
prices to climb too rapidly.
“One has to keep in mind the
BMR ownership program was never designed to be an equity-building program, as much as anybody
would like it to be,” Packer said.
It submitted a Sept. 9 letter to the
city expressing support for retaining
the one-third CPI formula.
This spring, some council members had questioned the entire premise of the BMR program, which calls
participants “owners,” although their
ownership rights are limited.
Packer admitted the program is
complicated.
“It’s a difficult one for people to
understand,” she said.

At least part of the confusion
stems from the mismatch caused by
applying societal policies — integrating all income groups, providing
housing for local workers, creating
permanently affordable housing —
to individuals, who want to maximize their return.
“People have a lot of pride when
they own their own place. If you
can achieve that, it’s a good thing,”
Packer said.
The full council is expected to
consider the policy in early November, Siegel said.
The waiting list for a BMR residence includes 541 families, said
Marcie Mitchell, the BMR housing
administrator with the housing corporation. N
Staff Writer Becky Trout can
be e-mailed at btrout@paweekly.
com.

Sign up for our new e-daily at
PaloAltoOnline.com
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Upfront

Introducing

ELITE AT#ARE

CityView
A round-up of

PALO ALTO #OMMON3
As the innovative leader on the Peninsula in providing
compassionate and flexible senior living services, we
have developed a wonderful new program which
offers:
V Experienced highly trained staff always right outside
your door

The City Council did not meet this week.

Board of Education (Sept. 23)
Student stress: The board discussed a policy to reduce student stress
by adding a message to the school calendar discouraging teachers from
assigning work during the December winter break. Board members applauded the initiative but disagreed about whether they should adopt an
official policy to enforce it. Vote: Scheduled for Oct. 28.
Enrollment: The board discussed enrollment, which at 11,431 students is
at a 20-year high. Yet the overall growth of 259 students fell short of the
expected medium-range projection of 420 students. Growth was uneven,
with elementary schools exceeding medium projections and middle and
high schools falling short. Action: None.

Field-use policy: The commission approved the policy, sending it to the
City Council. It added a provision to consider students who attend Palo
Alto schools as residents for priority field-brokering and revised prioritystatus qualifications to distinguish between selective and non-selective
youth leagues. Yes: Unanimous. Absent: Joel Davidson.
Smoking in parks: The commission expressed split views on potential bans
on smoking in parks, with most agreeing that banning smoking for fire-safety would make sense in Pearson-Arastradero, Foothills Park and possibly
the Baylands. Commissioner Deirdre Crommie and possibly others support
a complete ban in all parks. Vote: Scheduled for October meeting.

V An ideal situation for couples with different care
needs.

Elite Care is being waitlisted now, so call today for your
personal tour.

City Council (Sept. 22)

Parks & Recreation Commission (Sept. 23)

V The highest level of care and services without a
care giver living in your apartment.You can maintain
the privacy you cherish

Elite Care is an all-inclusive program providing specialized
care to meet each resident’s unique needs including:
escort service to all appointments, incontinence services
and products, and all of our wonderful assisted living
amenities and programs.

government action this week

Planning & Transportation Commission (Sept. 24)
4075 El Camino Way, Palo Alto, CA 94306

650-494-0760
www.paloaltocommons.com
License #435200706

Residential basements: The commission held a study session on residential basement construction, prompted by concerns about groundwater
pumping and concrete use. It intends to reconsider the issue at a future
meeting. Action: None.
Open-space zoning changes: The commission held a study session on
potential changes to the open-space district, generally agreeing to impose
floor-area-ratio requirements and to create a flexible code to accommodate the range of lot sizes. Vote: An ordinance could be reviewed in
December.

(650) 326-8210

(650) 964-6300

For advertising information
contact Connie Jo Cotton at (650) 326-8210x230
ccotton@paweekly.com
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Public Art Commission (Sept. 18)
Mitchell Park sculpture: The commission voted to budget $800 for a
plaque and other expenses associated with a dedication ceremony for the
new sculpture in Mitchell Park on Nov. 8. Yes: Unanimous.
Collection inspection: The commission voted to budget $750 to purchase
a meter to detect light damage to the city’s art collection, as well as to contract with Andrea Antonnacio for collection inspection. Yes: Unanimous.
Other business: The commission heard two requests: one from the Bay
Trail nonprofit for a memorial in honor of the late Bill Bliss to be placed at
the Palo Alto Baylands; the other for artistic bike racks in Palo Alto. Action:
The commission formed subcommittees for each request and discussed
the possibility of the memorial art piece serving as a bike rack. N

The Public Agenda
PALO ALTO HISTORIC RESOURCES BOARD ... The board intends
to discuss a proposal to demolish a cottage at 310 Addison Ave.
The meeting will begin at 8 a.m. Wednesday, Oct. 1, in the Council
Chambers at City Hall (250 Hamilton Ave.).
PALO ALTO PLANNING AND TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
... The commission intends to hold a no-vote study session on
the housing needed for the Stanford Medical Center and Shopping Center expansions at 6 p.m. At 7:30 p.m., the commission
intends to discuss the College Terrace Center, a proposed 63,000square-foot three-story mixed-use project including a market, 14
residences and underground parking. The meeting will begin at 6
p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 1, in the Council Chambers at City Hall (250
Hamilton Ave.).
PALO ALTO UTILITIES ADVISORY COMMISSION … The commission intends to discuss the cost of gas and electricity, adopt
an electric resource adequacy program, discuss customer survey
results and eliminate residential discounts for water and storm-drain
service to comply with state law. The meeting will begin at 7 p.m.
Wednesday, Oct. 1, in the Council Conference Room at City Hall
(250 Hamilton Ave.).
PALO ALTO ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW BOARD ... The board intends to discuss some previously approved projects and tour the
VMware property at 3401 Hillview Ave. at 9:30 a.m. The meeting will
begin at 8 a.m. Thursday, Oct. 2, in the Council Chambers at City
Hall (250 Hamilton Ave.). N

Upfront

Fire threat
(continued from page 9)

cal wind patterns and type of vegetation. A red, high-danger band runs
from Steep Hollow Trail southeast
toward Moody Road.
Flames could reach heights of
more than 20 feet in parts of the
foothills, including Foothills Park
and more than 8 feet in Arastradero
Preserve, according to the maps.
Chaparral and grasslands produce
the fastest spread of fire, which
could travel up to 4 miles per hour
south of Palo Alto Hills Golf and
Country Club, the maps estimate.
Residences nestled between Arastradero Road, the golf course and
the northern end of Foothills Park
and in Portola Valley in Los Trancos
and Vista Verde are also in danger.
“In the wildland/urban interface,
a fire is an endemic risk when people want to live there,” managementplan Project Manager Ken Dueker,
a reserve officer with the Palo Alto
Police Department, said.
Spurred in part by the disastrous Summit Fire in the Santa
Cruz Mountains, fire districts from
Menlo Park, Palo Alto and Los
Altos Hills, the Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District, police
and representatives from Stanford
University, nonprofit organizations,
businesses and neighborhood associations first met in late May with
the two consultants.
Marinaro said a large fire would
naturally sweep the mountains every 50 to 100 years, burning up the
“fuel load” — dry brush, grasses
and dead trees. But decades of fire
suppression have left four to five
times the normal fuel load, he said.

Stanford housing
(continued from page 3)

Under Palo Alto ordinance,
hospitals are exempt from the
fees because they are assumed to
already provide a public benefit,
Herbert noted. The City Council
upheld that ordinance once more in
March, against a challenge stemming from concern over Stanford’s
expansion.
Hebert added, however, that
the portion of the expansion that
would house community clinics —
not hospitals — would be subject
to impact fees. That amounts to
roughly 23 percent.
The Simon Property Group,
which operates the Stanford Shopping Center, did not return calls for
comment.
Both sides of the housing-andfees issue may be examined at the
coming meeting, Fineberg said.
“There are structural conflicts.
The hospital wants to reduce its
costs, and it’s their responsibility
as a prudent nonprofit to push for
that. [But] community members
don’t want the burden of having
to provide housing through hidden
[costs] in other places,” she said.
If Stanford doesn’t pay development fees, the cost is passed on
to private developers who in turn
charge residents more for new
houses, said Fineberg, who noted
she wasn’t stating her opinions but
issues that might be raised next
week.

The city will focus on lands under its management — Foothills
Park and Pearson-Arastradero
Preserve in particular — and other
agencies such as the open space
district will also consider plans for
reducing the fire hazard on their
lands, Dueker said.
Residents on Alexis Drive, surrounded by hotspots, said they feel
more comfortable with a comprehensive plan taking shape. The uncertainty of manning the foothills
Fire Station 8 in the last few years
made residents jittery.
“It was the reason my husband ran
for City Council,” Sandy Nadim,
wife of former candidate Mark Nadim, said. They have lived there for
22 years.
“We both saw the danger of fire
at Arastradero when the [1985] fire
burned seven or eight houses,” she
said.
Nadim said a major concern for
her is the funding of any plan.
“Only this year I learned that
funding [for Fire Station 8] comes
from a special fund. We need to
have general-fund money as the criteria,” she said.
William Radcliffe, a former firefighter, has attended past meetings
on the plan.
“On this side of the mountain
we’re still afraid it might burn. There
really is no good way of stopping it,”
he said of a potential fire. But the
draft plan appears well thought out,
he said.
The golf course is the best fire
break the community has, and plans
are taking shape to use the golf
course as a refuge for residents and
firefighters who cannot escape from
the mountains, Dueker said.
Creating “defensible” spaces

around homes, water tanks, park
structures and roads are top priorities for the city and residents. Evacuation routes traversing Page Mill
and Alpine roads, Page Mill and
Moody Road and along Los Trancos
Road and Skyline Boulevard must
have brush and flammable materials controlled to reduce the chance
of turning into “tunnels of fire,”
Dueker said.
Escape routes could also be created across private properties with
owners’ permission, he added. The
plan calls for adding color-coded
signage along evacuation routes.
Radcliffe said the Palo Alto Hills
Neighborhood Association is working on setting up a communications
network to relay information to police and fire agencies.
“We will coordinate with surrounding neighborhoods. ... They’ve
drummed it into our heads that we
will be on our own for awhile until
help gets there,” he said.
Thursday’s meeting was the
last of three scheduled before the
Draft Foothills Fire Management
Plan and California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) plan will
be submitted to the Palo Alto City
Council. The plan will be posted on
the city’s website next week and a
30-day public-comment period will
begin.
The council will consider adoption of the plan in mid-November,
according to Cheryl Miller, a consultant with Amphion Environmental, Inc., an East Bay consulting firm that co-authored the plan
with Wildland Resource Management, Inc. N
Staff Writer Sue Dremann
can be e-mailed at sdremann@
paweekly.com.

The Shopping Center as a commercial development will be subject to impact fees, Emslie said.
At between $12 and $15 per
square foot, that’s at least $4.3
million toward affordable housing from the Shopping Center’s
360,000-square foot expansion.
And that money for low-income
housing may be needed, according
to figures the study provides.
At least 70 percent of the 555
households that the bigger mall,
new luxury hotel and restaurant
would generate would be for verylow-income residents, defined as
less than half the area median income. That’s under $53,000 for a
four-person household, the report
states.
In contrast, the Medical Center
would create a need for mainly
upper-income housing. Of its 1,301
households, 64 percent would earn
more than 100 percent the median
income, according to the study.
In total, the 1.6 million-squarefoot expansion would generate a
need for 1,856 households, the report states.
Exactly which type of households
should receive homes is also up for
discussion, Fineberg said. The focus could be on lower-paid retail or
service jobs in the mall, or it could
be for slightly higher-paid support
staff at the hospital, she said, noting that neither group could likely
afford pricey local homes.
“A [medical] resident can’t afford a $2 million north Palo Alto
house, either,” she said.

To help shape her perspective on
housing, Fineberg said it will be
important to find out from Stanford precisely how many workers
commute from far out in the East
Bay — and how many live nearby.
Hebert said only 9 percent of
hospital employees currently live
in Palo Alto, meaning it would be
a mistake to assume the majority
of future employees would want or
need to live strictly in city limits.
Finally, even if built in Palo Alto,
exactly where housing should go
is also up for discussion, Fineberg
said. If erected between the medical center and downtown Palo
Alto, high-density housing could
disrupt the city’s long-term goal of
connecting the new, larger medical and shopping center areas with
downtown, she said. The two areas could form a pedestrian zone
if connected, much like the “urban
village” feel the city is already
shooting for within the expansions
themselves, Fineberg said.
The housing study is available
online at cityofpaloalto.org by
searching on the term “Stanford
housing needs analysis.”
The amount or type of housing,
if any, Stanford needs to provide
will be finalized in a development
agreement expected to be signed
later in the expansion. The statemandated environmental review
for new construction will also address housing. N
Staff Writer Arden Pennell can
be e-mailed at apennell@paweekly.com.
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Upfront

KEPLER’S FEATURED AUTHORS IN OCTOBER
Neil Gaiman
The Graveyard Book
Saturday, October 4, 7:30 p.m.
Location: Spangenberg Theatre,
Gunn High School, Palo Alto
The master storyteller reads from
his latest invention of magic and
terror in a unique theatrical experience.

Don’t miss these other exciting author events!
Paul R. Ehrlich
The Dominant Animal: Human Evolution
and the Environment

Christopher Kimball
Cooks Country Cookbook:
Regional and Heirloom
Favorites Tested and
Reimagined
Thursday, Oct. 16, 7:30 p.m.

Foolproof recipes and a lively, in-depth
portrait of the great American table.
Randall Stross
Planet Google: One Company’s
Audacious Plan to Organize Everything

Wednesday, Oct. 15, 7:30 p.m.

Wednesday, Oct. 1, 7:30 p.m.
A powerful examination of what it will take
for our civilization to survive.

Stefania Pomponi Butler, Grace Davis,
Jenny Lauck, Jenifer Scharpen & Lisa Stone
Sleep Is for the Weak: The Best of the Mommybloggers
Including Amalah, Finslippy, Fussy, Woulda Coulda
Shoulda, Mom-101, and More!

Thursday, Oct. 2, 7:30 p.m.
This is the perfect read for the hip but harried mother.

A personal and moving memoir.

Monday, Oct. 6, 7:30 p.m.
A physician, historian, and ethicist
explores the life cycle of serious illness.

Redistricting petition set for South Palo Alto

Friday, Oct. 17, 7:30 p.m.
A poignant and entertaining
examination of the Puritans.

Dr. Lucy Spelman
The Rhino with Glue-On Shoes

Monday, Oct. 20, 7:30 p.m.

LITQUAKE Event: Ariel Sabar
My Father’s Paradise: A Son’s Search for
His Jewish Past in Kurdish Iraq

Tuesday, Oct. 7, 7:30 p.m.
Co-sponsored by JIMENA
Christian Science Monitor journalist’s quest
to reconcile present and past.

Diane Johnson
Lulu in Marrakech

Wednesday, Oct. 8, 7:30 p.m.
A mesmerizing tale of double agents from
two-time Pulitzer Prize-winner.

Find out what it takes to write, read and sell
your life story from writers who’ve actually done just that.

Keith Devlin
The Unﬁnished Game: Pascal, Fermat,
and the 17th-Century Letter
that Made the World Modern

Tuesday, Oct. 14, 7:30 p.m.

Her debut is a literary
cabinet of curiosities.

And sometimes you don’t! Local
author/illustrator takes siblings through
up and downs at school.

Oct. 19th – Story Time with
Mem Fox – Ten Little Finger
and Ten Little Toes
A touching story to celebrate
the joys of babies.

Oct. 26th – Story Time with
Elisa Kleven – Wish
Kleven guides us on an evocative
global tour of hopes and dreams.

All events are free at Kepler’s
unless otherwise noted.

The issues shaping the 2008 election campaign and the
challenges/opportunities facing the new administration.

Thursday, Oct. 30, 7:30 p.m.

Special Family Events
Graeme Base

David A. Carter

Enigma: A Magical Mystery
Thursday, Oct. 2nd, 6:00 p.m.
Location: Palo Alto Children’s Library,
1276 Harriet St.

Big Bug Book and Yellow Square
Thursday, Oct. 9th, 6:00 p.m.
Location: Redwood City Main Library,
1044 Middlefield Rd.,

Can you help Enigma save the magic show?

Two pop-up celebration creations,
one talented pop-up artist!

Jeanne DuPrau

The Diamond of Darkhold
Friday, Oct. 3rd, 7:00 p.m.
Location: Menlo Park Library, 800 Alma St.

An unidentified gunman on a bicycle apparently shot and killed a 52year-old Newark resident as he sat in his parked car in East Palo Alto
late Monday afternoon, police reported. (Posted Sept. 23 at 12:20 a.m.)

Doreen Cronin and Betsy Lewin

Thump, Quack, Moo: A Whacky Adventure
Saturday, Oct. 4th, 11:30 a.m.
Location: Menlo Park Library, 800 Alma St.

The Indigo King
(Chronicles of the Imaginarium Geographica)
Thursday, Oct. 23rd, 7:00 p.m.

WHO IS THE CARTOGRAPHER? Join us for the ultimate
event for fantasy insiders.
Marc Kielburger

Me to We: Finding Meaning in a Material World
Monday, Oct. 27th, 7:00 p.m.

Brothers Craig and Marc Kielburger are accomplished
child rights advocates whose new book features personal
stories from their journey.

Kick off the effort to remodel the MP Library’s Children’s
Room. Overalls and ducks most welcome!
Tony DiTerlizzi

Kenny and the Dragon
Wednesday, Oct. 8th, 6:00 p.m.
Location: Redwood City Main Library,
1044 Middlefield Rd.

John Green

Paper Towns
Wednesday, Oct. 29th, 7:00 p.m.

Spiderwick Chronicles co-creator shares his fresh take on
a classic tale. Enter our contest to win the royal prize!



Sept. 23 at 9:29 a.m.)

Police increase reward for murder suspect
Palo Alto police have increased the reward to $15,000 for information leading to the arrest and conviction of the person who shot and
killed Philip Lacy in the early morning hours of July 13 outside City
Hall. Otto Koloto, 22, of Gilroy has been identified by police as the
man suspected of killing Lacy after a street robbery. (Posted Sept. 23 at
6:38 p.m.)

Stanford grad wins MacArthur ‘genius’ grant
David R. Montgomery, a professor of geomorphology at the University of Washington in Seattle, has won a $500,000 grant from the MacArthur Foundation, one of 25 recipients in the United States. (Posted
Sept. 24 at 10:17 a.m.)

Tom Brokaw to moderate Stanford forum
Former TV news anchor Tom Brokaw will moderate a Stanford
University forum Oct. 11 looking ahead to challenges 21st century
leaders are facing. It will be the third annual Roundtable at Stanford.
(Posted Sept. 24 at 2:55 p.m.)

EPA police interview homicide witnesses
East Palo Alto police have continued to interview potential witnesses
to the city’s third homicide this year, which claimed a 52-year-old
man’s life Monday evening. (Posted Sept. 25 at 8:35 a.m.)

Text messaging while driving will be banned
Text messaging while driving will soon be banned along with talking on the phone without a hands-free device while behind the wheel
thanks to legislation that Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger signed Wednesday. (Posted Sept. 25 at 9:26 a.m.) N

The Printz Award winner whose intelligent literature for
teens delivers laugh-out-loud humor with poignant life
observations.

Follow
Follow me
me to
to Kepler’s.
Kepler’s. It’s
It’s our
our bookstore.
bookstore.
 6+7389%/+6!/869$+<5G 

Man hurt during brawl at Cubberley Center

James A. Owen

Come celebrate the spellbinding conclusion to the books
of Ember and take a sneak peak at the ﬁlm trailer.
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Bicycling gunman kills man in parked car in EPA

A 22-year-old Mountain View man suffered facial cuts that needed
26 stitches to close when he was hurt in a brawl after a Quincianera
“coming out” party for 15-year-old Latino girls at Cubberley Community Center in Palo Alto shortly after midnight on Saturday. (Posted

Kirsten Menger-Anderson
Dr. Olaf van Schuler’s Brain

Oct. 12th – Story Time with
Lisa Brown – Sometimes You
Get What You Want…

Compadres Bar and Grill in Palo Alto abruptly closed late Monday
afternoon, sending stunned staff members home — some still wearing
their Compadres shirts — as General Manager Scott Enos apologized
to arriving customers in the rear parking lot. (Posted Sept. 23 at 12:20 a.m.)

Wednesday, Oct. 22, 7:30 p.m.

Alice Schroeder
The Snowball: Warren Buffett and
the Business of Life

Fancy Nancy illustrator returns with her
new character Ruby.

Palo Alto Compadres restaurant abruptly closes

a.m.)

Join us to celebrate the 53rd anniversary of the beloved
bookstore a community stepped up to save.
rsvp@keplers.com

Oct. 5th – Story Time with
Robin Preiss Glasser –
Tea for Ruby

22 at 9:46 a.m.)

Robert Laughlin
The Crime of Reason and the Closing
of the Scientiﬁc Mind

Tuesday, Oct. 28, 7:30 p.m.

Kepler’s Story Time every
Sunday at 11:30 a.m.

The gym at Palo Alto High School quickly became standing-roomonly — with packed bleachers and lines forming out the door — in a
ceremony Sunday to remember sophomore Travis Brewer. (Posted Sept.

Blame “tough economic times” for the surprise announcement that
Elephant Pharm in Los Altos is shutting down. (Posted Sept. 23 at 8:03

Election Issue Panel with NY Review of Books
and Guardian America Editors and Writers
The Consequences to Come:
American Power After Bush
Panelists: Robert Silvers, Thomas Powers, Martin
Kettle, Gary Younge, and Michael Tomasky

Schroeder presents the most fascinating
American success story of our time.

Packed crowd celebrates Travis Brewer’s life

Elephant Pharm succumbs to ‘tough times’

Saturday, Oct.11, 2:00 p.m.

Sunday, Oct. 12, 6:00 p.m.

Sept. 22 at 9:29 a.m.)

NPR’s “Math Guy” discusses 17thcentury letter that created the ﬁeld of probability.

Essay on problem of increasing concern
to those at the frontier of new ideas.

Special KQED Screening of Paperback Dreams

In a move that may stir controversy in an already-crowded school
district, a group of Palo Alto residents currently assigned to Mountain
View schools is attempting to join the Palo Alto school district. (Posted

Tuesday, Oct. 21, 7:30 p.m.

A Special Film Presentation
State by State: A Panoramic Portrait of America
One-afternoon-only Menlo Park screening

East Palo Alto police are investigating the shooting of a 24-year-old
San Carlos woman early Saturday. A report of an automobile collision
in the 2200 block of University Avenue at about 2:20 a.m. led officers
to find Sheron Thomas, who had been shot and was being attended
to by Menlo Park Fire Protection District personnel. (Posted Sept. 21 at
10:13 a.m.)

The Art of the Memoir
David Henry Sterry:
Master of Ceremonies
Alan Black: Kick the Balls
Beth Lisick:
Helping Me Help Myself

Robert Martensen
A Life Worth Living: A Doctor’s
Reﬂections on Illness in a High-Tech Era

Police investigate shooting of woman in EPA

Sarah Vowell
The Wordy Shipmates

Co-sponsor: Palo Alto Humane Society
World-renowned zoo and wildlife vet offers
rare glimpse into world of exotic animals.

Saturday, Oct. 4, 3:00 p.m.

These and other news stories were posted on Palo Alto Online throughout
the week. For longer versions, go to www.PaloAltoOnline.com/news
or click on “News” in the left, green column.

NY Times business/technology columnist
reveals the secretive world of Google.

Saturday, Oct. 18, 2:00 p.m.
Location: Menlo Park Library

LITQUAKE Event: Kathleen Norris
Acedia & Me: A Marriage, Monks, and
a Writer’s Life

Online This Week

GLearn more at Keplers.com

Want to get news briefs e-mailed to you every weekday?
Sign up for Express, our new daily e-edition.
Go to www.PaloAltoOnline.com to sign up.

Upfront

ShopTalk
by Daryl Savage

COMPADRES CLOSING STUNS
WORKERS ... Compadres Bar and
Grill in Palo Alto abruptly closed
late Monday afternoon, sending
stunned staff members home —
some still wearing their Compadres shirts — as General Manager
Scott Enos apologized to arriving
customers in the rear parking lot.
Other would-be customers tried
the locked front door, which offered no sign or explanation for
the closure. “I’m supposed to
meet someone here for a birthday
party,” one perplexed woman said.
The Palo Alto restaurant, at 3877
El Camino Real, had been in business for 23 years and had been
rated best Mexican restaurant in
reader polls by both the Palo Alto
Weekly and Palo Alto Daily News.
“It’s a shock. I still can’t believe
it,” said Enos, who was caught
off guard by the surprise closing.
“This is not a good time to talk. I’m
not prepared,” he said. Enos’ family owns the four-restaurant chain,
founded in 1983 and based in
Oakland. The other three restaurants, all initially reported to have
been suddenly shut down, are in
Oakland, Honolulu and Lahaina
in Hawaii. But there were reports
that the Honolulu restaurant is still
open. There is another Compadres Restaurant in Napa, which is
open and is not part of the restaurant chain. The Palo Alto Compadres opened in January 1985 at
the site of the former Iron Works
restaurant and bar and quickly
became an institution in town.
While other restaurants came and
went, Compadres seemed solid. It
was a recipient of the community’s
prestigious Tall Tree Award for its
support of community organizations and events. No word yet on
the cause of the sudden demise of
the small chain.
ELEPHANT PHARM PACKS
TRUNK, LEAVES TOWN ... Blame
“tough economic times” for the
surprise departure of Elephant
Pharm in Los Altos. “We are so
grateful to everyone who has
supported us and we will miss
our loyal customers, teachers,
practitioners and staff,” said
Kathi Lentzsch, CEO of Elephant
Pharm. The drug store was to
close Thursday, Sept. 25, after
discounting its remaining items
by 75 percent. Expectations
were high when Elephant Pharm
opened less than two years ago.
The Los Altos location at 4470
El Camino was the largest of
Elephant Pharm’s four Bay Area
stores, at 14,000 square feet. In
addition to stocking traditional
pharmacy items, Elephant Pharm
offered hundreds of classes, from
yoga to holistic healing for pets.
Free consultations from naturopathic and ayurvedic doctors
were also available. The store’s
other three locations in Berkeley,
San Rafael and Walnut Creek,
remain open.

INTERNET WINS IN ‘PAPER
CHASE’ ... Sparky, a 9-year-old
apricot-colored miniature poodle,
still happily greets customers at
the door of Paper Chase, a Menlo
Park stationery store. But Isabelle
Leon, owner of both Sparky and
Paper Chase, isn’t as cheerful.
Her small shop at 861 Santa Cruz
Ave. will close at the end of October after 28 years in business.
“The Internet did me in,” Leon
said. She began the business
with her sister, Mirian Kotin, who
died several years ago. “There’s a
huge emotional component here,”
Leon said. “This store has been
my home for almost 30 years.
When my customers ask me why
I’m closing, I tell them, ‘I’m leaving
because I have to, not because I
want to.’” Paper Chase has been
a labor of love for Leon. Pointing to a large display of greeting
cards on the wall, she said, “See
those cards? I personally chose
every single one.” Leon thinks the
time has come to reinvent herself.
“Maybe I’ll do something creative,
or maybe I’ll volunteer, but I’m
done with the business,” she said.
It was a gradual realization for
Leon that she would have to close
Paper Chase. “Business started
to decline about five years ago.
And it never came back,” she
said. Leon plans to sell almost all
the remaining merchandise at a
discount before the store closes
next month. But a few pieces will
not be for sale. “There are some
things I just can’t part with,” she
said. One of those items is a large
Mexican horse on wheels, made
of paper mache. Leon said, “I had
that ever since I opened the store
in 1980. It’s coming home with
me.”
RED UMBRELLA MARKS THE
SPOT ... A big red umbrella on
Charleston Road marks the spot
for Fred Courter’s lunchtime
business. A handful of regulars
sit on folding chairs that Courter
takes out of his pickup truck
everyday and places on a small
patch just off the sidewalk in
front of the parking lot of Orchard
Supply Hardware, facing the
street at the Palo Alto/Mountain
View border. As cars and trucks
speed by on Charleston Road,
heading for Highway 101, Courter comments, “The drivers think
this is a freeway.” A surprisingly
cozy and friendly atmosphere
has developed in this noisy
setting. Everyone is on a firstname basis. The conversation is
lively as the colorful, mostly male
crowd eats hot dogs and gulps
down drinks. Fred Loveland of
Mountain View has been coming
to the hot dog stand for years.
“I’m here at least three times a
week. It’s like Cheers,” he said,
referring to the popular television
show “And we have rules,” he
said. “We can talk about cars,
we can talk about motorcycles,

The word is out
we can even solve a lot of
the world’s problems. But no
religion and no politics,” Loveland said. Courter estimates
he sells between 48 and 72
hot dogs a day. “Except on
Mondays. That’s pulled-porksandwiches day and they
come from all over the place to
eat them,” Courter said. N

SAVE 20%
AT

Storewide Anniversary Sale
Fri. & Sat. Sept. 26 & 27

Heard a rumor about your
favorite store or business moving out, or in, down the block
or across town? Daryl Savage
will check it out. She can be emailed at shoptalk@paweekly.
com.

(650) 941-6043
173 Main - Los Altos
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Institute of Transpersonal Psychology
Graduate Education for Mind, Body, and Spirit

{ph}r{fx}r{web} www.itp.edu

Consciousness, Community, and Career

Residential Degree Programs:

rPh.D. Clinical Psychology r Ph.D. Transpersonal Psychology
r M.A. Counseling Psychology (mft) r M.A. Transpersonal Psychology
r M.A. Women’s Spirituality

Specializations: Creative Expression, Spiritual Guidance, Education & Research

Global Distance Learning Degree Programs:

r Ph.D. Psychology r Master of Transpersonal Psychology
r Certificate in Transpersonal Studies
r Transformational Life Coaching Professional Training

Specializations: Spiritual Psychology, Transpersonal Health & Wellness,
Creative Expression & Innovation, Research in transpersonal Psychology
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Pulse

CASTILLEJA SCHOOL
Women Learning • Women Leading

A weekly compendium
of vital statistics

POLICE CALLS
Palo Alto
Sept. 13-23

Celebrating a Century of Educating G i rls
Fall 2008 Open House Dates
Middle School (grades 6-8)
Saturday, October 4
Sunday, November 9

Upper School (grades 9-12)
Thursday, October 30
Sunday, December 7

To make a reservation or learn more
www.castilleja.org • 650.470.7733 • admission@castilleja.org
1310 Bryant Street, Palo Alto

Where languages
are just the
beginning...
French-English Program
Information Night
September 30th at 6 p.m.
November 4th at 6 p.m.

Chinese-English Program
Information Night
October 14th at 6 p.m
November 18th at 6 p.m.

www.istp.org
(650) 251-8504
Palo Alto, CA
Nursery - 8th
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Ecole internationale de la Péninsule
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Promoting Global Responsibility
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The Bowman program builds
confidence, creativity and
academic excellence.
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Lower School - Grades K - 5
Middle School - Grades 6 - 8
Individualized, self-directed program
Rich international & cultural studies
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Proven, Montessori approach
State-of-the-art facility
Low student-teacher ratio
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www.bowmanschool.org
4000 Terman Drive l Palo Alto, CA l Tel: 650-813-9131

Violence related
Assault with a deadly weapon . . . . . . . .1
Attempted suicide. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Battery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .5
Child abuse. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Domestic violence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Strong-arm robbery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Theft related
Commercial burglaries . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Credit card forgery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3
Grand theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .6
Identity theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Petty theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4
Residential burglaries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3
Shoplifting. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4
Vehicle related
Abandoned auto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4
Auto recovery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Auto theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3
Bicycle theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4
Driving w/ suspended license . . . . . . . . .7
Hit and run . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .5
Misc. traffic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .8
Theft from auto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4
Vehicle accident/minor injury . . . . . . . . 10
Vehicle accident/property damage. . . . 12
Vehicle impound . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Vehicle tampering . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Vehicle tow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
Alcohol or drug related
Drunk in public . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .6
Drunken driving. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4
Possession of drugs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .5
Possession of paraphernalia. . . . . . . . . .1
Miscellaneous
Animal call. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Disturbing/annoying phone calls. . . . . . .1
Found property. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .7
Lost property . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4
Misc. penal code violation . . . . . . . . . . .1
Noise ordinance violation . . . . . . . . . . . 15
Other/misc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .7
Psychiatric hold . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3
Suspicious circumstances . . . . . . . . . . .4
Trespassing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Vandalism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .6
Warrant arrest. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Warrant/other agency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10

Menlo Park
Sept. 15-22
Theft related
Grand theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .6
Petty theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .9
Prowler . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Residential burglaries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3
Shoplifting. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Vehicle related
Auto theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Driving with suspended license . . . . . . .6
Driving without license . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Hit and run . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Misc. traffic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Theft from auto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Vehicle accident/no injury. . . . . . . . . . . .5
Vehicle tow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .5
Alcohol or drug related
Drug activity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Drunk in public . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Drunken driving. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Possession of drugs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Miscellaneous
Other/misc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17

Transitions
Births, marriages and deaths

Deaths
William John Frank Jr.
William John Frank Jr., 74, a
resident of Palo Alto, died Sept. 19
after a three-year battle with liposarcoma.
He was born in Cleveland, Ohio,
to Olive and William Frank Sr.
He graduated from Wakeman
High School, received a bachelor’s
degree in electrical engineering
from the Case Institute of Technology and a master’s degree in
business from the University of
Southern California.
He was known in the data-storage industry as a manager, analyst
and thought leader for 30 years.
He co-founded InfoCorp in 1982
and started AugurVisions in 1988.
Over the past 13 years he was the
executive director of the CompactFlash Association (CFA).
He was a loving, devoted husband and a dedicated father, family
members recall.
He was an avid tennis player, captain of five USTA tennis teams and
an amateur digital photographer
with a passion for landscapes.
He is survived by his wife of
25 years, Miriam Frank; daughters, Laura Diko, Leslie Ellen
Frank and Alona Jasik; son, Benji

Jasik; mother of Laura and Leslie,
Maryellen Federico (Kieffer); two
grandchildren; and three siblings.
In lieu of flowers, contributions
may be made to the Sarcoma Foundation of America (www.curesarcoma.org/).

David Erich Hahn
David Erich Hahn, 35, a Palo
Alto native and resident, died Sept.
16.
He was an active member of the
Palo Alto community. At Stanford
University he worked for one of the
dormitory cafeterias, in Florence
Moore Hall, and was a member of
the University’s marching band.
He was also an ardent sports fan
for Stanford University’s sports
teams and non-university teams
alike.
He regularly visited California
and University Avenue in Palo
Alto
He will be missed for the contagious smile he brought to Palo
Alto, loved ones recall.
He is survived by his parents, Dr
Michael Hahn and Susan Hahn of
Palo Alto; and his sister and family, Rabbi Laurie Hahn Tapper, Dr.
Aaron Hahn Tapper and Isaiah
Everett Hahn Tapper of Redwood
City.
Donations may be made to Abili-

IT’S TIME TO

CELEBRATE
PENINSULA STROKE ASSOCIATION
1OTH ANNIVERSARY
JOIN US FOR
STROLLING DINNER, SILENT AUCTION, AND MUSIC

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 4, 2008
6 pm – 9 pm
COMMUNITY SCHOOL OF MUSIC & ARTS
MOUNTAIN VIEW
TICKETS: $125/PP
RSVP REQUIRED
PROCEEDS BENEFIT THE FREE PROGRAMS AND
SERVICES FOR STROKE SURVIVORS AND THEIR FAMILIES
FOR INFORMATION AND TO RESERVE YOUR SEATS
events@psastroke.org/650-565-8485
www.psastroke.org
MEDIA SPONSORS

ties United; Best Buddies; Stanford
University Band; or Williams Syndrome Foundation.

Ynes Warren
Ynes Dorothy (Vasquez) Warren, 86, a longtime resident of Palo
Alto, died Sept. 4 at Stanford Hospital after a short illness.
Born and raised on a cattle ranch
in Carmel Valley, she was one of
seven children. She was second to
the eldest of five girls and two boys,
and mother hen to all her younger
siblings, her sister recalls.
Her family moved to Marin
County, where she graduated from
Tamalpais High School.
A graduate from Munsons Business School in San Francisco, she
was a career woman who worked
primarily as an executive secretary.
She held jobs at the Palo Alto Clinic, Stanford Medical School, Alza,
Dynapol (where she was director

of human resources) and Beckman
Coulter in Palo Alto, from where
she retired. She worked part time
until she was 80 years old.
Her interests included: interior
design, in which she had a degree
from Cañada College; photography; plants, flowers and all living
things; her beloved Siamese cats;
the ocean; and her family.
She is remembered as a wonderful person who will be missed
dearly by friends and family.
She is survived by her sisters,
Carole Clarke of Menlo Park
and Peggy Renton of Reno, Nev.;

brother, George Vasquez of Reno,
Nev.; and her many nieces and
nephews.

MEMORIAL
SERVICES
A memorial service for William John Frank Jr. will be
held Sunday, Sept. 28, at 4:30
p.m. at Cubberley Community
Auditorium, 4000 Middlefield
Road, Palo Alto.

Think Globally, Post Locally.
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Passed away
September
13, 2008 from
melanoma cancer
at home with his
family at age 83.
John was born
in November 1924
in
Washington
D.C. He met his
future wife, DorisJane, in 1939 at
McKinley Tech. He
graduated valedictorian in 1941, and entered Worcester
Polytechnic Institute. After Pearl Harbor, John joined
the US Marine Corps, serving in the Pacific Theater
in the Fifth Amphibious Corps. Both he, a sergeant,
and his father, a Lt. Colonel in a different outfit, were
Iwo Jima survivors. Upon returning from the Pacific,
John received a scholarship to Dartmouth College. He
married Doris in 1946. John received his MS in civil
engineering from Dartmouth in 1947. John worked
as an engineer with the American Bridge Company in
Pittsburg, PA in 1947 - 48, taught civil engineering at
the University of Hawaii from 1948 to 1951, and moved
to Sacramento to work with Winston Brothers and the
Al Johnson Construction Company as project engineer
on the Nimbus Dam from 1952 to 1955. In 1955 he
became a professor of civil engineering at Stanford,
and co-founded the Construction Management
Program. He taught at Stanford for 35 years retiring
in 1990, and served as the first Charles H. Leavell
Professor of Civil Engineering. He was recognized
worldwide as an expert on the Critical Path Method

for construction management, and was a founder of
the Project Management Institute (PMI), and president
of the Construction Data Systems Corporation. John’s
“Non-Computer Approach to the Critical Path Method
for the Construction Industry” sold over 20,000 copies
in 20 languages. John taught construction management
courses worldwide. He served on the boards of
Caterpillar and Scott Co. He received the Golden Beaver
Award for Heavy Engineering Construction in 1975, was
elected to the National Academy of Engineering (NAE)
in 1993, and to the National Academy of Construction
(NAC) in 2001.
The family has lived in Los Altos Hills since 1965.
John and Doris have been long-time supporters of
local theater groups including Bus Barn, ACT and
Theaterworks. John always enjoyed sharing a bottle
of Ridge wine with his family. Upon retirement, John
became a full-time gardener and producer of soups,
jams and preserves. John loved Lake Tahoe and
hikes to Crag Lake. John and Doris loved traveling
worldwide.
Throughout his life people noted his integrity, his
stoicism, and his wisdom to stay quiet until he had
reflected on matters of importance.
John is survived by his wife of 62 years, Doris,
daughters Lauren, Gail, Meredith and Dorian, sonin-laws Ken Bilski and Joe Martinka, David Wickline,
and grandchildren Gwynne Bilski and Arielle and Peter
Martinka.
A memorial will be held at the Stanford Memorial
Church 4:00 pm, October 28th. Donations may be made
to the John Fondahl Fellowship, Stanford University,
P.O. Box 20466, Stanford, CA 94309.
PA I D
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Editorial

Tunneling the tracks
worth exploring
Seemingly bizarre concept may be an impossible
dream, but the alternatives of surface or elevated
tracks may be nightmarish

F

our Palo Alto community leaders have in today’s Weekly taken
a big risk by proposing that the Caltrain tracks through Palo
Alto — and possibly neighboring cities — be placed in a tunnel
deep underground.

The present tracks and four main crossings would be opened
up to become a mix of open areas, bicycle paths, park spaces
and some housing developments. Sale of the housing units, most
likely condominiums, at Palo Alto prices might even offset most
or all of the cost differential of tunneling, they believe, or hope.
The local “Big Four” visionaries are City Councilman John
Barton, former Councilman and Mayor Bern Beecham, longtime
Palo Alto architect Tony Carrasco and Steve Emslie, interim
deputy city manager and director of planning for Palo Alto.
They have no guesstimate of the overall cost of creating two
parallel tunnels with two tracks in each direction, 50 to 60 feet
underground, for the 4.5-miles in Palo Alto. But they believe the
added cost for tunneling could be $500 million or more. If other
cities join in the tunnel project, costs per mile would drop.
They acknowledge major problems, one of which is what to do
with the diesel-powered freight trains that run mostly at night up
the Peninsula, operated by Union Pacific, which isn’t crazy about
the tunneling idea.
We also see an explosive impact on the local community
debate over the impacts of adding more housing in the corridor.
Depending on scale and design, there could be serious concerns
about creating a visual barrier to residents east of the Alma
Street/Caltrain corridor.
But for big-picture thinking, this proposal is about as colossal
a long-term vision as has been floated for awhile, and we expect
the process of discussing it will be more like a roller-coaster ride
than a Caltrain commute.
Yet the visionaries warn that there may be a narrow window of
just several years before decisions start getting made that could
preclude the tunneling — or alternative trenching to build and
later cover-over the tracks — from being even a possibility.
Funding also is questionable, with both the state budget and
national economy in chaos. But this is a long-term vision —
perhaps times and priorities will change.
Yet the tunneling idea seems more realistic in terms of local
acceptance when one considers the alternatives, as outlined in
detail in the Weekly’s cover story today.
First, Caltrain is already implementing “Baby Bullet” trains
to speed commuters up and down the Peninsula, and has
experienced a ridership surge related to the faster commute. It
plans to add more trains, perhaps doubling today’s commutertrain frequency.
That in itself will further disrupt the existing track crossings
at Meadow Drive, Charleston Road, Churchill Avenue and Alma
Street, with more train horns and noise affecting residents.
Second, the state has designated the Peninsula as the preferred
route for its planned high-speed-rail (HSR) system that would
whisk commuters from Los Angeles to San Francisco initially.
Palo Alto and Redwood City are alternative sites for a single
Peninsula stop. HSR trains would speed up to 220 miles per hour
between stations, but would go more slowly, perhaps 100 miles
per hour, up the Peninsula if the tracks remain on the surface,
with grade separations replacing surface crossings.
Another alternative, elevating the tracks, would also be
expensive and would impact local residents both visually and
with noise, while not creating open areas or removing the
longtime community barrier of the tracks.
There is opposition to HSR, including both Menlo Park and
Atherton, which are considering lawsuits. The HSR plan is
before voters statewide Nov. 4 as Proposition 1a, along with the
Santa Clara County Measure B, a 1/8-cent sales tax increase
that would help fund BART operations if and when BART is
extended into San Jose and Santa Clara.
Both these and other proposals are primarily for the next
generation, just as our generation has inherited projects dreamed
up many decades or even a century ago. We have a long way
to go to see what becomes real, or possible, and to debate the
desirability of different alternatives and visions. The tunneling
idea adds one more vision to the mix.
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Spectrum
Editorials, letters and opinions

Moonlight thanks
Editor,
Please pass on a big “thanks” to
those there that facilitated another
great Moonlight Run.
Thank you also to all the great sponsors who made it a festive and enjoyable evening — they will certainly
get my business.
Dana De Nault
Middlefield Road
Palo Alto

VTA’s claims
Editor,
Regarding your editorial of Sept.
10, my thoughts were, frankly, wow,
you got snowed by the Santa Clara
Valley Transportation Authority.
Before accepting VTA’s claims as
gospel, you would have done well to
investigate those claims. I’m terribly
disappointed that you didn’t.
On Aug. 7, BayRail Alliance submitted an analysis to the VTA that
shows that the 1/8-percent sales tax
would not provide sufficient funds
for VTA to operate the BART extension. We produced this analysis
in response to VTA’s consultant’s report, which they apparently showed
to you, which claims the tax would
cover those costs.
In our analysis, we used the same
numbers that VTA did, except that
we didn’t misrepresent what the
contract between VTA and BART
actually states.
VTA’s analysis erroneously states
that one component of their required contribution is the maximum
amount, when in fact the contract
that they signed says it is the minimum amount. We’ve computed that
under the terms of the agreement,
the 1/8 cent sales tax would cover
less than 81 percent of VTA’s mandatory annual payment to BART.
Our analysis used VTA’s optimistic numbers for how much the tax
would raise and how many people
would ride this train to Fremont. But
any reduction in tax or fare revenue,
or increases in costs would further
increase VTA’s deficit. I find it
highly interesting that VTA showed
you their analysis when they’ve never presented it at any of their public
meetings. It’s only been made public
insofar as their internal correspondence to their board has been made
public if you happen to know the
right place on their website to look
to get their correspondence packet.
It’s never been distributed to the
public at VTA’s meetings.
As with Measures C and D, VTA is
misleading and hiding information
from the public. This will become
blindingly transparent to you when
you read the ballot arguments.

Voters need to send a strong message to VTA for reform by voting
no on Measure B, C and D.
Margaret Okuzumi
Executive Director
BayRail Alliance

Edgewood action
Editor,
Almost a year ago I wrote about
the complete silence concerning
plans for renovating the Edgewood
Plaza.
This silence has been broken and
now we have attractive possibilities for a renovated, vibrant plaza.
Townhouses and a new supermarket would be great. However a
few people do not accept what is
proposed. I fervently hope that the
0ctober meeting will bring together
all those concerned about the fate of
Edgewood.
It would be very sad if the new developer’s plans are rejected.
We badly need a market in this part
of town. Let’s make it happen.
Michele Grundmann
Greer Road
Palo Alto

Edgewood interests
Editor,
Comment on “Lawsuit looms over
Edgewood Plaza,” Sept. 17: Are we
witnessing the beginning of another Alma Plaza fiasco? Will it
be a 10-year process to correct the
blight that the Edgewood Plaza has
become?
What needs to happen for a good
outcome for the city and the nearby
community is that the 86 CC&R
holders need to get together with the
owners, Sand Hill Properties, and
talk about their mutual interests.
Clearly, those 86 households should
be heard.
At present we have three people in
touch with Sand Hill Properties,
threatening a lawsuit. Those three
people, as I understand it, do not
necessarily represent the CC&R
holders and they may have their own
narrow interests in mind, not the
wider community.
Steve Eittreim
Ivy Lane
Palo Alto

YOUR TURN
The Palo Alto Weekly encourages comments on our coverage or on
issues of local interest.

What do you think of tunneling railroad tracks in Palo Alto?
Submit letters to the editor of up to 250 words to letters@paweekly.com
or shorter comments to readerwire@paweekly.com. Include your name,
address and daytime phone number so we can reach you. We reserve the right
to edit contributions for length, objectionable content, libel and factual errors
known to us. Anonymous letters will generally not be accepted.
You can also participate in our popular interactive online forum, Town
Square, at our community website at www.PaloAltoOnline.com. Read
blogs, discuss issues, ask questions or express opinions with you neighbors any
time, day or night.
Submitting a letter to the editor or guest opinion constitutes a granting of permission to the Palo Alto Weekly and Embarcadero Publishing Co. to also publish
it online, including in our online archives and as a post on Town Square.
For more information contact Editor Jay Thorwaldson or Assistant to the Editor
Tyler Hanley at editor@paweekly.com or 650-326-8210.

Check out Town Square!
Hundreds of local topics are being discussed by local residents on
Town Square, a reader forum sponsored by the Weekly on our community website at www.PaloAltoOnline.com. Post your own comments,
ask questions, read the Editor’s blog or just stay up on what people are
talking about around town!

Letter from the publisher
The Weekly, ‘Express’ and the future of local journalism
by Bill Johnson

H

ardly a day passes when
someone doesn’t ask me
about the future of newspapers, and about how the Weekly is
doing in the
midst of the
upheaval going on in our
industry.
With our
implementation of two
big changes
this week, it
seemed like
a good opportunity to address some of these
questions.
Thankfully, the Weekly has been
profitable and financially stable for
27 consecutive years, an achievement of which we are very proud.
Last year was the second best year
in our history, but only because we
took steps to reduce costs in the face
of increasing evidence of a growing
local business slump in addition to
unprecedented increases in the cost
of newsprint.
The state of the economy is affecting all media, as many advertisers cut ad spending to reduce their
expenses. While counter to sound
economic theory, which argues for
increasing advertising in a slow
economy, many businesses simply
don’t have the money. They are
hunkering down just to survive, and
newspapers, magazines and other
publications dependent on advertising are all feeling the impact.

One need look no further than the
San Jose Mercury News to witness
what is happening throughout the
country to previously healthy and
robust daily newspapers.
But we’ve been through economic
downturns before and that isn’t what
is really threatening the future of
newspapers.
The real threat is in failing to understand and respond to the changing way people are getting their
news and information.
I have vowed not to let that happen at the Weekly or the five other
newspapers we publish throughout
the Bay Area.
We have been acutely aware of
these trends and for several years
have been pouring resources into
turning our newspaper company
into a true multimedia organization. Those efforts are paying off,
as our online visitors and advertising are steadily growing and we are
generating significant profits from
this portion of our business.
This week, just as we get ready
to begin our 30th year, we are making two important changes that we
believe respond to the needs of our
readers and advertisers and that will
continue us on a path toward a new
model for successful community
journalism.
First, as we announced more than
a month ago, we are combining our
two editions into a single weekly
edition — just as we were until 1993
when we added a second edition
after the closure of the Peninsula
Times Tribune.

The real threat is in failing to understand and
respond to the changing way people are getting
their news and information.
I have vowed not to let that happen at the
Weekly or the five other newspapers we publish
throughout the Bay Area.
Second, on Monday, we launched
“Express,” a daily electronic edition
that is being distributed by e-mail
every morning to more than 10,000
local residents and business owners.
These two initiatives, along with
the many innovations we have
launched on our website, Palo Alto
Online, reflect the fact that residents
of our community are getting their
news and information in vastly different ways than they did even 10
years ago.
Marketing studies that we conducted last year show that while residents over age 45 continue to rely
on the print version of the Weekly
more than any other source for local news and information, a majority of those under 45 were regular
visitors to Palo Alto Online and preferred getting their news online. The
younger the respondent the stronger
the preference for online over print.
Our web statistics bear this out.
We’ve had enormous increases in
visitors and page views on Palo
Alto Online over the last few years,
with monthly unique visitors now
exceeding 120,000, a phenomenal

number considering the population
of the Palo Alto area.
Last year’s marketing study, conducted of random local households,
also provided valuable guidance
about how Palo Alto residents view
printed newspapers.
While our print readership has
held steady (73 percent of area
households describe themselves as
regular readers of the Weekly, more
than double the San Jose Mercury
News and three times the Daily
News) residents also say they are
busy and are looking for ways to
get their local news and advertising
more efficiently and with less environmental impact.
When asked directly if they
would prefer receiving the Palo Alto
Weekly twice a week, three times a
week or once a week, a clear majority preferred once a week, as long as
Palo Alto Online provided dependable daily news coverage.
So the changes we are implementing this week stem directly from
community input.
With the launch of Express, we
will provide residents with a quickread daily e-mail digest of local

news, sports scores and our editors’
“hot picks” for local events coming
up.
Express includes links to full stories and other information on Palo
Alto Online, where residents can
find up-to-the-minute news, our
Town Square forums, our sports,
real estate and Fogster classified
websites, restaurant and movie information and much more whenever
they want.
And the new combined edition of
the Weekly will continue to provide
thoughtful, in-depth and analytical
coverage of community issues.
Local newspapers all over the
country are trying to design answers
to these trends, but as with so many
other things, being in the heart of
Silicon Valley we are at the forefront of change and without many
guideposts.
We will undoubtedly make a few
stumbles as we continue our journey
toward creating new ways for residents to stay informed and engage
each other, and for businesses to
connect with their prospective customers. I know you will let us know
when you disagree or feel we are off
track — after all, this is Palo Alto.
There hasn’t been a more exciting (or challenging) time to be in the
media business, and we are looking
forward to crafting a community
publishing model that lives up to or
exceeds your expectations. N
Weekly Publisher Bill Johnson
can be e-mailed at bjohnson@
paweekly.com.

Streetwise

What do you think of the proposed high-speed rail from Los Angeles to San Francisco?
Asked at Town & Country Village. Interviews by Johanna Toivio. Photographs by Rachel Palmer.

Diane Ely
Retiree
Stone Pine Lane, Menlo Park
“We like it, we’re European. As long as
it’s safe for people and doesn’t cause
much pollution. It takes cars out of the
streets.”

Engin Ozkan

Mai Aly

Mike Marshall

Less Smallwood

Research Scientist
College Avenue, Palo Alto

Teacher
Magdalena Avenue, Los Altos

Software Consultant
Bryant Street, Palo Alto

Chef/ Business and Management
Weber Street, Palo Alto

“I’m in favor of it. I always thought they
should have something connecting the
two metropolitan areas. I think that
cities should be connected by railways
not highways.”

“I think it’s a good idea. I think it’s going to make the traffic easier.”

“As long as the public gets more benefit from it rather than being for private
profit, it would be a good thing. Also
what’s it going to cost the public?”

“Good idea. But is it eco-friendly? If it’s
not green, they should make it green.
It’s not good if it’s going to pollute the
air.”
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AFFORDABLE ART

ALL media, ALL styles, ALL original
Local artists, framed and unframed, three galleries
Water & Reflections & Photography shows Sept. 5-29

Spectrum

Guest Opinion
Hospitals expansion worth supporting

668 Ramona at Forest, Palo Alto 321-3891 M-F 9-5•SAT 10-4

by Walt Hays

I

CITY OF PALO ALTO
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING

NOTICE OF INTENT TO AWARD A LEASE TO THE
LAWN BOWLS CLUB, INCORPORATED FOR THE
CITY-OWNED PROPERTY LOCATED AT
474 EMBARCADERO ROAD, PALO ALTO

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Palo Alto City Council will consider awarding a lease to the Lawn Bowls Club,
Inc., a nonproﬁt corporation, to provide for a general meeting place for its members and for games and recreational
activities for members and the public, at a public hearing to
be held on November 3, 2008, at 7 :00 p.m. in the Council
Chambers at 250 Hamilton Avenue, Palo Alto. Terms of the
lease include a ﬁve-year term with the option to extend for
an additional two years, and monthly rental payments in the
amount of $500.00. Any interested person may appear and
be heard at the public hearing. For further information, contact Donna Hartman, Senior Financial Analyst, City of Palo
Alto, (650) 329-2677, or donna.hartman@cityofpaloalto.org

City of Palo Alto
Environmental Assessment
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that a Draft Mitigated Negative
Declaration has been prepared by the Palo Alto Department of
Planning and Community Environment for the project listed below.
This document will be available for review and comment during a
minimum 30-day inspection period beginning October 1, 2008
through October 30, 2008 during the hours of 8:00 A.M. to 12:00
noon and 1:00 P.M. to 4:00 P.M. at the Development Center, 285
Hamilton Avenue, Palo Alto, California and also on the City’s website
(www.cityofpaloalto.org).
This project is tentatively scheduled for consideration by the City
Council at a public hearing on Monday, November 17, 2008
at 7:00 P.M. in the Palo Alto City Council Chambers on the ﬁrst
ﬂoor of the Civic Center, located at 250 Hamilton Avenue, Palo Alto,
California.
Foothills Fire Management Plan: The City of Palo Alto is
proposing an update to the 1982 Foothill Fire Management Plan
and 1997 staff update. The revised plan includes fuel treatment
strategies for speciﬁcally indentiﬁed sensitive areas within Foothills
Park, Pearson Arastradero Preserve, and segments of Skyline
Boulevard, Page Mill, Arastradero, and Los Trancos Road.
Curtis Williams, Interim Director of Planning
and Community Environment
In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990,
listening assistive devices are available in the Council Chambers
and Council Conference Room. Sign language interpreters will be
provided upon request with 72 hours advance notice.
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have been a resident of Palo
Alto for more than 30 years,
and although I have both a
B.A. and law degree from Stanford I have not always supported
the university’s positions in relation to the city.
In my experience, large institutions,
including
Sta nford,
have many
depa r tments, some
of which do
good things
and others
bad.
An example of what I
thought was bad: When the commercial arm of the university decided to tie extension of Sand Hill
Road to expansion of the shopping center years ago, I supported
Measure M, which would have
imposed conditions. Those conditions included the requirement that
Stanford adopt a transportationdemand-management (TDM) plan
comparable to what the campus
already had done.
Another example is Stanford’s
obstinate stance on trail links to
the foothills.
On the other hand, when I was
on the board of the environmental
group Acterra, we gave Stanford
awards for two outstanding initiatives: working with the nonprofit
Magic to plant oak trees on its
lands and making San Francisquito Creek more accessible for
steelhead.
What that background leads to is
this: While I am definitely not one
who thinks that Stanford can do

no wrong, I think its current proposal to modernize and expand its
hospitals and medical facilities is
one of the best things Stanford has
ever done and should be strongly
supported.
Let me explain why.
The Stanford University Medical Center, which includes Stanford Hospital & Clinics, Lucile
Packard Children’s Hospital and
the Stanford University School of
Medicine, performs an invaluable
service to our community by offering the finest quality medical services at our doorstep. We are truly
fortunate to have these facilities in
Palo Alto.
Now the medical center is faced
with the demand to modernize its
facilities and address state-mandated seismic safety laws, a critical
shortage of beds, increasing patient
needs, undersized facilities and the
space requirements of advances in
medical care.
The proposed expansion will

The proposed
expansion will
dramatically enhance
the medical center’s
service to the
community.
dramatically enhance the medical
center’s service to the community.
Among other things, it will improve patient safety, privacy and
comfort through individual patient
rooms; create space for families
to be with their child during treatment and recovery; provide new
surgical, diagnostic and treatment

Looking for a dog walker?
Palo Alto Pet Care
(650)464-8733
Offering professional
dog walking & unique
pet photography
EST  s "ONDED s )NSURED

www.PALOALTOPETCARE.COM

rooms; and facilitate discoveries of
new treatments.
The project will also expand the
size of the Emergency Department,
which is greatly needed.
The expanded facilities will, of
course, have impacts. The city will
require impacts to be mitigated
(i.e., eliminated or reduced) and the
hospitals have said they are committed to provide reasonable mitigation. I believe that commitment,
and I am personally determined
to ensure that Stanford fulfills it.
The City of Palo Alto is conducting a comprehensive review of the
project’s impacts, including preparation of a draft environmental impact report (EIR).
On the issue of sustainability, the
hospitals have already undertaken
many initiatives on their own, such
as recycling an average of 371 tons
of material annually, converting
to Green Seal-certified cleaning
chemicals, and taking other significant actions to reduce the use
of energy and water and cut hazardous waste.
The proposed expanded facilities
will do even better, being designed
to attain the highest levels of the
guidelines for sustainable hospitals.
There are some impacts, such as
housing and greenhouse-gas emissions, the extent of which are not
yet known. Those will be studied
in the EIR.
While no decisions have been
made, I am concerned that some
people are talking about imposing
conditions on the hospitals that go
far beyond what may be reasonable.
For example, some have suggested
the hospitals need to provide housing for all new employees, which is
certainly more than is ever asked
of other projects. Others have suggested that the hospitals need to
guarantee a zero increase in greenhouse-gas emissions, which seems
a bit extreme.
Since the project was first announced, I have been discussing it
with friends and colleagues. There
is strong and growing support for
it. A group called Friends of the
Hospitals has formed, and I am cochairing it along with Bern Beecham, former mayor of Palo Alto.
The purpose of the friends group
is to inform the community and
government leaders about the need
and importance for the project and
to encourage reasonable approaches to minimize the impacts of the
project.
I urge you to go to www.FriendsoftheHospitals.org for more information and to learn how you can
join us. Working together, we can
maintain and improve the worldclass medical facility we have in
Palo Alto. N
Walt Hays is a longtime Palo
Alto resident active in environmental and “sustainability” efforts. He
can be e-mailed at wkhays@igc.
org.

FYI
INVENTING THE FUTURE ...
Nineteen of the world’s top engineers, inventors, scientists
and educators were honored
earlier this week by the Institute
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc. (IEEE) in Quebec City,
Canada, for their contributions to
science and technology. Among
them were Palo Alto’s Robert
Hinden, Chief of Internet Technologies at Nokia, and Stanford’s
Robert M. Gray, Lucent Technologies Professor of Engineering, who won a technical field
award for Internet technology
and a medal for signal processing advances, respectively. Of
the recipients at this year’s global
awards ceremony, 15 of the 19
honorees were from California.
The IEEE is the world’s largest
technical professional society.
Through its more than 375,000
members in 160 countries, the
organization is a leading authority
on a wide variety of areas ranging from aerospace systems,
computers and telecommunications to biomedical engineering,
electric power and consumer
electronics.

PAPERLESS PLEASE ... Palo
Alto’s Bill.com continues to push
for the paperless office with its
recent integration into Intuit’s
popular accounting software,
QuickBooks. The enhanced
integration features two-way
synchronization with both QuickBooks and QuickBooks Online
Edition to provide management
of accounts payable without having to import or export data. The
company says it provides end-toend data consistency to improve
accuracy and eliminate duplicate
data entry. Bill.com’s integration
also supports multiple versions
of QuickBooks on a single server
to aid accountants who manage
multiple clients with separate
data files.

FYI is a regular feature announcing news and events related
to the Palo Alto business community. Send news to In Business
editor Allen Clapp at aclapp@
paweekly.com.

A monthly section on local business news and trends, edited by Allen Clapp

Colleen Cummins

COCKTAILS FOR A CAUSE ...
Mixing and mingling to help others isn’t a totally new idea on
the philanthropy scene. But this
week through Thanksgiving, the
Quattro Bar at the Four Seasons
Hotel Silicon Valley will donate
a portion of the proceeds of its
Friday drink sales to support
nonprofit BUILD. Each purchase
of one of Quattro’s special herb
garden cocktails — including
the Garden of Eden, Lemon and
Lace, and Complete Zin, all featuring fresh herbs from Quattro
Executive Chef Alessandro Cartumini’s local garden — qualify
for a donation to the Menlo Parkheadquartered nonprofit. BUILD
provides real-world entrepreneurial experience to empower youth
from under-resourced communities to become community leaders and successful professionals.

In Business

Increo Solutions CEO Kimber Lockhart, center, mingles with ValleyZen.com cofounder Drue Kataoka at Café Epi in Palo Alto Wednesday night.
The event was hosted by Netonomic.org, which regularly sponsors networking socials for startup businesses.

Founders, funders, friends —
startup taps network to grow
Feeding off Valley’s self-perpetuating cycle of innovation, entrepreneurs set nonstop schedule
by Arden Pennell

“W

e’re driven by building something people
really want and making it as easy as possible to use,”
23-year-old Jeff Seibert told a middle-aged man eating cheese and
crackers.
Seibert, who co-founded a Web
startup as a Stanford University
student, was pitching his company
to other alumni at a networking
event. It was perhaps the tenth such
discussion Seibert had conducted
that day, and there would be more
to follow.
The Stanford-ites gathered around
banquet tables at Mountain View’s
Computer History Museum, converted into a reception hall for the
night, to hold the casual — but crucial — career conversations.
It’s time to grow their startup,
Increo Solutions, beyond its core
five-person team, Seibert and his
co-founders have agreed.
So they have thrown themselves

into a morning-to-night schedule
of work, meetings, networking and
gathering advice from venture backers, as they seek more staff.
They have big hopes for the startup, which offers a collaborativebrainstorming service they want to
become a standard office tool.

“What number are you
on? Third employee?
Fourth?”
– Attendee at a startup mixer
But it takes energy to recruit others to hope alongside them.
“I spent the whole day meeting
with people,” Seibert said in a quiet
moment at the Stanford event, after the older alum had drifted away.
“I’m exhausted.”
Then he moved on, sidling into
a larger room where startups were

sprinkled among titans such as
Google and Apple.
Someone called out to him.
“What number are you on? Third
employee? Fourth?” a startup staffer asked Seibert, from behind a
table littered with free stickers and
candy.
Seibert laughed. He’d met the man
at another networking event — one
just for startups — at Stanford, earlier in the year.
It’s perhaps a result of emerging
from the Valley’s arguably largest
innovation engine — Stanford University — that part of the growth
strategy for Increo is to turn back to
the fold and seek fresh talent.
Leading the charge is Increo CEO
Kimber Lockhart, who refers to networking as “making friends.”
The label seems less euphemistic when you realize how friendly
Lockhart is, and how hard it is not to
make friends with her. For now, she
(continued on page 20)

Evolution
of a startup
This is the
e fourth article in a
series following a Silicon Valley
startup in its early days.
Company Increo Solutions
Funding Draper Fisher Jurvetson, seed amount undisclosed
Incorporation March, 2008
Products Backboard, a groupfeedback platform for documents and images. Up to 5MB
is free. Group plans with up to
50MB storage cost up to $49
monthly. Coming soon: Increo
plants to offer a semantic
search engine to link similar
ideas, helping companies crystallize and catalyze the energy
of employee brainstorming.
Web site www.getbackboard.
com/
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In Business

GENERAL CONTRACTORS
specializing in
new construction,
additions and remodels

CUSTOM CABINETMAKERS
specializing in
residential cabinetry
and furniture

2570 leghorn street, unit d,
mountain view ca 94043

mmfww.com
650-960-3447

Colleen Cummins
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Increo Solutions CEO Kimber Lockhart, center, talks with Silvia Console Battilana of Xonomic while Increo
COO Jeff Seibert, right, networks in the foreground during a startup mixer at Palo Alto’s Café Epi.

Increo
(continued from page 19)
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PATIOS & GRILLS
Outdoor Furnishings
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408-245-2900
WWW.PATIOSANDGRILLS.COM
OPEN DAILY
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Patios & Grills

is Increo’s most public face, dealing with reporters, writing much
of the company blog and attending
Silicon Valley’s frequent invitationonly networking events, often with
Seibert.
“I should have worn more comfortable shoes,” she muttered at the
Stanford reception, weaving through
the crowd on three-inch heels. Then
she spotted an old friend and a warm
smile lit up her face.
The growth strategy isn’t limited
to collegial shmoozing. It also includes drawing on the expertise of
Draper Fisher Jurvetson (DFJ), the
Menlo Park-based venture-capital
firm backing Increo with seed
money.
At Increo’s Mountain View headquarters, located in an office park
flush with other startups near U.S.
Highway 101, a whiteboard is covered in colorful marker scrawl — a
list of possible business partnerships.
After all, the Increo team has
spent the summer — the last installment in this article series was
in June — adding new features to
their current product, Backboard.
The service, available at www.
getbackboard.com, allows users to
group-edit images or documents.
Now, Backboard is available with
more storage capacity and comes
with amped-up security, among
other features. The startup is ready
to reach out to other firms and further develop its software, but needs
more staff, Lockhart said.
Enter Bryan Hale, an analyst with
DFJ who meets with the young

founders a few times each month.
Hale, 26, sat down to discuss growth
over tuna-melt sandwiches on a recent lunch hour at the office-park
cafe. He suggested places Increo
might look for qualified staff and
offered to make introductions. He
listed businesses working on similar
products.

“We can’t sit down and
code alongside them.
They’re way better at
that than us.”
– Bryan Hale, analyst with
Draper Fisher Jurvetson
Industry perspective — rather
than feedback on features of the
Increo product — is what Hale, a
salesforce.com business-development alum, has to offer, he said.
“We can’t sit down and code
alongside them. They’re way better
at that than us.”
Hale’s advice is supplemented by
meetings with venture-firm partner
Tim Draper, also an Increo board
member. (Seibert met Draper, not
coincidentally, through a Stanford
program designed to encourage innovation.)
Because it’s their job to watch
industries and scan the horizon for
new, bright ideas, venture capitalists
provide crucial perspective, according to Soujanya Bhumkar, CEO of
CoolIris, a startup funded by Kleiner Perkins Caulfield & Byers.
“They are in the lighthouse so
they see our ships moving back and
forth. They have much higher visibility than a startup that is resource-

constrained ...”
Not all entrepreneurs choose to go
the venture route when seeking to
grow, however.
Although his first two startups
were venture-backed, serial innovator Bart Decrem opted for so-called
“angel” funding for his third, an
iPhone-applications maker called
Tapulous.
“Angels” are typically Valley
veterans eager to turn around and
fund more bright minds. Tapulous
funders include, for example, Sun
Microsystems co-founder Andy
Bechtolsheim and salesforce.com
founder Marc Benioff.
Angels usually offer smaller
amounts of money than venture
firms and adopt a more hands-off
approach, Decrem said. Tapulous
still isn’t quite sure what its business plan is and wants to be able
to mutate quickly. That’s easier in
a laidback relationship with colleagues — rather than a venture
company, Decrem described. And
as an industry veteran, the CEO
was perhaps less in need of venture
firms’ networking prowess to access
high-powered Valley players.
Meanwhile, Increo’s relatively
youthful founders will keep looking until their network rivals Decrem’s. Shortly after the Stanford
event, Lockhart would pull her heels
back out of the closet. She’d been
invited to an evening champagne
mixer for women entrepreneurs.
And when there were other bright
minds to meet, simply going home
after a long day at the office was an
ill-advised option. ■
Staff Writer Arden Pennell can
be e-mailed at apennell@paweekly.
com.

We‘re 15 years old!
Come celebrate with us on
Sunday October 5th.
Yes, there will be cake!
875 Alma Street, Palo Alto
(650) 327-7222

Cover Story

GOING
Community leaders propose putting Caltrain tracks deep underground. Is the idea visionary — or just plain crazy?
story by Jocelyn Dong
photos by Marjan Sadoughi

T

he disruption happens more than 55 times a day along
Alma Street: Bells clang, crossing-guard arms lower,
and people and cars grind to a halt as hundreds of tons
of locomotive steel approach.
The train thunders by, horn wailing, leaving wind and dust
in its wake. Then life returns to normal.
One day, all that could be history if an idea being floated by
some Palo Alto leaders becomes reality.
Call it visionary or call it far-fetched: They think the railroad could be put underground — in tunnels 50 feet below
the surface.
If that were to happen, drivers might experience Alma as
a grand boulevard in the European tradition rather than a
commute corridor flanked on one side by railroad tracks and
bushes.
Where tracks now lie, bicyclists would glide on paths along a
greenbelt, while office workers would look out their windows
as commuters drive by.
And in the tunnels underground, trains would silently whisk
their passengers to destinations along the Peninsula.
No more street-traffic delays due to the rail system. No more
train-on-car accidents. No more fatalities.
To some, it may sound like a pipe dream. Even the main
proponents — City Councilman John Barton, former Mayor
Bern Beecham, architect Tony Carrasco and Interim Deputy
City Manager Steve Emslie — joke about whether they are
crazy to even suggest such a thing.
But underlying their wisecracks lies a common vision, one
they say would have the power to unify — even heal — a city
that’s been divided by the railroad for more than a century.
Until they’re proven wrong, they’re willing to explore the
idea with anyone who will listen.

And now, they say, is the time to do it, thanks to the rising
possibility that a high-speed train route between Los Angeles
and San Francisco could be added to the Peninsula corridor.
On the November ballot, state Proposition 1A asks voters to
approve the sale of bonds worth $9.95 billion to provide initial
funding of high-speed rail.
Due to the state-budget impasse, its place on the ballot was
not ensured until Aug. 26, when Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger
signed AB 3034, giving it the green light.
If the proposition passes, plans for running high-speed rail
through the Peninsula would pick up steam, with construction
on parts of the line following after about two years of planning, according to Mehdi Morshed, executive director of the
California High-Speed Rail Authority.
A fully functional system would enable passengers to travel
from San Francisco to Los Angeles in under three hours, operating at speeds of up to 220 mph, the Authority predicts.

I

t could be the opportunity of a lifetime for Palo Alto, the
community leaders say. With high-speed rail would come
funding, and with funding — the possibility to creatively,
and radically, alter Palo Alto’s cityscape.
Building two tunnels (under Alma, they say) and placing the
rail system there would free up acres of valuable land along the
current 4.25-mile right of way.
The area now occupied by the University Avenue train station, for example, could become a dynamic gateway to downtown. The group envisions an oval “village green” surrounded
by a hotel, community/arts center, visitors’ center, retail, office
space and more.
Below ground, the train station and an intermodal transit hub
would allow travelers to switch their mode of transportation
quickly and easily.
Along the former rail route, lining Alma, the group pictures
a 25-foot-wide park with grass, trees and pedestrian and bicy-

cle paths. The strip park would run from Palo Alto’s southern
border all the way to its northern one, totaling about 8 acres,
they estimate.
Adjacent to the greenbelt, the rest of the land could be developed in stretches: as high-density townhomes, apartment
buildings, shops and office space, they said.
What excites them the most is the idea of removing what
they call the railroad “barrier” between the east and west sides
of the city, which now limits cross-town traffic to four intersections — Charleston Road, Meadow Drive, Churchill Avenue and Alma — and four over/underpasses at San Antonio,
Oregon Expressway, Embarcadero Road and University. (The
city also has two bicycle/pedestrian tunnels, at California and
Homer avenues.)
“It will heal Palo Alto and connect so many neighborhoods
to other uses,” Carrasco said. He co-chaired the 1990s Dream
Team Citizens Advisory Committee, which explored the possibility of transforming the University Avenue train station
area into a major entryway into the community.
“We talk about ‘walkable’ and ‘bikeable,’” Carrasco said of
Palo Alto’s long-term goals, which he said the undergrounding plan would advance. “This does so much to be able to get
across from business areas to residential areas,” he said.
The California Avenue shopping district, for example, could
be quickly accessed by cars without them looping around via
Oregon Expressway’s underpass.
Barton, who is also an architect, said the benefits could be
important.
“Imagine if Colorado Avenue could come through. Suddenly
the new police station [planned for Park Boulevard] is that
much closer to a whole section of Palo Alto,” he said.
Removing the tracks “would take four quadrants of Palo
Alto and make it two,” he added.
(continued on page 22)
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Underground train
(continued from page 21)

T

he idea could also raise a lot of money, the group contends. By
selling or leasing “air rights” — rights to build on the land, without
acquiring the land itself — the Peninsula Corridor Joint Powers
Board in theory might garner enough funding to pay for the added cost
of undergrounding. The board owns the right of way and manages Caltrain.
“If you go along with our estimates, we get to about a half billion dollars
of land value, which hopefully is the marginal difference in cost between
what high-speed rail would pay for above-grade [rail] and the cost of
undergrounding,” Carrasco said.
To get those estimates, the men determined what kinds of buildings the
community and developers might want on the 44 acres of land — varying from moderate-income apartments to live/work units to offices and
retail shops.
All told, they calculated more than 660 homes and 814,000 square feet
of office and retail space could be built, placing the land at a value of
$464 million.
“The basics of what we know is there’s a reasonable value in the land in
air rights, and it’s going to cost a lot to do tunneling,” Beecham said.

At the University Avenue train station, former Palo Alto Mayor Bern
Beecham (left) talks with architect Tony Carrasco (right), as Councilman John Barton looks at project sketches.
“If somebody’s going to come out anyway and lay out the tracks [for
high-speed rail] and put a lot of investment in ... then you can say, ‘We’ve
got another, smaller pool of money that might make it worthwhile enough
to go underground rather than do this.’
“We don’t know if it’s going to work. ... But [the estimates] are adequate
to show there’s meat on the bones,” Beecham said. “It is feasible.”

T

he idea of burying the railroad and selling air rights may seem
unusual, but it’s hardly inventing the wheel.
In fact, it was key to the monumental transformation of Grand
Central Terminal in New York in the early 1900s.

At that time, city and state officials prohibited steam engines in Manhattan, following a 1902 crash that killed 15 people, according to the PBS
documentary, “Grand Central,” which Barton cited as one inspiration for
the Palo Alto idea.
So New York Central Railroad’s chief engineer decided to switch to
electrified engines. Not only that, he determined they should run underground and the land above them could be sold to developers.
He called the concept “taking wealth from the air,” and it was the first
time the notion of “air rights” had been proposed, the documentary states.
The idea helped the railroad company successfully finance the project,
estimated at $70 million, avoiding the need for public funding.
Today, Grand Central spans 48 acres and contains 103 retail shops, occupying 130,000 square feet.
Closer to home, the San Francisco Transbay Joint Powers Authority is
attempting a similar project, which will replace the city’s current Transbay
Terminal along Mission Street with a new station, extend the Caltrain line
underground to the new transit center, and build a new neighborhood of
3,400 homes, 60,000 square feet of shops and 1.2 million square feet of
other commercial space.
Sale of that land is expected to bring in more than $200 million, according to the Transbay Joint Powers Authority.
The idea of a city advocating for undergrounding rather than accepting
ground-level or above-ground tracks also has precedent, Barton said.
In the early 1960s, BART planned to build a line on elevated tracks
through the heart of Berkeley’s downtown.
“BART was supposed to run down Shattuck, and folks in Berkeley said,
‘Hell, no.’ And they won,” Barton said.
The city eventually used a sales tax to finance the undergrounding.
From an engineering standpoint, other elements of the Palo Alto idea
— tunnels and high-speed rail — also have plenty of predecessors, the
group members said.
Civil engineers note that tunneling is constantly improving.
“We have tunnels all over the world that have been around for 150
years,” said the Rail Authority’s Morshed, a civil engineer who has
planned and implemented transportation projects for 34 years and worked
on state policies and laws.
“They’re not any more dangerous than above-grade or at-grade [tracks].
It’s a matter of engineering.”
Eleven countries already have high-speed rail systems, according to
the Rail Authority.
Japan’s ultra-fast rail network, the Shinkansen, uses tunnels that stretch
for 16 miles or more. The system has run for nearly 45 years and carried
some 7 billion passengers. It has survived numerous earthquakes, derailing only once, and hasn’t had a single fatality due to rail collisions or
natural disasters, engineers note.
The United States also has a high-speed line, Amtrak’s Acela Express,
which travels between Washington, D.C., and Boston. But it runs more
slowly, up to 150 mph, than foreign high-speed trains, which can top 220
mph.

Proposed underground Palo Alto train station

Lytton Ave.
Parking and
bus terminal

Pedestrian mall

N

Palo Alto planning commissioner Arthur Keller, at the Churchill Avenue train crossing, is
concerned about longer waiting times at intersections as more trains run through the city.

Visitor’s center,
community banquet
hall, arts center

Hotel

Restaurant
El Camino Real

Palm Dr.

Above, a sketch of how
architects Tony Carrasco
and John Barton envision
the University Avenue train
station area, if the tracks
were undergrounded.
Left, in San Carlos, the
train tracks are separated
from auto traffic, an option
the California High-Speed
Rail Authority recommends
for the whole Peninsula
corridor.
On the cover: Councilman
John Barton (left), architect
Tony Carrasco (center) and
former Mayor Bern Beecham
at the University Avenue
train station. Photo by
Marjan Sadoughi.

(continued on page 24)

ot everyone who wants the railroad to go underground envisions a tunnel.
Arthur Keller, a Palo Alto planning commissioner, favors trenches.
Using a technique known as “cut and cover” and starting at surface level, a trench is dug, tracks laid inside,
other equipment installed, and then the trench is covered. Keller believes the trenches could either be dug
under Alma Street or under the current railroad right
of way.
If several cities buy into the idea, the trench could start
as far south as Mary Avenue in Sunnyvale, he said.
“One advantage is you don’t have to put in the grade
separations,” said Keller, who has enjoyed high-speed
rail in France and Japan.
He shuns tunneling.
“I don’t see why you would want to do that. The cost
is prohibitive,” Keller said. “Think of the cost of tunneling for BART. This is worse than BART in terms of
tunneling costs.”

Alma St.

Train station

T

There’s more than one way
to put a railroad underground

Train station underground,
centrally located between
Palo Alto and Stanford

University Ave.

here are, naturally, many “ifs” on which the undergrounding idea
is based:
s )F 0ROPOSITION ! OR A SUCCEEDING MEASURE PASSES
s )F HIGH SPEED RAIL COMES TO THE 0ENINSULA AS CURRENTLY PROPOSED
s )F THE TUNNELING COSTS PENCIL OUT
s )F ALL THE AGENCIES INVOLVED  #ALTRAIN THE 2AIL !UTHORITY 5NION

Tunnel or trench?
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High St.

Like other community leaders, Keller views air rights
as key to funding the undergrounding. He is likewise
concerned about the possible increased disruption to
traffic as more — and faster — trains run through Palo
Alto.
“As Caltrain increases the number of trains going by
... it decreases the time for the cross traffic going along
East Meadow. It’s especially problematic, going to Paly
on Churchill,” Keller said. “You could have three trains
going by at one time. You could be waiting there 10
minutes — or at least it feels like 10 minutes.”
A project to electrify the Caltrain system aims to
double the number of passenger trains per hour, from
six to 12, according to Bob Doty, Caltrain’s director of
rail transportation.
There would be challenges to trenching, of course.
Keller acknowledged the Oregon Expressway underpass
would have to be reconstructed, and underground public
utilities would need to be re-routed.
Also, either Alma or the current railroad right of way
would be torn up during construction. If its the right of
way, then the train system would have to be relocated —
yet still be operational, Keller acknowledged.
That conflict between train and auto traffic flow —
and the everyday life of residents — is one reason some
cities and agencies are now preferring tunneling to

trenching, civil engineers say.
Historically, tunneling has been more costly than
other methods, said Victor Romero, principal for Jacobs Associates in San Francisco, a civil-engineering
consulting firm.
But the costs of buying property and loss of business
during construction of trenches and other qualitative
downsides have started to add up.
“These [tunneling] projects initially have higher capital construction costs than above-ground or cut-andcover, but in the long term there’s the biggest benefit,”
he said.
Costs aside, however, trenching is possible, even at
key junctions such as San Francisquito Creek, Romero said. There, the trench would likely go under the
creek.
Trenches can also be stacked on top of one another
and can go down to depths of 80 or 90 feet, he said.
Keller believes trenches could work, even if the construction phase could be difficult.
“It’s like living through three years of hell for decades
and decades after of peace and quiet,” he said.
“It’s unifying ... and in terms of the benefit of not having to get rid of homes for the right of way, you’re doing
something nice for the city.” N
—Jocelyn Dong

Challenges ahead

U

ndergrounding the trains in Palo Alto won’t be
easy or cheap, and there are many potential roadblocks, Palo Alto leaders John Barton, Bern Beecham, Tony Carrasco and Steve Emslie acknowledge.
Here are a few of the challenges:

Costs
Cost estimates vary widely for boring two tunnels,
each of which would contain two tracks. But costs can
exceed thousands of dollars per square foot, Victor
Romero, principal for Jacobs Associates in San Francisco, a civil-engineering consulting firm, said of tunneling generally.
One of the most expensive fixed costs is the boring
machine, Beecham said, noting that it is so difficult to
remove from the ground that generally the huge machine is left in the tunnel following the job.
A number of factors influence the cost, Romero said.
A tunnel in an urban environment would have much
higher costs than suburban tunneling. Soil conditions
determine degree of difficulty and therefore costs.
On the other hand, the longer the tunnel, the more
economy-of-scale is a factor, he said of fixed-costs involved.
Romero’s firm — whose work includes the seismic
upgrade of the Claremont Tunnel in Berkeley and design of the to-be-constructed fourth Caldecott Tunnel in Oakland — prices jobs by each element: labor,
equipment, materials and other identifiable costs, plus
contingencies.
“We never estimate per mile,” he said, emphasizing
that the cost of two different projects of similar length
could vary greatly.
As for the length of time it takes to construct a tunnel, that, too, varies, Romero said. But it follows general stages: preparation of the site, including protecting
adjacent buildings, which could take a half a year; the
boring itself, including putting in the tunnel’s structural
lining, which could take up to a year or more; installing
tracks, safety systems, ventilation and signals, which
could take an additional couple of years; and finally
building the station, which comes with its own challenges.
“The station takes longer to build than the tunnel,”
Romero said.

Legal action
Menlo Park and Atherton have both joined environmental groups in suing the California High Speed Rail
Authority over its environmental study, completed in
May.
Local officials have protested the potential impact on
businesses and residents if the route runs through the
Peninsula, as presently planned.

Legal action could derail high-speed train plans, or at
least keep them tied up in the courts for years.
On the other hand, the idea of tunneling could also
sway some high-speed-rail opponents.
“It’s pretty hypothetical, but certainly, putting all the
tracks in a tunnel ... and being able to use the right of
way for bike lanes and parkland would definitely bear
a serious look,” Menlo Park Councilwoman Kelly Fergusson, a civil engineer, said of the concept.
“It would have to be dramatically dense development”
on the land to pay for the project, though, she said.
And there would need to be sufficient trust among
all of the agencies. The worst-case scenario would be
if the Rail Authority were to agree to the undergrounding then revert to above-ground plans if funding proved
insufficient, she said.

Diesel in tunnels
Putting electricity-powered passenger rail lines in a
tunnel is one thing; running diesel-fueled freight trains
through is another.
The problem: fumes.
In addition to Caltrain’s passenger service, Union Pacific sends about five to seven freight trains through the
corridor a day, according to Zoe Richmond, the director of corporate relations and media for Union Pacific.
If the idea of undergrounding the railroad is to eliminate the current ground-level tracks, Union Pacific
would have to operate in the tunnel, too.
Romero, of Jacobs Associates, noted that freight
trains generally don’t run in underground tunnels except for short distances.
“You see a bit of it on the East Coast, the Capitol Corridor,” he said. “We tend not to run diesel underground.”
But Carrasco is hopeful that it might be possible to
install a ventilation system that would suck the fumes
out of the tunnel.
Richmond said Union Pacific has trains that run
through tunnels in the Sierra Nevada on the Sacramento-to-Reno stretch. Holes have been drilled in the
mountainous terrain for ventilation. But engine operators also carry breathing apparatus, akin to what scuba
divers use, in case of emergency.
Electrifying the freight trains is not yet feasible,
Richmond said.
“That’s definitely a challenge. So far the [electrification] technology isn’t viable when it comes to freight
trains,” she said. Freight trains are heavier and require
more power. In addition, she said, Union Pacific would
need to electrify its whole system — a massive undertaking.
“The challenge is you can’t just pick one area to electrify,” she said. N
— Jocelyn Dong

Cross-section of proposed Palo Alto underground train line

The architects’ sketch of how the city would
look if tracks were put underground.
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FOOTHILL
COLLEGE
Invites you to join us at our guest location at
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC)
2575 Sand Hill Rd., Menlo Park (408) 864-8817
(Just Minutes from either Foothill Expwy or 280)

A SIX-WEEK
INVESTMENT AND FINANCIAL
PLANNING CLASS
Tuesday evenings from 7:00 - 9:00 PM. It is better for you to register now, but
you may also register the first evening of class on Oct. 7th. (Class #255–Please
note: No class on Oct. 28th). The cost is $49. No prior financial knowledge is
required. To register call (408) 864-8817, or online, www.shortcourses.fhda.edu
(in the Financial Planning section).

“Outstanding Course!”
“I don’t want to exaggerate, but I truly believe this course has
improved my life and my financial well-being. The instructors
had an outstanding command of the material and presented it
thoughtfully and with great humor & insight.”

Commuters wait as a southbound train pulls into the University Avenue station.

Some of the Topics Are:

Underground train

$ HOW TO INVEST IN DIFFICULT TIMES
$ STRATEGIES FOR SUCCESSFULLY BUILDING A STOCK PORTFOLIO
$ THE BEST WAYS OF INVESTING IN REAL ESTATE
$ ETFs, BONDS & MUTUAL FUNDS
$ RETIREMENT STRATEGIES & PLANNING
$ THE UNKNOWN DANGERS OF TAX-FREE INCOME
$ PROTECTING WEALTH & ASSETS IN TROUBLED TIMES
$ MANAGING YOUR MONEY TO YOUR ADVANTAGE
$ WHAT TO DO RIGHT NOW & FINANCIAL PLANNING
$ HOW TO CHOOSE A TOP-NOTCH ADVISOR
$ TURNING THE MOST COMMON FINANCIAL MISTAKES INTO PROFIT
$ HOW TO PROPERLY INTEGRATE YOUR IRAs & 401(k)s
$ ECONOMIC HEDGING & ASSET ALLOCATION
$ AND MUCH, MUCH MORE

(continued from page 22)

ABOUT YOUR INSTRUCTORS
Steve Lewis is President of Lewis & Mathews Investment
Management in Menlo Park. He is a college professor, investment counselor, Value Line award winner, financial author and
has appeared on national radio and television. He is a past officer
of the S.C. International Association of Financial planners and
served on the National Academy Advisory Board. He has written
for Money magazine and Dow Jones's Barron's.
Jim Curran is a veteran of over 25 Years on Wall Street. He is
President of Curran & Lewis Investment Management, Inc., in
Menlo Park, a Wealth Manager Magazine top Wealth Management
firm. He is Chief Portfolio Manager, and specializes in investment
advice for individual investors, companies, and their officers. He
is an accomplished and dynamic college and business lecturer.
Debbie Peri, vice President of Curran & Lewis, is an expert in
retirement planning, portfolio analysis and investment management. She is a Certified Financial planner™ and a member of the
Financial Planning Association and Financial Planning Forum.
She was a Certified Public Accountant with Ernst & Young,
has lectured extensively at the college level, and is a published
investment author.

The instructors have taught over 30,000 Northern
Californians their money managing techniques.
SOME COMMENTS FROM PAST CLASS MEMBERS:

“This course has been excellent, very informative and enlightening.”
“...Very objective in presentation of material...”
“I have looked forward to each class like opening a new package each week.”
“The course exceeded my expectations.”
“...A very helpful, well thought out, well presented course. I have
recommended it to many people.”
“Well done, informative, stimulating.”
“Terrific! Loved the course.”
“Your ability to take subject matter and make it understandable commands my
highest respect.”
THIS IS THE ONLY AD THAT WILL APPEAR FOR THIS
COURSE. PLEASE CUT OUT AND BRING TO CLASS
(This space donated to Foothill College. Not paid with tax dollars.)
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Pacific (which operates freight trains), other local transit
agencies, the City of Palo Alto and potentially neighboring cities — buy into the plan. (See sidebar story on
challenges.)
But there’s no merit in waiting for absolute certainty
before floating the undergrounding notion, Beecham
said.
“It’s a long-term concept, and you’re in it for the long
term,” he said. “There’s no value in us starting and stopping in a herky-jerky fashion, saying, ‘Oops, this week,
bad news in Sacramento.’”
Even given the uncertainty, the group members are
galvanized by at least two factors: timing and an alternative they fear could be worse for Palo Alto than
ground-level tracks — elevated ones.
They believe they face a short time-span within which
to act. Even as Rail Authority planning gathers momentum, with a potential completion date in 2030, Caltrain
is proceeding with its proposal to convert its system from
diesel engines to electric. Its goal is to finish the electrification of the system by 2014, according to Caltrain.
“We have a short window to jump at this, short meaning five to six years, before Caltrain and the High-Speed
Rail Authority start talking to each other on what their
plan would look like,” Carrasco said.
“Once their plans get too concrete, our chance is
gone,” Beecham said.
What the group finds even more motivating is the
possibility that
high-speed rail
TALK ABOUT IT
might run through
www.PaloAltoOnline.com
Palo Alto not at To share your opinion about underground level but grounding the railroad, go to Town
elevated.
Square, the community online forum,
The Rail Au- at Palo Alto Online.
thority anticipates
it would add two tracks to the Peninsula right of way,
which currently has two, Morshed said. It also recommends elevating those tracks.
If the Palo Alto leaders feel current ground-level train
tracks are problematic, elevated berms (or “grade separations”) would be even worse, they said.
“Berms really don’t work in these urban situations.
With four tracks, it’s not a berm; it’s a structure,” Carrasco said, calling concrete berms “ugly as sin.”
Some cities along the Peninsula, such as San Carlos,
already have grade-separated tracks, directing cars under the tracks either at street level or via an underpass.
But the ones up north have businesses adjacent, Carrasco
said. Palo Alto’s right of way abuts numerous homes.
Those homes closest to the tracks might even be in
danger of disappearing, according to Barton. If it’s determined that a four-track berm could require a wider
strip than currently exists on the right of way, the state
could use eminent domain to purchase the properties.
“I couldn’t imagine a four-track with a berm wouldn’t
require buying up all the properties on the train-track
side of Park Boulevard,” Barton said.
For its part, the High-Speed Rail Authority believes

that grade separations would be an improvement over
ground-level crossings. Elevated crossings would eliminate the noise from train horns and warning bells because the railroad would no longer intersect with traffic,
the Authority’s May 2008 program environmental study
states.
The visual barrier would be no greater than currently
exists, according to the document. Rather than being
deleterious, grade separations “would have a beneficial
effect on community cohesion by improving circulation
between neighborhood areas.”

T

o be sure, the undergrounding idea, with all of its
ramifications, has a long distance to travel before
it becomes a reality, if it ever does.
Other agencies will play a key role, the men said. So
far, the groups are open to discussing the concept.
From where he sits in Sacramento, Morshed views all
ideas as possible — so long as they make sense financially and practically.
“Whatever we do there, life has to go on at that site,”
Morshed said, referring to the construction phase. “People have to do their business; cars have to cross. We
need to be considering all those things.”
Tunneling, he said, “might be a very viable solution”
— if the numbers support it.
At this stage, the Authority is about to hire an engineering firm to work on project plans. It expects to hold
community meetings in the future to gain input on its
proposals, Morshed said.
Caltrain’s Rail Transportation Director Bob Doty has
already met with the Palo Alto group, noting that they
mostly wanted to get a reality check on the idea.
He said he pointed out factors they should be considering, including the fact that the railroad will still need
to be operating during the construction of any new rail
line.
“My business has always been about creating the expectations. You have to be realistic about what it’s going
to take,” he said. “It’s not a trivial undertaking.”
Besides the need for the railroad to stay operational,
tunneling requires a span in which to get underground
— possibly a mile on either side of the fully submerged
tunnel, Doty said.
But just because there are complexities, “it doesn’t
mean you should give up,” he said. “You want new
ideas. ... We offered to talk with them in the future as it
starts to focus in.”
The Palo Alto leaders acknowledged they could be
working on the railroad plan for years, until it either is
proven impossible or it comes to pass.
In the meantime, they said, they are undaunted by the
complexity. The outcome would be worth it to them.
“This is a dream, of course, but wouldn’t it be great
to say, ‘We got rid of the train. And we got sales tax
[from new stores]. And we got a better boulevard. And
we solved some housing issues’?” Barton asked rhetorically.
“And we made it a better city,” Carrasco added.
“It may not happen in my lifetime, but that’s OK.” N
Weekly Managing Editor Jocelyn Dong can be
e-mailed at jdong@paweekly.com.

Arts & Entertainment
Marjan Sadoughi

Marjan Sadoughi

A weekly guide to music, theater, art, movies and more, edited by Rebecca Wallace

PATCH WORKS
Creations for the annual Great Glass Pumpkin Patch take shape in a friendly, noisy studio
by Rebecca Wallace

Marjan Sadoughi
Marjan Sadoughi

Artist Mark Murai illustrates some of the many steps in
making a glass pumpkin (the photos are not in order).
He is blowing and shaping the hot glass with a variety
of tools, including the pad of wet newspaper at top right.
Artist Janett Peace, top center, works with him.

T

he Bay Area Glass
Institute is no quiet,
refined art studio. Box
fans roar through the cavernous San Jose building
that once was a cannery,
and music blares. Instead
of delicate paintbrushes,
the artists use tongs and
torches.
And glassblowing is not
for the faint of heart. Furnaces heat up to 2,150 degrees, keeping the studio
rather sultry. Upper-body
strength is needed to hold
up a steel pipe and the
bubble of glass on the end,
especially when you need to
keep reheating the glass to
make it stay malleable. And
you have to stay in the right
temperature range.
If glass gets too hot, artist
Chris Moore says, “It’s like
trying to shape honey with
chopsticks.”
All these factors make
glassblowing an often collaborative affair. This afternoon at the studio, two
artists are working together.
While Janett Peace blows
into a pipe to expand a bubble of glass, Mark Murai
shapes the bubble inside a
pad of wet newspaper.
The artists follow a routine to keep everyone safe
around the hot glass. “Everyone is really conscious
of the work flow,” Murai
(continued on page 27)

Left: The hot glass must
be continually reheated
throughout the process to
keep it malleable. Center:
This small photo by Keay
Edwards shows a finished
pumpkin by Mark Murai.
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Expires 10/31/08. Cannot be combined with any other offer. Not valid as a gift certificate.
www.bodykneads–dayspa.com

Off

TAKE-OUT
DELIVERY
(Minimum $30.00)

Not valid on private room dining. Must present coupon. Valid only for orders placed
directly with Ming’s. Black-out dates may
apply. Cannot be combined with other offer.

Advertise your business

OFF

in this space
with a special offer

ANYLARGE PIZZA
FREE DELIVERY

Not valid with any
other offer.
Expires 10/31/08

1700 Embarcadero, Palo Alto

(Includes Dim Sum on Carts)
(Maximum Discount $15.00)

(reg. $37)

00

$

Best Chinese Cuisine Since 1956

Call Judie
650-326-8210 x233

322-8100

DELIVERY
ONLY

Oil Change

$

95

19

*

(Test only OK)

Smog Check
*

$

95

28

+Tax and
disposal fee

*Most cars & light trucks.
Cannot be combined with any other offer.
Must present coupon.

+ $8.25 for
Certiﬁcate
10AM to 2PM M-F

Vans and some
vehicles extra.

We Can Smog GROSS POLLUTERS.

301 El Camino Real, Menlo Park

650.328.0287

We are a consumer
assistance program
Gold Shield station

30/60/90K

Factory Recommended Service

✓ Mufﬂers
■
✓ Catalytic Converters
■

(1 block north of Stanford Shopping Center & 2 blocks south of Downtown Menlo Park)

LOOK FOR THESE SAVINGS AND MORE ON
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✓ Brakes
Schedule Maintenance ■

Your hot spot for local offers

www.PaloAltoOnline.com

Expires
Expires 10/31/08
11/15/07

*Cannot be combined with any other offer. Must present coupon.

Arts & Entertainment

Patch works
(continued from page 25)

says. “It’s like a dance.”
As a result, the atmosphere in
the studio is friendly and communal. So it’s fitting that many of the
pieces in the annual Great Glass
Pumpkin Patch — a favorite community event in Palo Alto — take
shape here.
Now in its 13th year, the patch
comes to the Palo Alto Art Center
on Sept. 30 for an exhibit in which
thousands of pumpkins gleam
in the grass. Some of the show’s
California artists are also bringing
glass flowers and pumpkin-shaped
plates. The exhibit runs through
Oct. 3, with the pieces going on
sale on Oct. 4 and 5.
Some of the artists hail from
other parts of the state, including
Barry and Susan Farley, who will
come from Fallbrook, California, to
hold glassblowing demonstrations.
A few blow glass in their home —
although not everyone has a set of
thousand-plus-degree furnaces in
his or her Eichler.
Locally, many of the patch artists
do their work at San Jose’s BAGI,
including Chris Moore, who is both
the institute’s operations manager
and program director for the patch.
She started out in high-tech, but
while going back to school for a
master’s degree she started helping
out in the BAGI office about six
years ago. She never left.
Moore says she has always loved
glass, and now enjoys the communal feel and concentration of working with the material.
“It can be very therapeutic because you can only focus on one
thing that you’re doing,” she says.
Many patch supporters see the
event as a way to introduce glass
art to more people. Selling pumpkins also generates income for the
artists and for education programs
at BAGI and the Palo Alto Art Center.

Although there are different ways of working with glass, here’s one
way to make a pumpkin, according to the Bay Area Glass Institute:
N An artist uses a blowpipe to gather melted glass out of a furnace,
then rolls it in colorful crushed glass called “frit.”
N The glass is then put into another furnace, called a “glory hole,”
to heat it again and melt the color into it. (Throughout the process, the
glass must be continually reheated to keep it malleable.)
N An artist blows into the pipe, making the glass into a bubble. The
bubble is shaped with a pad of wet newspaper, and then blown into a
mold to form the pumpkin’s ridges.
N The artist keeps blowing into and working on the bubble, adding
another piece of glass for a stem.
N Finally, the pumpkin is broken off the pipe and its bottom flattened
with a torch. Since it will crack if it cools too quickly, it’s placed in an
annealing oven to cool slowly overnight. N

In addition, the event allows visitors to chat with glass artists and
find out about how they work. Murai says the most common question
he gets asked is “How often do you
get burned?”
He laughs, silver hoops wiggling
in his earlobes. “I’ve never seen
anyone get burned by hot glass,”
he says. “Maybe if you grab a hot
tool.”
Each of the 40-some patch artists
gets to bring up to 250 pumpkins,
Moore says. Prices can range from
$25 for the smallest creation to
$1,500 for an extremely large one,
she says. Differences in color can
also cause price variations, as some
colors of glass are more expensive.
Later this afternoon, Janett Peace
and fellow artist Deba Priya are in
the back of the BAGI building, immersed in tagging and wrapping
the pumpkins they made yesterday.
This is just as much a team effort
as creating works together was, and
each pumpkin gets their special
“Glass Divas” tag.
Peace and Priya are both fulltime artists and veterans of the
patch, but Priya gets extra points
for flying in from a house-sitting
gig in Maui to help make pumpkins
for the event. That’s dedication.
Meanwhile, Peace is musing
about the nature of color in glass,

how the viscosity varies and some
hues are harder to blow than others.
And even after 13 years creating
pumpkins for the Palo Alto patch,
she’s still making unexpected discoveries.
She holds one pumpkin in her
palm, turning it this way and that,
admiring a silvery sheen that she
hadn’t planned for.
“We get surprises, like this
chemical reaction,” she says. “That
part’s fun.” N
What: The 13th Annual Great
Glass Pumpkin Patch, an exhibit and sale with glassblowing
demonstrations
Where: Palo Alto Art Center,
1313 Newell Road
When: The exhibition is from 10
a.m. to 9 p.m. Sept. 30 and Oct.
1; and 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Oct.
2 and 3. Pumpkins are for sale
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Oct. 4
and 5. (A party and presale are
planned for Oct. 3 from 5:30 to
7:30 p.m. for art-center foundation donors above a certain
level.)
Cost: Admission to the public
exhibit and sale is free.
Info: Call 650-329-2366 or go
to www.bagi.org.

Get informed for the Election
Wed., 10/1. Props 7 and 11. Debates at Media
Center TV studio, 900 San Antonio Rd., PA,
7:30-9:15 PM.
Thurs., 10/2. Atherton Town Council Candidates.
Pavilion, Holbrook Palmer Park, 7:30-9 PM.
Wed., 10/8. Menlo Park City Council Candidates.
MP City Hall, 7:30-9 PM.
Thurs, 10/16. East Palo Alto City Council
Candidates. EPA City Hall 2-2:30 PM.
Sat. 10/18. "Meet the Candidates Q&A"
Legislative, Judicial races. Universalist Unitarian
Fellowship, 505 Charleston Rd., PA 2-4:15 PM.
These free public meetings will also be videotaped for showing on Channel 27 and posting on
www.SmartVoter.org & www.midpenmedia.org.

LWV Palo Alto LWV South San Mateo County

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS

AVENIDAS
LIFETIMES OF ACHIEVEMENT
2009
“Who Do You Know Who Has Made a Difference?”
To Nominate Outstanding Individuals,
Visit www.avenidas.org or
Call 650-289-5445
Nominee Requirements
* Aged 65+
* Mid-Peninsula Resident
* Exceptional Record of Achievements
in the Areas of: Community Leadership,
Business, Volunteering, Environment,
Philanthropy, Government, Education,
Medicine, etc.
Deadline for Nominations: September 30, 2008
Winners will be announced in early 2009.
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Learn the Guitar this Fall
Carol McComb's "Starting to Play" workshop includes
the FREE use of a Loaner Guitar for the duration of
the classes.* Regular cost is just $160 for ten weeks
of group lessons, and all music is included.
*"Starting to Play" meets for one hour each Monday night for ten weeks
beginning October 6. Students are encouraged to bring their own guitar,
but both nylon-string and steel-string loaner guitars are available.
Other classes at more advanced levels are also offered. A full
brochure is available at Gryphon.

Marjan Sadoughi

Stringed Instruments
Since 1969

650 U493 U2131
 ,AMBERT !VE s 0ALO !LTO #! 
www.gryphonstrings.com

“I’d love to do a dramatic film,” says Melanie Salazar Case, a veteran
comic actor.

From classroom to stage
New playwright pays tribute to the local teachers who
inspired her
by Rebecca Wallace

I
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Toby Sanderson

t’s not uncommon for English
teachers to spark a lifelong love
of the theater in students. But
not all students repay the favor by
writing their educators into a play.
Melanie Salazar Case, an actor
and director who grew up in Menlo
Park, is poised to publish her first
play, “Seventh Grade Freaks.” Two
of her former English teachers at
Menlo-Atherton High School, Joseph Fuchs and Shannon Griscom,
pop up in Case’s playwright/director
note for the play. And the teacher
character is a mixture of Griscom
and Case herself.
“Seventh Grade Freaks” is about
a group of girls whose teacher asks
them to write a play about how they
would make the world a better place.
In the process, the girls learn more
about each other, dealing with such
issues as homeschooling, getting
along with boys, and living with an
alcoholic parent. There’s plenty of
humor as the very different personalities mingle.
Their teacher, the affectionately
drawn Ms. Cleese, shares Griscom’s
penchant for witches. And the intelligent goofiness of the student
Amanda seems to hark back to a
lesson Case learned from Griscom:
not to take things too seriously.
When Case told her former teacher about the play, “She was very excited and seemed honored,” Case
said.
In turn, the 30-year-old Case, who
now lives in San Francisco, is “honored and surprised” that her first
play is being published. It’s part of
the fifth volume of new plays from
the Young Conservatory at the
American Conservatory Theater in
San Francisco, where she has been
both a student and a teacher.
Fuchs, who was Case’s sophomore-year English teacher at M-A,
first sparked her interest in theater.
He showed the class videos of plays
and classic films, and Case says she
learned about the power of symbolism from the 1977 Harvey Keitel
film “The Duellists.”
“Joseph Fuchs ... taught me that
theater and film were art forms, and
that the power of beautiful writing
could be translated to the screen
and stage,” Case wrote in her note
at the beginning of “Seventh Grade

Case played a primal character
in the film “Evolution: The Musical.”
Freaks.”
As her interest in theater grew,
Case started an improv troupe at
M-A; it’s called The Lunatics and
still exists there. She also became
a student at A.C.T.’s Young Conservatory.
After earning a bachelor’s degree in theater from the University
of California at Los Angeles, Case
worked as a “starving actor” in New
York City. She then moved back to
the Bay Area, living in San Francisco and joining the sketch comedy
group and film-production company
Killing My Lobster, with whom she
still works from time to time.
In 2004, Case started teaching
improvisation and directing one-act
plays at A.C.T. But she had trouble
finding scripts that would appeal
to today’s 10- to 14-year-olds. She
decided to write a play based on
her students, teachers and teaching experience. Case developed the
play with the help of her students,
and A.C.T. produced it, with Case
directing and playing Ms. Cleese,
about three years ago.
Young Conservatory director
Craig Slaight decided to include
“Seventh Grade Freaks” in the fifth
volume of the program’s new plays,
which is being put out by theater
publishers Smith and Kraus, probably in the winter, he said. Case is
one of the youngest playwrights to

be included in the volumes.
“I tend to pick at least mid-career
playwrights; you have to have the
finest writing for young people,” he
said. “But Melanie had proved to me
that she had this voice. ... This is a
writer that we’re going to hear more
from.”
Slaight called Case’s script both
intelligent and lively, adding: “She
doesn’t talk down to the young
people. She really preserves their
spirit.”
Starting to write meant branching
out for Case, who thought of herself
as primarily an actor for so long. But
being a writer has its perks. For one,
you feel more in control of your career than when you’re one actor in a
herd of auditioners.
“They either pick you or they
don’t,” she said. “As a writer, you
can write parts that people wouldn’t
cast you in.”
These days, Case is concentrating more on film and has worked
on various projects as a producer
and director as well as an actor and
writer. During an interview, she is
gregarious and funny, talking fast
and using various accents for effect.
Her Colombian one is especially
good; her mother is Colombian and
Case grew up bilingual. She added
Salazar, a family name from her
mother’s side, to her stage name last
year.
Regardless of whether she’s on
stage or a film set, Case says she approaches her characters in the same
“old-school acting way,” imagining
them beyond what the author has
spelled out.
“You think about their life, family, where they grew up. Are they
needy? Confident? The script is your
foundation, but individual choices
dictate how your performance is
unique,” she said.
Once she’s established that background, she tries to let it go from her
conscious mind, and just be in the
moment — real life is spontaneous.
One of her favorite characters
took that spontaneity to the extreme:
a “primal ape-woman” she played
in the independent film “Evolution:
The Musical,” which premiered in
May at the San Francisco International Film Festival.
The character certainly didn’t
have a lot of social inhibitions. Case
got to bite people, scream and contort her face wildly, which she found
both embarrassing and refreshing.
At one point, she recounts with a
giggle, she planted a piece of beef
jerky in a tree so she could pull it off
and pretend to be chewing on bark.
While comedy is difficult for
many an actor, Case has found it
comes to her easily. In the future,
she’d love to play more dramatic
roles like the one she’s creating in
a script about a female soldier. In
her script, the woman has returned
from Iraq and is coping with both
post-traumatic stress disorder and
a strained relationship with her father.
“I’d love to do a dramatic film, really letting go and telling a story,”
she says. “It would prove to me that
I’ve come a long way.” N
Info: For more about Melanie
Case, who also teaches acting to
children, go to www.radiantkids
school.com.
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Worth a Look

ing with it, but artist Linda Tapscott travels a different path.
In “CANDID,” her latest body of work,
her artistic vision of nature is created
on wood panels that she cuts into to
introduce a sculptural element. Eschewing paintbrushes most of the time, she
prefers to paint onto and into the panels
with her fingers and rags. To create
more texture, she adds found objects
from nature such as leaves, together
with paper and cloth.
“Nature handles change in such a
beautiful and graceful way. In my artwork I show how clarity and chaos both
can be beautiful,” Tapscott said in an
artist’s statement.
Works from “CANDID” are going on
“Worms from Mars Invade an Authentic New Village,” a 1971 work exhibit upstairs at the Pacific Art League
at 668 Ramona St. in Palo Alto from
by Bruce Metcalf, is made from lithograph on cardboard, painted
Oct. 2 through Oct. 30, with a reception
lead and galvanized steel.
planned for Friday, Oct. 3, from 6 to 9
p.m. Tapscott frequently teaches at the art league
and recently led a workshop on digital at the Palo
Alto Art Center.
Bruce Metcalf and Richard Misrach
The Pacific Art League is open weekdays from 9
Does “art jewelry” mean bright pendants and
a.m. to 5 p.m. and Saturdays from 10 to 4. Go to
creative earrings? Not necessarily. Art jeweler
www.ltapscott.com or www.pacificartleague.org, or
Bruce Metcalf, also an essayist, curator and critic of
call the art league at 650-321-3891.
contemporary art, pushes every boundary with his
unique sensibilities.
Billed as the first major exhibition of his work, a
new show at the Palo Alto Art Center called “The
Miniature Worlds of Bruce Metcalf” illustrates Metcalf’s explorations of moral and political issues in
today’s society. Figures are big-headed and cartoon- Palo Alto Black & White Ball.
Dead men don’t wear plaid, according to the 1982
like: An artist paints a giant eye; giant worms invade
Steve Martin movie of that name. But next weekend,
a town; a man has a meltdown while trying to nourlots of Palo Altans will.
ish the needy.
The Palo Alto Black & White Ball dances into town
Overall, 70 pieces from the 1970s to 2001 will be
next Saturday, Oct. 4, for the 18th year. The event is
up from Sept. 28 through Dec. 21 at the art center
about schmoozing, dancing and fund-raising, and
at 1313 Newell Road in Palo Alto. The show is paired
this year it’s also all about the tartans — the theme is
with a look at landscapes by photographer Richard
“Plaid to be Here!”
Misrach. These photos can be sublime, sweeping
Live music will include performances by The Bayor desolate; for instance, one look at parched earth
onics, which mixes hip-hop, Latin, funk and reggae
covered with skeletal fish depicts man’s impact on
sounds. Also on the bill are performances by the San
nature.
Francisco Scottish Fiddlers, a strolling bagpiper and
The exhibition includes works from Misrach’s
large-scale “Desert Cantos” series, as well as photos West Bay Opera singers. Food, champagne, raffles
and a silent auction are also part of the night.
from other segments such as “The Flood” and “The
Tickets are $135 each, with the event raising
Fires.”
The art center is open from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Tues- money for the Palo Alto Recreation Foundation and
Palo Alto Partners In Education. Throughout its hisday through Saturday, 1 to 5 p.m. Sundays, and 7
tory, the ball has raised nearly $1 million for city and
to 10 p.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Go to www.
school programs, organizers said.
cityofpaloalto.org/artcenter or call 650-329-2366.
The ball is from 7 p.m. to 1 a.m. at the Lucie Stern
Community Center at 1305 Middlefield Road in Palo
Alto. Go to www.paloaltoblackandwhiteball.org or
call 650-266-8256.

Art

the 13th annual

Sept 30-Oct 5, 2008
Palo Alto Art Center
1313 Newell Road, Palo Alto
& "''$#, !&#!$",
Live Glass Demonstrations
For more information and a 10% coupon go to

www.greatglasspumpkinpatch.com
This space donated as a community service by the Palo Alto Weekly

Party

Robert Wilson

“Autumn Gifts” is among the mixed-media works
to be shown by Linda Tapscott at the Pacific Art
League in Palo Alto.

Linda Tapscott
Painting a landscape is one vivid way of connect-

Theater director, playwright and artist Robert
Wilson is the embodiment of avant-garde. His experimental-theater performances incorporate movement, lighting, music and text, and when he takes
the stage at Stanford University next week he’ll also
create drawings during the performance.
The multi-faceted event begins with a master class
— geared toward Stanford drama students but open
to the public — in Pigott Theatre at Memorial Auditorium at 3:30 p.m. on Wednesday, Oct. 1.
Then comes the 7 p.m. main performance, called
“1. Have you been here before? 2. No this is the first
time.” Held in Kresge Auditorium, the event will also
include Wilson speaking about his creative process
and referencing some of his previous stage works,
such as “Deafman Glance,” “A Letter for Queen Victoria” and “Einstein on the Beach” (which he created
with composer Philip Glass).
All the events are free. For more information, go to
shc.stanford.edu or www.robertwilson.com, or call
650-725-1219.
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PIZZA
Pizza My Heart 327-9400
220 University Ave., Palo Alto
Range: $1.50-16.50

Restaurant
of the week

Pizza Chicago 424-9400
4115 El Camino Real, Palo Alto
This IS the best pizza in town
Spot A Pizza 324-3131
115 Hamilton Ave, Palo Alto

AMERICAN

CHINESE

Voted Best Pizza in Palo Alto
www.spotpizza.com

Armadillo Willy’s 941-2922
1031 N. San Antonio Rd., Los Altos
Range: $5.00-13.00

Su Hong—Menlo Park
Dining Phone: 323–6852
To Go: 322–4631
Winner, Palo Alto Weekly “Best Of”
8 years in a row!

Hobee’s 856-6124
4224 El Camino Real, Palo Alto
Also at Town & Country Village,
Palo Alto 327-4111

BURMESE
Green Elephant Gourmet
(650) 494-7391
Burmese & Chinese Cuisine
3950 Middlefield Rd., Palo Alto
(Charleston Shopping Center)
Dine-In, Take-Out, Local Delivery-Catering

INDIAN

POLYNESIAN
Trader Vic's 849-9800
4269 El Camino Real, Palo Alto

Darbar Indian Cuisine 321-6688
129 Lytton, Downtown Palo Alto
Lunch Buffet M-F; Open 7 days
Janta Indian Restaurant 462-5903
369 Lytton Ave., Downtown Palo Alto
Lunch Buffet M-F; Organic Veggies

Dinner Mon-Thurs 5-10pm; Fri-Sat 5-11pm;
Sun 4:30 - 9:30pm
Available for private luncheons
Lounge open nightly

Japanese
Restaurant
Food To Go
Sushi Bar

Happy Hour Mon-Fri 4-6 pm

Mon – Sat

SEAFOOD

11:30 am - 2:30 pm

Cook’s Seafood 325-0604

5:00 pm - 9:30 pm

ITALIAN
Spalti Ristorante 327-9390
417 California Ave, Palo Alto
ÝµÕÃÌiÊ`ÊUÊ"ÕÌ`ÀÊ }

CHINESE

JAPANESE & SUSHI

Chef Chu’s (650) 948-2696
1067 N. San Antonio Road
on the corner of El Camino, Los Altos
2002 Zagat: “Gold Standard in
Fresh Chinese Cuisine.”

Fuki Sushi 494-9383
4119 El Camino Real, Palo Alto
Open 7 days a Week

751 El Camino Real, Menlo Park
Seafood Dinners from

Jade Palace (650) 321-9388
151 S. California Ave, E101
(in Palo Alto Central)
Open 7 days a week
iÃiÊ>ÕÌiÊ ÕÃiÊUÊ >µÕiÌÃÊUÊ Ê-ÕÊ
Jing Jing 328-6885
443 Emerson St., Palo Alto
Authentic Szechwan, Hunan
Food To Go, Delivery
www.jingjinggourmet.com
Ming’s 856-7700
1700 Embarcadero East, Palo Alto
www.mings.com
New Tung Kee Noodle House
520 Showers Dr., MV in San Antonio Ctr.
Voted MV Voice Best ‘01, ‘02, ‘03 & ‘04
Prices start at $3.75 See Coupon
947-8888
Peking Duck 856-3338
2310 El Camino Real, Palo Alto
We also deliver.
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Jin Sho 321-3454
454 California Ave, Palo Alto
Japanese Fusion
www.jinshowrestaurant.com
Uzumaki Sushi 322-2828
451 California Ave, Palo Alto
Japanese Restaurant
Sushi Bar

$5.95 to $9.95

THAI
Thaiphoon Restaurant 323-7700
543 Emerson St., Palo Alto

Tel:
650-322-2828
Fax:
650-322-3828

Full Bar, Outdoor Seating
www.thaiphoonrestaurant.com
2006 Best Thai Restaurant in Palo Alto

MEXICAN
Indochine 853-1238
Compadres 858-1141
3877 El Camino Real, Palo Alto
Ample parking in rear
“Best patio in Palo Alto”
www.compadresrestaurants.com

Thai & Vietnamese Cuisine
www.indochinethai.com
2710 Middlefield Rd, Palo Alto
Midtown Shopping Center

Fiesta Del Mar 965-9354
1006 N. Shoreline Blvd., Mountain View
Mexican Cuisine & Cantina
Fiesta Del Mar Too 967-3525
735 Villa Street, Mountain View
Open Weeknites to 11pm,
Weekends to 12pm

STEAKHOUSE
Sundance the Steakhouse 321-6798
1921 El Camino Real, Palo Alto
Lunch: Mon-Fri 11:30 am-2:00pm

Palo Alto Sol 328-8840
408 California Ave, Palo Alto
Õ}iÊiÕÊUÊiÃÌÞiÊ,iV«iÃÊ

Dinner: Mon-Thu 5:00-10:00pm
Fri-Sat 5:00-10:30pm, Sun 5:00-9:00pm
www.sundancethesteakhouse.com

Search a complete
listing of local
restaurant
reviews by location
or type of food on

PaloAltoOnline.com

Eating Out
Colleen Cummins

RESTAURANT REVIEW

The Mediterranean salad adds bright color and flavor to a lunch at the Red Currant bistro.

Expressive fare, dazzling
venue
Red Currant at Allied Arts brings stylish cuisine
to a center of art and gardens
by Dale F. Bentson

T

he resplendent platter of red,
yellow and green heirloom
tomatoes was as visually exciting as it was irresistible. There
were chunks of fresh mozzarella,
pungent arugula, plump kalamata
olives and oversized crispy garlic
croutons, all drizzled with balsamic-basil vinaigrette.
The tomatoes, plucked that
dewy morning from the garden
adjacent to the Red Currant bistro,
sang with fresh, ripe earthiness.
I sopped up the remaining vinaigrette with the artisanal housemade bread that had been placed
on the table along with icy water
goblets minutes earlier, while we
perused the menu.
It was dreamy lunching in the
Garden of Delight under a California live oak tree at Menlo Park’s
Allied Arts Guild. Gone for the
season were the blooms of roses,
purple wisteria, Nile lilies, asters

NOW SERVING
Following are condensed versions, in alphabetical order, of longer restaurant reviews
published in the Weekly over the past several
years. This week’s reviews begin where the list
ended one week ago.
Chez TJ, 938 Villa St., Mountain View
(650) 964-7466
This isn’t the kind of food you get other

and salvia. But understated hydrangeas still retained their flowers amid bubbling fountains and
neatly trimmed gardens, with the
long shadows of September silently segueing to autumn. What
more charming setting for a midday repast?
Ayelet and Nir Perry have been
the proprietors of The Red Currant bistro at Allied Arts Guild
since last November. Ayelet Perry
is a self-taught, intuitive chef who
grew up in Israel. Her parents were
in the restaurant and catering business and she cut her teeth on Mediterranean cuisine.
Nir, who was born in the U.S.,
had relocated to Israel with his
parents. The couple met in high
school and have been together ever
since, moving to the Bay Area in
the mid 1990s.
Ayelet began a whirlwind apprenticeship working with such
places. Some dishes soar, a few flop, but
you’ll always end up talking about them.
Recent highlights were bay scallops and
sweet shrimp, impossibly tender beef
served over a ragout of pearl barley and
mushrooms, and warm chocolate soup.
Tue.-Sat. 5:30-9 p.m. (Reviewed March
10, 2006)
Chili’s Grill and Bar, 700 El Camino Real,

notables as Wolfgang Puck, Hubert
Keller and Pascal Janvier. She has
cooked for U.S. Sen. Joseph Lieberman, the late U.S. congressman
Tom Lantos and the prime minister of Hungary. She is an advocate
for organic, sustainable, locally
grown products. The Perrys also
own Cassis Catering in Redwood
City.
The Red Currant is a captivating
enclave. The grounds, intricately
manicured by master gardener
Kathleen Bryan, are on historical
property smack in the middle of
Menlo Park. The lot can be traced
back to a land grant from the King
of Spain over two centuries ago.
In the early 20th century, art lovers Delight and Garfield Merner
bought 3.5 acres of the land and
collaborated with architect Gardner Dailey and artist Pedro de Lemos to create a place where artists
would work and folk art would be
supported. The Allied Arts Auxiliary took over management of
the guild in 1951, and profits go
toward the Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital.
Al fresco garden dining is available as weather permits. Indoors,
the spacious ambiance of The

Red Currant is decidedly Spanish-American with a tile floor,
whitewashed adobe walls and a
muscular fireplace surrounded by
paned windows that overlook gardens, fountains and courtyards.
Crisp white linen covers tables
and softens the wood chair/wood
table motif.
The fish I ordered one midday
was a wedge of pan-seared salmon, which sat atop a throne of inky
forbidden wild rice, and was surrounded by a lush moat of jazzy
mint-yogurt sauce ($19.95). Chef
Perry utilizes the freshest fish
available, including branzino, a
Mediterranean sea bass. This day,
though, it was salmon that was
fork-flaky, pink and regal.
The generously portioned, tender
hangar steak ($19.95) was the color of deep rich mahogany thanks
to the caramelized onions and the
syrupy reduction of red wine and
balsamic vinegar. The accompanying celery root-potato purée could
have been mistaken for whipped
potatoes but with more flavor.
Schnitzel ($15.75) was thinly
sliced seasoned chicken breast,
which came with celery root-potato purée, sautéed onions and coleslaw. The chicken had been flattened, lightly breaded with herbs,
and quickly sautéed. It was so tender that each bite nearly melted on
the tongue.
The Middle Eastern platter
($14.75) featured sweet-potato
falafel, hummus, tabouleh salad
and house-made flat bread. The
tabouleh salad was composed of
bulgur, finely chopped tomatoes,
onions, parsley, mint, olive oil and
lemon juice. Everything on the
plate was vibrant and refreshing.
Desserts were equally distinctive. Honeydew melon soup with
lychee and passion-fruit sorbet
($8.75) was cool and refreshing. It
reminded me of the delicious fruit
shrubs (frosted fruit juices and
sorbet) served at Colonial Williamsburg.
An airy Italian meringue with
fresh cream and berry coulis
($7.50) struck just the right note.
Not overly sweet, the dove-white
colored meringue was the perfect nest for the vibrant red berry
sauce.
Plum crisp ($8.25) with a scoop
of vanilla ice cream — and the

ON THE WEB: Hundreds of restaurant reviews at www.PaloAltoOnline.com

Menlo Park (650) 321-0330
Chain restaurant serving burgers, sandwiches, soups, salads and lots of bar
snacks. Mon.-Thu. 11 a.m.-10:30 p.m.; Fri.
11 a.m.-11 p.m.; Sat. 11 a.m.-10 p.m.; Sun.
11 a.m.-10 p.m.
China Best, 883 Hamilton Ave., Menlo
Park (650) 323-7759
Lots of favorite dishes: pot stickers, mu shu,

chow fun, and a variety of other meat and
vegetable dishes. The appetizers also include cheese won tons. Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m.-3
p.m., Sat.-Sun. 11:30 a.m.-3 p.m. Dinner
served daily from 4 to 9 p.m.
China Cafe, 1760 Miramonte Ave., Mountain View (650) 968-2298
Cozy and quiet Chinese restaurant with
attentive service. Sit-down, delivery and

peach tart ($9) — were still warm
from the oven. Both contained
chunks of fleshy fruit with light
crisp crusts and a wonderful balance between sweet and sharp.
Service was slightly impeded by
the distance between the kitchen
and the dining area, especially
the garden. The competent servers were constantly on the move,
but a little patience was necessary.
The restaurant is not a venue for a
quick meal, but a sensory one. The
ambiance offers something of interest to gaze at, sniff, listen to or
touch from every vantage point.
Due to use-permit restrictions,
The Red Currant is open only
for breakfast and lunch Monday
through Saturday and is prohibited from serving alcohol. However,
patrons can bring a bottle of wine
and the restaurant will charge only
a nominal fee for use of the stemware.
Evening hours and alcohol are
permitted for special events: weddings, business functions and
social receptions. Always call
for reservations as the restaurant
is frequently booked for special
events.
Ayelet Perry is an accomplished
chef. Add to her skills a unique,
beautiful property nestled in the
middle of Menlo Park and the
results are romantic and languid,
approaching utopian. Her menu
is nutritious, creative, colorful,
fresh and well prepared. What
better time of year than now to enjoy? “Autumn is a second spring
when every leaf is a flower.”
—Albert Camus. N
75 Arbor Road
Menlo Park
650-322-2626
Breakfast: Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.noon. Lunch: Mon.-Sat. 11:30
a.m.-3 p.m.
www.theredcurrant.com

 Reservations
 Credit cards
 Lot Parking
Alcohol

 Takeout
 Highchairs
 Wheelchair

Catering



Outdoor
seating
Noise level:
Low
Bathroom
Cleanliness:
Excellent

access

 Banquet

catering menus available. Daily 11:30 a.m.2:30 p.m., 4:30 p.m.-9 p.m.
China Delight Restaurant, 461 Emerson
St., Palo Alto (650) 326-6065
China Delight provides a SzechwanMandarin alternative to the food of its more
incendiary neighbor, Jing Jing. Lunch:
Mon.-Sat. 11:30 a.m.-2 p.m. Dinner: Mon.-

(continued on page 33)
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FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH, UCC

A Guide to the Spiritual Community
Los Altos
Lutheran
Church
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Sunday: Are We There Yet?

ELCA

Rev. David Howell preaching

Pastor David K. Bonde

An Open and Affirming Congregation of the United Church of Christ

Outreach Pastor
Gary Berkland
9:00 am Worship
10:30 am Education
Nursery Care Provided
Alpha Courses

Stanford Memorial Church
University Public Worship

Sunday, September 28, 10:00 am

“The Future of Liberal Christianity”

All are
welcome.
Information:
650-723-1762

We Invite You to Learn and Worship with Us.

The Rev. Scotty McLennan
Dean for Religious Life
Music featuring guest organist, James Dawson,
and the Stanford Memorial Church Choir, under the direction of Gregory Wait.
Portable labyrinth available for public use in Memorial Church:
Fridays, 8:00 am - 1:00 pm
http://religiouslife.stanford.edu

A friendly Neighborhood Church
- International
- Intergenerational
- Social justice and service

Come to Sunday Bible Study 9 AM,
Interim Pastor Dick Spencer’s
Biblically based Sermons and
Worship Service 10:30 AM

www.fpcmv.org

650-948-3012
460 S. El Monte Ave., Los Altos

1667 Miramonte (Cuesta at Miramonte) 650.968.4473

www.losaltoslutheran.org

INSPIRATIONS

A resource for special
events and ongoing
religious services.
To inquire about or make
space reservations for
Inspirations, please contact
Blanca Yoc at 326-8210
x221 or email byoc@
paweekly.com

FALL ADULT EDUCATION CLASSES
EACH SUNDAY, 9:30 - 10:30AM
• Marcus Borg: The Heart of Christianity •
• Caring For Each Other •
• Gems of the New Century Hymnal •
&

Wesley United Methodist
470 Cambridge Avenue (close to campus and market)
11:00 am worship

SUNDAY WORSHIP AT 11AM
www.fprespa.org

• 1140 Cowper Street •

650.325.5659

G o t o v a l l e y w a t e r. o r g
Easy ways to save 10%
Install low-flow showerheads and faucet aerators; save 16 gallons a day.
Turn the faucet off while you brush your teeth; save 2 gallons per minute.
Fix leaky faucets; save 15-20 gallons per day per leak.
Water before 6 a.m.; save 20-25 gallons per day.
Get a new water-saving washer or toilet and get a money-saving rebate.

Once it’s on

it’s gone.

California is in a drought. Unless we all pitch in and conserve,
mandatory restrictions may be the next step.

Save water and money with
a free Water-Wise House Call
We’ll come to your home and assess your water use, check for leaks,
optimize your irrigation schedule, and even install water-efficient
shower heads. Schedule yours,
Monday through Saturday,
at valleywater.org.

Valley Water is calling for an
immediate 10% voluntary cutback.
Reducing water use is easy. For water-saving tips, a free Water-Wise
House Call, and rebates on high-efficiency toilets, washers and irrigation
hardware, go to valleywater.org or call 408.265.2607, ext. 2554.
Start saving now. Because once it’s on, it’s gone.
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valleywater.org

Eating Out

END OF SEASON CLEARANCE SALE

(continued from page 31)
Thu. 5-9:30 p.m.; Fri.-Sat. 5-10 p.m.; Sun.
5-9 p.m. (Reviewed May 29, 1998)
China Wok Restaurant, 2633 California
St., Mountain View (650) 941-4373
The menu at China Wok, a family-owned
and -operated restaurant, contains a wide
variety of reasonably priced Szechwan
dishes. Daily 11 a.m.-10 p.m.
Cho’s Mandarin Dim Sum, 213 California
Ave., Palo Alto (650) 326-4632
What it lacks in comfort and beauty, Cho’s
makes up for potstickers and other pork
dumplings. Mon-Sat 11:30 a.m.-6:30 p.m.;
call on Sun. for hours.
Chris’s Fish & Chips, 209 First St., Los
Altos (650) 948-6155
This is fried fish heaven and the chips (fries
to us Yanks) are equally wonderful. Beach
casual, friendly atmosphere. Daily 11 a.m.8:30 p.m. (Reviewed Sept. 6, 2001)

No matter how you slice it...
Save 20-40% Now Through this Week — Immediate Delivery!
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650.969.2200
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Our pizza is
the BEST!

• Wednesday-Sunday s 10 – 5

2008

w w w. Te r r a Te a k a n d G a rd e n . c o m

Walnut Creek | 2042 Mt. Diablo Blvd. | Exit 24 fwy @ 680 interchange
Mill Valley | 258 Redwood Hwy. | At Stinson Beach exit next to Sea Planes

Buy 1 entree
and get the 2nd one

Menlo Park
1001 El Camino Reall
324-3486
Stanford Medical School Blood Center

Share a part of your life –
Give blood

with coupon

1-888-723-7831

(Dinner Only)

http://BloodCenter.Stanford.edu

,UNCH "UFFET - & s /RGANIC 6EGGIES s 2ESERVATION !CCEPTED

369 Lytton Avenue
Downtown Palo Alto
462-5903

Pizzza-2-Go
989 El Camino Real
eal
328-1556
Los Altos
227 First Street
et
941-9222

IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF YOUR LIFE
with quick & easy meal solutions!

Family owned and operated
for 15 years

A fun and innovative concept in meal preparation
that eliminates menu planning, shopping, prep-work
and cleanup by moving the meal assembly process
out of your kitchen and into our specially equipped
dinner assembly store.

w w w. j a n t a i n d i a n r e s t a u r a n t . c o m
-

READERS’ CHOICE FOR

BEST CHINESE RESTAURANT

   
   

Palo Alto Weekly, Mountain View Voice, Wave Magazine & San Jose Magazine
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A PENINSULA
TRADITION
SINCE 1970

 LUNCH & DINNER  BANQUETS
 COCKTAILS  GOURMET FOOD TO GO
1067 N. San Antonio Rd. at El Camino Real  Los Altos

650.948.2696

AN OPEN AIR
EUROPEAN MARKET
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INNVISION is Silicon Valley’s largest provider of housing and services to homeless and at-risk families and individuals. We serve
more than 19,000 people annually at 20 sites throughout the region. We provide shelter, comprehensive supportive services,
and a variety of affordable housing options. Each INNVISION program provides an uplifting environment that enables and
empowers each client to become self-sufﬁcient … to ﬁnd the Way Home. Learn more about INNVISION at www.INNVISION.org.

ENTER THE SILICON VALLEY HOME RAFFLE AND HELP SUPPORT INNVISION

WIN

a $1.2 Million Penthouse
or $1,000,000 in Cash

Only 18,000 tickets will be soldÊÊUÊÊMore than 100 prizesÊÊUÊÊSpecial drawing for multiple ticket buyersÊÊUÊÊUp to three people can buy a ticket together

TICKETS $150 CALL TO ENTER 408-886-6242 WWW.SILICONVALLEYHOMERAFFLE.COM
SPONSORED BY:
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Rated: R for language and some
sexual content. 1 hour 53 minutes.
— Susan Tavernetti

To view the trailers for “Choke,” “Miracle at St. Anna and “The Lucky Ones”
go to Palo Alto Online at www.PaloAltoOnline.com

Ken Evans, FIRSTSHOWING.NET

“A DIRTYMINDED
SATIRICALPSYCHOTIC
COMEDY”
Owen Gleiberman
ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY

Mel Valentin, SLASHFILM.COM

(Century 16, Century 20) A trio
of lucky ones — injured but alive
U.S. soldiers — return from the
Iraq War in director Neil Burger’s “Coming Home”-lite tribute
to those who serve. Unlike Hal
Ashby’s Vietnam War classic, the
mixed duffel bag of a drama tries
to deploy funny situations instead
of frankness. Scenes fall flat and
feel false. But naturalistic performances by Rachel McAdams, Tim

Neil Miller, FILMSCHOOLREJECTS.COM

“PROFANE...BEST OF ALL, HILARIOUS.”

The Lucky Ones --

“FUNNY, TWISTED AND IMMENSELY ENTERTAINING.”

James Greenberg, THE HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

Rated: R for graphic language,
nudity and sexuality. 1 hour, 35
minutes.
— Jeanne Aufmuth

(continued on page 37)

“EXTREME...POSTMODERN.”

(Aquarius, Century 20) Sam
Rockwell proves again (and again
and again) that he’s a talent to be
reckoned with.
What’s not to love about a twisted, sex-addicted tour guide with
relentless wit and a big old damaged heart? That’s Victor Mancini
(Rockwell), who spreads himself
razor-thin between gigs at the colonial theme park, weekly addiction workshops and tending to his
delusional, sociopathic mother Ida
(Anjelica Houston).
Victor’s motivations may be
skewed — banging mom’s doc
(Kelly MacDonald) to keep her in
his corner and keeping mom alive
to establish the identity of his real
dad — but he’s nothing if not resourceful.
Victor’s trying to kick that nasty
nookie crave, struggling through
a 12-step program and hung up
somewhere around Step Three.
He flogs himself for faux-choking
in public to garner sympathy from
Good Samaritans, but it’s one day
and one step at a time.
Raunchy sex and nudity accompany a witty, pattering voiceover
that utilizes dialogue from Chuck
Palahniuk’s controversial novel of
the same name. As Victor relentlessly endeavors to “reclaim my
booth at the cafe of diminished
expectations” he continues to seek
approval à la the high-speed chase.
Whoa, partner.
Actor/director Clark Gregg
gives “Choke” an indie slant far
less splashy than David Fincher’s
adaptation of Palahniuk’s “Fight
Club,” establishing Victor as the
ultimate anti-hero whose confrontation with reality is just this side
of loco.
When it’s all said and done
in actor/director Clark Gregg’s
inimitable style — dark, smart
and quirky — Victor emerges a
weirdly benevolent protagonist
you won’t soon forget.

Robbins and Michael Peña infuse
their characters with humanity.
Starting off with Tarantinolike dialogue about sex is a bad
sign. And guess what? Big talker
T.K. Poole (Peña of “Crash” and
“World Trade Center”) is about to
get hit by shrapnel where it hurts
him the most. Injured by a Portojohn, Cheever (Tim Robbins of
“Mystic River”) can’t wait to head
to St. Louis and into the arms of
his wife and son. What are the
odds that his homecoming won’t
go well?
The ebullient Colee (McAdams
of “The Notebook”) suffered a
leg wound, and now has the singular mission of returning a guitar
to the family of the soldier-boyfriend who saved her life. A power
outage in New York causes them
to miss their connecting flights,
share a minivan rental and embark
on a road trip across America. All
they have in common are their dog
tags.
Burger (“The Illusionist”) and
co-scripter Dirk Wittenborn’s plot
contrivances include a tornado
that twists in from nowhere. Despite the phony devices and story
cliches, the performances are so
good that you come to care for the
three main characters as they begin to care for each other.
Each represents different reasons for choosing to serve in the
military — none of them political. Each expresses such joy to
be home, appreciating every little
thing that we take for granted.
Each handles the “thank you for
serving” platitudes of those they
encounter with grace. Although
battle-scarred, they rarely express
anger and never voice ideological
points of view. Oddly unrealistic,
these good-natured vets seem to
have been shocked-and-awed into
a strange state of acceptance.
With its apolitical stance, “The
Lucky Ones” emerges as a buddy
film: T.K., Cheever and Colee
like and understand each other,
as we do them. Their relationship encourages a support-yourtroops message that skirts taking
a stance for or against the Iraq
War or government policies. The
feel-good dramedy does nothing
to address the real physical, psychological and financial problems
of Gulf War veterans. In that respect, “The Lucky Ones” does a
great disservice to those serving
this country.

Stamps), the playboy (Michael
Ealy going ghetto as Bishop), the
simpleton (Omar Benson Miller
as Train), etc.
A bloody ambush during a
routine river crossing leads the
players into a charming Tuscan
village of cobblestones and light.
Courtesy Lee’s clumsy flow, we
are introduced to a fey orphan
boy (schmaltzy shades of “Cinema Paradiso” and “The Bicycle
Thief”) and the villagers who
harbor him from invading forces.

Adam Rosenberg, UGO.COM

Choke ---1/2

“MANIACALLY TOUCHING.” “CLEVER...UNIQUE.”

OPENINGS

tomer buying stamps, killing the
man in cold blood.
When police investigate Negron’s apartment they find a
priceless artifact: a marble head
from an Italian bridge that had
been missing since Hitler blew
the span to smithereens in the
early 1940s.
Flash back to Tuscany circa
1944, where the African-American Buffalo Soldiers of the 92nd
Infantry Division are making
their presence felt on the front
lines. The battalion is introduced
in jerky strokes of generic character: the stoic (Derek Luke as

Scott Weinberg, FEARNET.COM

Movie reviews by Jeanne Aufmuth,
Tyler Hanley and Susan Tavernetti

(Century 16, Century 20) Spike
Lee is hard to pin down, his directorial skills ranging from the subversive (“Do the Right Thing”) to
the scandalous (“Bamboozled”)
to the stylishly studio (“Inside
Man”). File “Miracle” under unwieldy.
Lee is passionate about this terrifically tall tale of a murder that
takes place in 1980s New York
City, where WWII vet-cum-postal worker Hector Negron (Laz
Alonso) pulls a Luger on a cus-

“FUNNY...VIBRANT”

Movies

Miracle at St. Anna
--

www.foxsearchlight.com

MOBILE USERS - FOR SHOWTIMES - TEXT CHOKE AND YOUR ZIP CODE TO 43 KIX (43549)

NOW
PLAYING

CINEMARK

CINEMARK

LANDMARK’S

CENTURY 20 DALY CITY

CENTURY 20 DOWNTOWN

AQUARIUS

Daly City (800) FANDANGO 905#

Redwood City (800) FANDANGO 990#

Palo Alto (650) 266-9260

$$"
"
DIRECTORY FOR
# '$#
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Get your news delivered
fresh daily
introducing

is a new e-daily from Palo Alto Online
and the Palo Alto Weekly that you can sign up now
to receive via e-mail every weekday morning.
provides the perfect quick-read
digest of local news, sports and events in our
community from the last 24 hours to the next.
And all without any environmental impact.
You will want
to be in your
e-mail inbox every weekday morning.
The Palo Alto Weekly’s new combined
Friday print edition, which debuts today,
complements
featuring
thoughtful, in-depth coverage of local issues,
arts & entertainment, home & real estate and sports.
Palo Alto Online offers 24/7 coverage
of everything local:
 tCSFBLJOHOFXT
 tTFBSDIBCMFSFTUBVSBOUBOENPWJFSFWJFXT
 tUIFMBUFTUMPDBMTQPSUTDPWFSBHF
 tDPOWFSTBUJPOTBNPOHDPNNVOJUZ
members on Town Square
 tBOENVDINPSF

Sign up to try
at
www.PaloAltoOnline.com
brought to you by

Call (650) 326-8210 to learn more about our
new advertising options in Express.
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Movies
MOVIE TIMES

“‘LAKEVIEW

TERRACE’“
...BURNS UP THE SCREEN...

Note: Screenings are for Wednesday through Thursday only.

Babylon A.D. (PG-13)
Bangkok Dangerous (R)
Beowulf 3D (PG-13) ---Bottle Shock (PG-13) --Burn After Reading (R) ---1/2

Century 12: 7:20 & 9:50 p.m. (Not Reviewed)
Century 12: 1:10, 4, 7:15 & 9:45 p.m. (Not Reviewed)
Century 16: Fri. at 10 p.m.
CinéArts at Palo Alto Square: 2, 4:40 & 7:25 p.m. Fri. & Sat. also at 9:55 p.m.
Century 16: 1, 3:20, 5:45, 8:10 & 10:30 p.m. Century 20: 12:05, 1:10, 2:25, 3:30, 4:45, 5:50, 7:10,
8:15, 9:35 & 10:35 p.m.
Century 20: 12:45, 3:05, 5:20, 7:50 & 10:10 p.m. Aquarius: 2, 4:30, 7:30 & 10 p.m.
Century 16: 12:45 & 6:45 p.m. Century 12: 12:20, 3:45, 7:10 & 10:30 p.m.
Century 12: 7:45 & 10:20 p.m. (Not Reviewed)
Century 16: 12:30, 1:45, 3:15, 4:30, 6:30, 7:30, 9:20 & 10:25 p.m. Century 20: 12:20, 1:05, 1:50,
3:10, 3:55, 4:40, 6, 6:45, 7:30, 8:50, 9:40 & 10:20 p.m.
Century 16: 5:05 p.m. Fri. & Mon.-Thu. also at 12:40 & 2:50 p.m. (Not Reviewed)
Century 16: 1:50, 5, 7:35 & 10:15 p.m. Century 20: Noon, 2:30, 5, 7:30 & 10 p.m.
Century 12: 1:20, 4:20, 7:30 & 10:15 p.m.
Century 16: 12:35, 3, 5:10, 7:25 & 9:40 p.m. Century 12: 12:40, 3, 5:20, 7:40 & 10:05 p.m.
Century 16: 7:15 p.m. Sat.-Thu. also at 9:45 p.m.

Choke (R) ---1/2
The Dark Knight (PG-13) --Death Race (R)
Eagle Eye (PG-13)
(Not Reviewed)
Fly Me to the Moon 3-D (G)
Ghost Town (PG-13) ---1/2
The House Bunny (PG-13) --Igor (PG) (Not Reviewed)
Journey to the Center of
the Earth (PG) -Kung Fu Panda (PG) ---1/2
Century 12: 1:50 & 4:40 p.m.
Lakeview Terrace
Century 16: 1:10, 3:50, 7 & 9:50 p.m. Century 12: 12:30, 1:30, 3:10, 4:15, 6, 7:05, 9 & 10 p.m.
(PG-13) ---1/2
The Longshots (PG)
Century 12: 7:35 & 9:55 p.m. (Not Reviewed)
The Lucky Ones (R) -Century 16: 1:15, 4, 7:10 & 10:05 p.m. Century 20: 1:25, 4:10, 7 & 9:45 p.m.
Mamma Mia! (PG-13) --Century 20: 2, 4:35, 7:15 & 9:50 p.m.
Man on Wire (PG-13) ---Aquarius: 1:30 & 9:45 p.m.
Miracle at St. Anna (R) -Cent. 16: 12:50, 2:45, 4:15, 6:35, 7:40 & 10 p.m. Cent. 20: Noon, 2:15, 4, 5:55, 7:35 & 9:25 p.m.
The Mummy: Tomb of the
Century 12: 12:25 & 7:25 p.m.
Dragon Emperor (PG-13) (Not Reviewed)
My Best Friend’s Girl (R)
Century 16: 1:40, 4:20, 7:05 & 9:55 p.m. Century 20: 12:10, 1:25, 2:40, 3:55, 5:10, 6:25, 7:40,
(Not Reviewed)
9:05 & 10:10 p.m.
Nights in Rodanthe (PG-13)
Century 16: 12:30, 1:30, 2:55, 3:55, 5:20, 6:50, 7:45, 9:15 & 10:10 p.m. Century 20: 12:35, 1:55,
(Not Reviewed)
3, 4:25, 5:35, 7, 8, 9:30 & 10:25 p.m.
Pineapple Express (R) --1/2 Century 12: 1:40 & 7:50 p.m.
Rent (filmed live on Broadway) Century 16: Sat. & Sun. at 2 p.m.
(Not Rated) (Not Reviewed)
Righteous Kill (R)
Century 16: 1:05, 3:40, 6:55 & 9:30 p.m. Century 20: 12:15, 2:45, 5:15, 7:55 & 10:30 p.m.
(Not Reviewed)
Space Chimps (G)
Century 12: 12:35, 2:50 & 5 p.m. (Not Reviewed)
Star Wars: The Clone Wars
Century 12: 1 & 4:10 p.m.
(PG) -1/2
Tell No One
Aquarius: 4 & 7 p.m.
(Not Rated) ---1/2
Towelhead (R)
Century 20: 1:30, 4:15, 7:05 & 9:55 p.m. CinéArts at Palo Alto Square: 1:30, 4:20 & 7:15 p.m. Fri. &
(Not Reviewed)
Sat. also at 10 p.m.
Traitor (PG-13) --Century 12: 3:20 & 10:10 p.m.
Tropic Thunder (R) ---1/2
Century 16: 4:05 p.m. Fri. & Sun.-Thu. also at 10:20 p.m. Century 20: 12:05, 2:35, 5:05, 7:45 &
10:15 p.m.
Tyler Perry’s The Family That Century 12: 4:30 & 10:25 p.m.
Preys (PG-13) (Not Reviewed)
Vicky Cristina Barcelona
Century 20: 12:10, 2:30, 4:55, 7:20 & 9:45 p.m. Guild: 1:30, 4, 7 & 9:30 p.m.
(PG-13) (Not Reviewed)
WALL-E (G) ---1/2
Century 12: 12:50, 3:30, 7 & 9:40 p.m.
Century 16: 12:55, 3:45, 6:40 & 9:25 p.m. Century 20: 1:45, 4:30, 7:15 & 10:05 p.m.
The Women (PG-13) -Young Frankenstein (PG)
Century 16: Sat. at 10 p.m. (Not Reviewed)

Openings
(continued from page 35)

There’s a tonal drift afoot that
makes for sequential confusion.
Are we supporting the role of the
African-American soldier in an
all-white war or solving a juicy
murder mystery? Six degrees
of separation, or separation of
church and state, as government
and religion jockey for narrative
one-upmanship?
Ever the fan of heavy-handed
symbolism, Lee hammers home
examinations on racial stereotyping, terrorism and barriers: prattling and preachy but not entirely
without entertainment value. That
is until the maudlin climax leaves

a treacly residue of exaggerated
valor and sentiment.

”The incomparable Samuel L. Jackson is riveting to watch!”
- Pete Hammond, HOLLYWOOD.COM-

”

“

- Roger Ebert, CHICAGO SUN-TIMES

NOW PLAYING
CHECK LOCAL LISTINGS FOR THEATERS AND SHOWTIMES
SORRY, NO PASSES ACCEPTED FOR THIS ENGAGEMENT

  







These characters may remind you of the three GIs
home from World War II in William Wyler’s seven-time
Oscar ® winner The Best Years of Our Lives.”
- Roger Ebert, Chicago Sun-Times

“Timely, often surprisingly funny...”
- Patrick Goldstein, Los Angeles Times

40 minutes. In English, German
and Italian with English subtitles.

Rated: R for language, nudity
and excessive violence. 2 hours,

— Jeanne Aufmuth

“PROVOCATIVE!” “FEARLESS!” “POWERFUL!”
ELLE

THE NEW YORK TIMES

AIN’T IT COOL NEWS

“Uncommonly complex and compelling.”
NEWSDAY

“...American Beauty meets Juno.”
NEW YORK DAILY NEWS

®

Towelhead
1:30, 4:20, 7:15
Fri/Sat only 10:00
Bottle Shock
2:00, 4:40, 7:25
Fri/Sat only 9:55

© 2008 Roadside Attractions, LLC.
All Rights Reserved.
Copyright © 2008 Return Productions, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT STARTS FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 26
Cinemark !%'&#"'"&$3000 El Camino 650/493-3456
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MOBILE USERS: For Showtimes - Text LUCKY With Your ZIP CODE To 43KIX (43549)!
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Goings On
The best of what’s happening on

the Midpeninsula

Environment
Save the Sierra: “Clearcut Nation” Slide
show and information. Learn about the
damage being done to the watersheds.
Learn how to help stop it. Tue., Sept. 30,
7-8:30 p.m. Free. Sierra Club, 3921 E.
Bayshore, Palo Alto. Call 650-366-0577.

Family and Kids
Circus Story Time “Ladies and Gentleman! Children of all ages! You are invited
to the Kepler’s Big Top for a marvelous
treat. Be thrilled by stories of high wire
acts, exotic animals and feats of bravery.
Free animal crackers for all,” Kepler’s
says. Sun., Sept. 28, 11:30 a.m. Free.
Kepler’s Books, 1010 El Camino Real,
Menlo Park. Call 650-324-4321. www.
keplers.com
Mitchell Park Library and Community Center Ice Cream Social Free ice
cream, games and entertainment for all
ages. Sponsored by the Friends of the
Palo Alto Library. Sun., Sept. 28, 1-5 p.m.
Children’s Library, 1276 Harriet St., Palo

“THE MOST ROMANTIC
MOVIE OF THE YEAR!”
Stuart Lee, WNYX-TV

Alto,. Call 650-329-2436. www.cityofpaloalto.org/library
The Sippy Cups Bay Area “kindie-rock”
band The Sippy Cups will perform two
shows Sept. 28 at 1 and 4 p.m. $10 - $16.
Mountain View Center for the Performing Arts.

OF NOTE

On Stage
“Eccentricities” at The Pear “The Eccentricities of a Nightingale.” The Pear
presents Tennessee Williams’ play, the
portrait of a misfit which celebrates the
persistence of her hope and the courage of her soul. Through Sept. 28, 8 p.m.
$12-$30. Pear Avenue Theatre, 1220 Pear
Avenue, Unit K, Mountain View. Call 650254-1148. www.thepear.org
“The Spitfire Grill” Palo Alto Players
kicks off their 78th continuous season
with a new musical. Through Sept. 28,
Thu.- Sat. 8 p.m. Sun. 2:30 p.m. $20-31.
Lucie Stern Theater, 1305 Middlefield
Road, Palo Alto. www.paplayers.org
Annual Theatre Arts New Works Festival at Foothill College Foothill College
presents its annual New Works Festival
through Oct. 5. Produced by Theatre Arts
Instructor Tracy Ward, four feature-length,
world premieres from the Foothill College
Playwriting Program. 8-10 p.m. A cashonly donation of $5-$15 is suggested.
Foothill College Lohman Theatre, 12345
El Monte Road, Los Altos Hills. Call 650949-7360. www.foothill.edu/fa
Breaking Up is Hard to Do” At Esther’s
Paradise Resort in the Catskills, Lois
and Marge are searching for romance
over one crazy Labor Day weekend circa
1960. West Coast premiere of this comic
musical with Neil Sedaka songs such as
“Where the Boys Are.” Through Oct. 4, 8
p.m. $22-32. Bus Barn Theater, 97 Hillview Ave., Los Altos. Call 650-941-0551.
www.busbarn.org
Vagabond Opera Paris hot jazz, gut bucket swing, tangos, Ukrainian folk-punk ballads, Klezmer and vigorous originals meet
a world of riverboat gambling queens,
Turkish belly dancers, more. Sat., Sept.

James Kasyan

Concerts
“Lo! The Gentle Lark” An evening of
chamber music for flute, soprano and
piano. Works by Handel, Bishop, SaintSaens, Chaminade, Poulence, Head and
Mollicone. Sat., Sept. 27, 7 p.m. Suggested donation $15/$10. Unitarian Universalist Church of Palo Alto, 505 East.
Charleston Road, Palo Alto.
Annual All-Bach Organ Recital University
Organist Dr. Robert Huw Morgan opens
the academic year with an all-Bach concert. Fri., Sept. 26, 8 p.m. $10 general /
$5 students / free for Stanford students.
Memorial Church, Stanford University,
Stanford. Call 650-723-0038. http://music.stanford.edu/Home/index.html
Violin and Piano recital Violinist Mariya
Borozina and pianist Dmitri Steinberg
perform works by Schubert, Brahms and
Debussy. Fri., Sept. 26, 6:30-9 p.m. $10.
Unitarian Universalist Church of Palo Alto,
505 East Charleston Road, Palo Alto.
Call 650-298-8571. http://nenaro.com/
rec200809.html

Reading between the lines
Karen-Meredith Wolf and Kevin Kirby (a Weekly theater reviewer)
are among the actors appearing in Dragon Productions’ “Spinning
Into Butter.” Written by Rebecca Gilman, the play takes place in
a Vermont college, where incidents of racism against an AfricanAmerican student spark some surprising responses. The play opens
Friday, Sept. 26, at 8 p.m. and runs through Oct. 19, with performances Thursday through Sunday. The Dragon Theatre is at 535
Alma St. in downtown Palo Alto. Go to www.dragonproductions.net
or call 650-493-2006.
27, 6-8 p.m. Free. Courthouse Square,
2200 Broadway, Redwood City. http://
www.redwoodcity.org/events/cultural.
htm

“

A HILARIOUS COMEDY FROM
AN ALL-STAR ENSEMBLE CAST!
Smart, funny and original. Everything you want from the Coen Brothers.”
–Ben Lyons, E!

“Richard Gere and Diane Lane are a
romantic duo made in movie heaven!”

BRAD PITT
GETS BIG”
LAUGHS!

“

GEORGE CLOONEY
IS HILARIOUS!”

“

–Peter Travers,

Clay Smith, THE INSIDER

–Bradley Jacobs,

“Gere and Lane have perfect chemistry.”
Leonard Maltin, ENTERTAINMENT TONIGHT

SO MUCH FUN!
DELIGHTFUL!”

“

“Touching, dramatic and beautifully acted.”
Francine Brokaw, HERALD PUBLICATIONS

–David Ansen,

“A timeless triumph of love.”
Manny dela Rosa, NBC-TV

“‘The Notebook’ of 2008.”

Talks/Authors

HILARIOUS!

“

No one makes movies like
Joel and Ethan Coen.”
–Rafer Guzmán,

Shelli Sonstein, Q104.3 RADIO NYC

FUNNY AND
DELIGHTFUL!”

“

–Roger Ebert,

FROM JOEL AND ETHAN COEN, THE ACADEMY AWARD®-WINNING DIRECTORS OF
“NO COUNTRY FOR OLD MEN” AND “THE BIG LEBOWSKI”
TUNE IN TO

FOR AN EXCLUSIVE BEHIND-THE-SCENES VISIT WITH THE STARS AND FILMMAKERS OF

Cinemark  %&#) !'
San Mateo 650/558-0123

%!'

 Cinemark  %&#)  !' %!'
Redwood City 650/369-3456
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A COMEDY CLASSIC FROM THE COEN BROTHERS

THE BIG LEBOWSKI

Outdoors
Fall Hike in Foothills Park 1.5-miles hike.
Meet at the Interpretive Center. Open to
Palo Alto residents and their accompanied guests. Ages 5 and up. Sun. Sept.
28, 2008, 4-6 p.m. Free. Foothills Park,
3300 Page Mill Road, Los Altos Hills. Call
650-329-2423.
Migrating Birds Join a Palo Alto naturalist to witness the thousands of birds
that stop at the Baylands to rest and feed
on their way north. Sat., Sept. 27, 9:3011 a.m. Free. Baylands Nature Preserve,
East end of San Antonio Road, Palo Alto.
Call 650-329-2506. enjoyonline.cityofpaloalto.org
Star Party Join the Palo Alto Open Space
and Peninsula Astronomical Society on
Vista Hill to view the wonders of the night
sky. Telescopes provided. Open to Palo
Alto residents and accompanied guests.
Sat., Oct. 4, 7:30-10 p.m. Free. Foothills
Park, 3300 Page Mill Road, Los Altos
Hills. Call 650-329-2423.
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10TH ANNIVERSARY
EDITION ON DVD NOW

(

 Cinemark  %&#)% !# 
The Shops @ Tanforan 800/FANDANGO #998


Be the first to see the
trailer premiere on
the big screen
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The New Film From The
Director Of “Good Will Hunting”
Starring

Sean Penn

Diva Night: Explore the World of Books
for Kids “A new season of exciting children’s books is upon us, which is always
cause for celebration. Led by our Children’s Book Buyer, Antonia Squire, the
reps from the major publishers will share
with you their top picks and sneak peaks
for the upcoming season,” Kepler’s says.
Tue., Sept. 30, 5 p.m. Free. Kepler’s
Books, 1010 El Camino Real, Menlo Park.
Call 650-324-4321. www.keplers.com
Free New Zealand Travel Lecture Hear
New Zealand specialist Maureen Jones
share her expertise on New Zealand.
Wed., Oct. 1, 6-7 p.m. Free. All Horizons
Travel, Inc., 160 Main St., Los Altos. Call
650-941-5810. www.allhorizonstvl.com
Judy Moore - Dogs Deserve Dialogue
Hear Judy Moore explain her non-punishing and therapeutic training method
based on dialog between dog and human. Mon., Sept. 29, 7 p.m. Free. Menlo
Park Public Library, 800 Alma St., Menlo
Park. Call 650-364-1935. www.helpyourdog.com

Sports
Shorts

GIRLS’ VOLLEYBALL

Competition
will be fierce
this season

WIGGINS HONORED . . . Minnesota Lynx guard Candice Wiggins has been named the 2008
WNBA Sixth Woman of the Year
after helping to propel the Lynx
to 16 wins, the second-best total
in team history and a six-game
improvement on 2007. Despite
coming off the bench in all but
one of her 30 games played, the
former Stanford All-American
wrapped up the season second
on the team in points (15.7 ppg)
and assists (3.0 apg) in only her
first season in the league.

WBAL, SCVAL De Anza Division
offer great tuneups for the postseason

I

SWIMMERS NAMED . . .
Three current Stanford swimmers
know what they’ll be doing next
summer after being named to the
2009 World University Games
team on Wednesday. Freshmen
Chad La Tourette and Bobby Bollier plus sophomore John Criste
all were named to the USA squad,
joining 23 of the country’s top
swimmers heading to Belgrade,
Serbia next summer. The swimming competition will take place
from July 5-11, while the entire
competition of the Games will run
from July 1-12, 2009. La Tourette
was 2007 World University
Games gold medalist as a high
schooler. Criste competed in the
2008 U.S. Olympic Trials where
he was a finalist in the 100 and
200 breaststrokes. Bollier also
was an Olympic Trials qualifier in
the 100 and 200 fly and the 400
free.

ON THE AIR
Saturday
College football: Stanford at Washington, 7 p.m.; FSN Northwest; KTRB
(860)

Sunday

SPORTS ONLINE
For expanded daily coverage of college
and prep sports, please see our new site
at www.PASportsOnline.com

Menlo seniors (L-R) Abby Whelan, Lizzie Hale (14) and Molly Bagshaw have had plenty to
celebrate this season with two second-place finishes in tournaments plus a 16-5 record.

(continued on page 44)

CROSS COUNTRY

PREP WATER POLO

Stanford’s run
at NCAA honors
begins again

Menlo adapts
well to change
and wins big

by Rick Eymer

by Keith Peters

unior Kate Niehaus and sophomore Alexandra Gits are the
only runners left from Stanford’s national championship women’s cross country team of a year
ago.
With four of the five scoring
members gone, the Cardinal may
find winning a fourth consecutive
NCAA title a little tougher road.
Until further notice, though, fourthranked Stanford remains atop the
hill in the college cross country
world.
The Cardinal hosts its first home
meet of the season on Saturday as
part of the Stanford Invitational,
which also includes high school
races. The college men get started
at 10:50 a.m. and the college women
follow at 11:30 a.m.
This is the first time the college
field has been limited to just two
races. Where more than 1,000 col-

he Menlo School boys’ water polo team has reached
the halfway point in its season, and coach Jack Bowen is very
pleased with what he has seen thus
far.
The Knights have finished among
the top four in the two tournaments
they’ve played in and, on Wednesday, virtually clinched the PAL Bay
Division regular-season title with
a 10-2 victory over rival MenloAtherton.
“Today marked the halfway point
of our season,” Bowen said after
swamping the Bears. “It has been
very successful, on many levels.”
Menlo is 8-3 (2-0 in the PAL)
and has successfully blended its
returning players with a handful of
newcomers. That fact was starkly
evident in the victory over MenloAtherton, which saw the Knights
change plans in midstream.

J

(continued on page 41)

T

Keith Peters

Prep football: Whittier at Menlo College, 8 p.m.; Media Center (28) tape
delayed

Kyle Terada

A BEST IN BEIJING . . . Sacred
Heart Prep sophomore and
Menlo Park resident Joe Wise,
the youngest member of the 2008
U.S. Paralympics Swim Team,
broke his own USA record in the
finals of the 400-meter freestyle.
While placing fifth in the finals,
Wise lowered his own American
record by nearly three seconds by
clocking 4:15.83. He set the previous record only hours before in
the qualifying rounds. “I dropped
nine seconds today so I’m really
happy with that. Just to be here
and swim that fast is amazing.
I’m really happy with my performance.” Swimming in a packed
Water Cube, where the world
watched Michael Phelps collect
eight gold medals last month,
Wise swam his best time as dozens of American spectators loudly
cheered him on. This was his first
Paralympics, and he defeated veterans of the Athens and Sydney
Paralympic Games.

by Keith Peters
f there is one word to best describe the competition in the new Foothill Division of the West Bay
Athletic League, it’s fierce.
Harker is the defending NorCal Division IV champion. Castilleja was a NorCal Division V finalist in 2007
and Menlo reached the NorCal Division IV semifinals
last season.
Throw in CCS Division V semifinalist Sacred Heart
Prep and CCS Division IV quarterfinalist Mercy-Burlingame and, well, the new league is just plain fierce.
“We’re playing a brutally hard schedule this year,”
said Menlo coach Chris Crader, “and the league certainly is part of that. The WBAL will be tough for
sure.”
There are six teams in the WBAL Foothill Division
and everyone plays each other twice. By the time the
CCS playoffs roll around, everyone will breathe a sigh
of relief — but only for a moment because Castilleja
and Sacred Heart Prep could battle in Division V while
Menlo and Harker face off again in Division IV.
The WBAL is not alone is providing tough competition this season, however. The SCVAL De Anza Division is equally tough with Palo Alto, Gunn, Mountain
View, Los Gatos and Homestead all figuring to battle
for league honors.
Homestead is the defending CCS Division I champ
while Paly, Gunn, Los Gatos and Mountain View all
reached the Division II quarterfinals before losing in
‘07.
While Menlo’s departure from the PAL Bay Division left a void, the league had four CCS teams a
year ago and Menlo-Atherton should join the fray this
postseason. Woodside looks to be the favorite, but the
young Bears are right there.
League action is just getting under way, and Menlo
School (1-0, 16-5) has quickly moved to the league
in the WBAL following a 25-17, 25-13, 25-11 victory
over visiting Castilleja on Tuesday night.

Menlo senior Will Tashman (right) scored one goal and played solid defense in a 10-2 win over Menlo-Atherton on Wednesday.

(continued on page 44)
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Sports
COLLEGE FOOTBALL

STANFORD ROUNDUP

Good job stopping
the opponents’ run

Cardinal women’s volleyball
team opens Pac-10 play
by Rick Eymer

by Rick Eymer

K

eeping a sound foundation, grounded in the basics,
seems simple enough and yet
remains a intricate web that traps
football players into over analyzing, and thus leads to repeated mistakes.
The story has been told in so
many losses over the years. Ten men
get the play right, yet it falls apart if
one man misses an assignment.
Since the 2001 season, the last
time Stanford celebrated an invitation to a bowl game, the slim margin
of error has been broken many times
over.
Things seem to be changing for the
better as the Cardinal (1-1, 2-2) head
to Washington for Saturday’s 7 p.m.
scheduled kickoff against the Huskies (0-1, 0-3) in a Pac-10 contest.
Washington had a bye last week.
Two years ago, Stanford established a low for rushing defense,
giving up an average of over 210
yards a game while winning one of
its 12 football contests.
The Cardinal showed progress
last season, both in stopping the
run and in winning a few more
games.
This season, it seems the defensive
front seven are prepared for a quantum leap. After four games, Stanford has allowed 125 rushing yards
a game, a pace that would result in
the lowest totals since the 2001 team

gave up 109.6 rushing yards a contest en route to a 9-3 season.
For fifth-year senior defensive
end Pannel Egboh the improvement
is a result of making things simple
again.
“We went back to basics and
didn’t do anything crazy,” he said.
“We’ve been pretty solid and I think
this will continue to carry over.”
The incentive for stopping the run
is the fun of going after the quarterback with near reckless abandon.
“That’s what our coaches keep
telling us, and that’s the best part of
being a defensive end” Egboh said.
“We put in the work on first down
and second down and when there’s
an obvious passing situation on third
down we can go out and have fun.
I’m able to come off the end and get
after the quarterback.”
Stanford limited San Jose State to
54 rushing yards, which led to eight
quarterback sacks.
“This is the best defensive line —
the best front seven — I’ve played
with since I’ve been here. We have
some great athletes and we just keep
working on basic things.”
The Cardinal return to the scene
of its lone victory in 2006, and
against its former coach in Tyrone
Willingham, who left Stanford following the 2001 season and headed
for South Bend. Two years later he
was in Seattle.
“It’s a hostile environment,” Eg-

I TALIAN L ANGUAGE
& C ULTURE C LASSES
STARTING SEPTEMBER 29, 2008 AT MENLO COLLEGE
For Adults / Classes from 7:00 to 8:50 PM
s "EGINNING )NTERMEDIATE  #ONVERSATIONAL )TALIAN
10 weeks / one meeting per week, 2hrs / class

For Children 4 to 12 / By Arrangements- Call or Write
COMPLIMENTARY SLIDE PRESENTATIONS FOR ALL ENROLLED STUDENTS
s 4(% '2%!4 #)4)%3 /& )4!,9 /#4 
s 4(% ,!+%3 2%')/. /& )4!,9 ./6 

ISTITUTO
EDUCAZIONE
I TA L I A N A

www.italybythebay.org
for complete schedule and fee
information.
Request a brochure and enrollment
form, call: 650.868.5995 or
650.543.3946
Email: iei@italybythebay.org

Answers to this week’s puzzles, which can be found on page 26

David Gonzales/Stanford Photo

Pannel Egboh is helping Stanford’s defensive line limit
foes to an average of just 125 rushing yards per game

Senior defensive end Pannel Egboh leads the charge.
boh said. “I love that. It’s a huge
stadium and I can feed off that. We
don’t take them lightly. We really
need to get this one.”
Egboh has 12 tackles on the season, including a sack. Fifth-year
senior linebacker Pat Maynor leads
the team with 35 tackles, including
3 1/2 sacks. He’s among the top 20
nationally with 0.88 sacks a game.
Egboh and nose tackle Ekom Udofia are the only seniors among the
top eight defensive linemen, giving
Stanford the opportunity to establish a tradition. In an area that used
lack depth, the Cardinal has plenty.
Juniors Erik Lorig (who recovered
two fumbles against the Spartans),
Tom McAndrew and Brian Bulcke
lend experience while sophomore
Sione Fua and redshirt freshmen
Tom Keiser and Matt Masifilo add
depth and talent.
The Stanford-Washington series
dates to 1893, making the Huskies
Stanford’s second oldest rival to
California.■

COLLEGE HIGHLIGHTS
Women’s soccer
Freshman Camille Levin and junior Kelley O’Hara both earned
national team of the week honors for their performances at
the Santa Clara/adidas Classic
last weekend. Levin, named the
tournament’s MVP, was named
to Soccer America’s team, while
O’Hara, also an all-tournament
selection, made Top Drawer
Soccer’s list.

Football
As of Thursday morning, Stanford ranks 13th in the nation on
the scout.com team recruiting
rankings, just ahead of Notre
Dame and just behind Alabama.
USC (ranked second) is the only
other Pac-10 school among the
top 25.

Softball
Caitlin Breen listened to several
colleges, but the Burlingame
senior always knew her short list
of schools included Stanford at
the top. Harvard was a distant
second. Breen committed to
Stanford, where she will join former summer teammate Sarah
Hassman on the softball team.
Hassman, a freshman at StanPage 40 • September 26, 2008 • Palo Alto Weekly
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f conferences were ranked for
overall athletic performance,
the Pac-10 would be a runaway
winner. The expectations are higher
in more sports within the four-state
region on the west coast than anywhere else in the country.
For women, fall sports such as
volleyball, soccer and cross country
are great examples. Four of the top
five nationally ranked cross-country
teams hail from the Pac-10, as well
as three of the top six in soccer and
six of the top 11 in volleyball.
The volleyball team opens conference play on Friday against visiting Oregon State at 7 p.m. and then
hosts No. 11 Oregon on Saturday,
also at 7 p.m. The combined records
of the two Oregon schools are 22-3.
And the Beavers are unranked.
All 10 schools have a winning
nonconference record and the Pac10 is a combined 93-19 (.830 winning percentage, rivaled only by
Foluke Akinradewo’s hitting percentage). Only two schools have as
many as four losses and no one else
has more than two.
“The next 10 weeks are going to
be a challenge each time we play,”
Stanford junior setter Joanna Evans
said. “Every match is that much
more important across the board
and the focus will be a lot more intense. We have to prepare for each
team even more than we have in the
past.”
The sixth-ranked Cardinal (9-2)
is one of the elite programs in the
most elite of conferences. Half the

ford, played with Breen on the
San Jose Sting.

Women’s golf
Stanford opens its season on
Friday at the Mason Rudolph
Women’s Championship on
the Vanderbilt Legends Golf
Course. The tournament includes 14 of the top 25 nationally ranked teams, including the
20th-ranked Cardinal. Senior
Mari Chun returns as a NGCA
All-America honorable mention
who led the Cardinal with a 74.1
scoring average and four top 10
finishes last year.

Men’s soccer
Stanford (2-3-1) hosts Santa
Clara (1-4-1) on Saturday at
2:30 p.m. as part of the Bay
Area Classic. It will be the 47th
meeting in 42 years between
the schools with the series currently tied at 19-19-8. Cardinal
junior goalkeeper John Moore
leads the Pac-10 in saves per
game (3.67), is second in saves
(22) and third with a 0.96 GAA.
Sophomore forward Bobby
Warsaw has both of Stanford’s
game-winning goals.
— compiled by Rick Eymer

roster has appeared in two national
championship matches, and Stanford boosts of three returning AllAmericans in outside hitters Cynthia Barboza and Alix Klineman
and middle blocker Akinradewo,
the reigning national Player of the
Year.
Akinradewo is fourth in the nation with her .442 hitting percentage, and Evans has been has been a
part of that.
Evans and Cassidy Lichtman
share setter duties in Stanford’s 6-2
offense. This is her first experience
with it.
“Communication is the No. 1
thing,” she said. “Each hitter is a
little different and you work with
them, make adjustments to them.
With so many great hitters it’s a diverse offense.”
Evans developed her sense of the
college game with the help of AllAmerican Bryn Kehoe the past two
years. It’s made a difference in the
way she’s adapted to different players.
“Setters talk a lot and we talked
before and during matches,” Evans
said. “I can see things on the side
that can help her. It’s a different perspective and things change all the
time.”
As in volleyball, so too does Pac10 women’s soccer feature all 10
teams with winning nonconference
marks. The conference owns a combined 57-16-9 record (.780) entering
play this weekend.
“I think the Pac-10 is underrated,” Stanford junior forward Kelley
O’Hara said. “With so many national contenders it’s a difficult league
and a difficult schedule.”
Defending national champion
USC beat UCLA in the NCAA
championship match, and Stanford
is the defending conference champion.
The sixth-ranked Cardinal (8-0-1)
can hold its own, outscoring its opponents by a 26-3 margin after nine
games. At this time last year, Stanford was 8-1 and held a 19-6 scoring
advantage.
The team is on pace to become at
least the second most prolific goal
scoring team in school history to
the 67 scored by the 1993 Final Four
team. The 2002 team that finished
21-1-1 scored 55 goals.
O’Hara and sophomore Christen Press, last year’s top two scorers, combined for 17 goals and 45
points. They have already combined for 11 goals and 30 points
this year.
O’Hara, a preseason All-American pick and member of the U.S.
national under-20 team, said the
addition of freshmen like Palo Alto
grad Teresa Noyola and Castilleja
grad Lindsay Taylor has made it
easier for her.
“Our attack is so dynamic and has
made it exciting to play,” O’Hara
said. “The freshmen have a lot to do
with that. There are so many people
who can score it’s difficult for a
team to defend us. They can’t gang
up on one player.”■

Sports

Cross country

STANFORD CROSS COUNTRY INVITATIONAL

(continued from page 39)

lege and open runners competed
before, those two fields have been
trimmed to 280 runners.
Gits and Niehaus won’t have to
carry the load this season, as Stanford also returns All-Americans
Lindsay Flacks and Katie Harrington, both redshirt seniors. Senior Alicia Follmar, juniors Madeleine O’Meara, Kaylin Pennington
and Kelsey Walker and sophomore
Anna Schuessler have also competed for the Cardinal.
Comprising the rest of the roster
are 11 true and/or redshirt freshmen
and a redshirt sophomore. Most of
them earned All-American honors
and were state champions, and some
of them will be making their marks
in track and field.
Sophomore Anne St. Geme not
only brings talent, but a rich athletic
tradition to the table.
St. Geme is the daughter of Ed
and Ceci (Hopp) St. Geme. Hopp
was an All-American and NCAA
champion in track and cross country
at Stanford, and was inducted into
the school’s Hall of Fame in 2002.
Ed St. Geme was a free safety on
the Stanford football team. Anne’s
grandfather, four uncles and cousin
also played football at Stanford and
one cousin was a member of the
Stanford crew team.
Laurynne Chetelat is one of the
nation’s top recruits. She won the
California Division I state meet
last fall and competed at the IAAF

Saturday, Sept. 27 at Stanford Golf Course
All high school races are 5,000 meters
9 a.m. — Varsity boys Divisions 4 & 5
9:25 a.m. — Varsity girls Divisions 4 & 5
9:40 a.m. — Varsity boys Division 3
10:15 a.m. — Varsity girls Division 3
10:50 a.m. — College men’s 8K
11:30 a.m. — College women’s 6K
12:10 p.m. — JV girls Divisions 1-5

World Cross Country Championships in Ireland. Claire Collison,
also a Stanford freshman, finished
second in the state cross-country
finals.
Palo Alto grad Mia Lattanzi is
also on the roster but will likely
make more of an impact during the
track and field season.
Freshmen Stephanie Marcy and
Georgia Griffin won state titles last
fall, while Emilie Amaro and Kristin Reese earned all-state honors.
Madeline Duhon, Sarah McCurdy, Emma Miller-Bedell and
Victoria Pennings are all track and
field stars, although Pennings may
also make an impact in cross country.
The 11th-ranked Stanford men’s
team returns four of its seven runners from last year’s 19th place finish at the national championships,
including three of the scoring runners. Seniors Hakon DeVries, Garrett Heath and Hari Mix top the
list of returning veterans, while
sophomore Elliott Heath returns
after competing in the NCAA final

12:50 p.m. — JV boys Divisions 1-5
1:15 p.m. — Varsity boys Division 2
1:45 p.m. — Varsity girls Division 2
2:15 p.m. — Varsity boys Division 1
2:45 p.m. — Varsity girls Division 1
2:10 p.m. — Varsity boys seeded race
3:40 p.m. — Varsity girls seeded race

meet.
Seniors Chris Mocko and Jacob
Evans and sophomores Brendan
Gregg and Justin Marpole-Bird are
also returning runners.
Eight talented freshmen, including National Cross Country Runner
of the Year Chris Derrick, and a solid junior Justin Reed, round out the
men’s roster. Reed, who is more of a
middle distance runner in track and
field, is the nephew of Curt Flood,
one of baseball’s all-time greats.
Joining Derrick as freshmen on
the men’s side are high school AllAmericans Kevin Havel, Benjamin
Johnson, and Jacob Riley, state
champion Miles Unterreiner, allstate picks J.T. Sullivan and Riley
Sullivan, and track star Dylan Ferris.
Thirty-three men’s teams are
scheduled to participate in the
8,000-meter race, while 37 women’s
teams will take part in the 6,000meter race.
Stanford also will host the NCAA
West Regional on Nov. 15, also on
the Stanford Golf Course.■
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GROW

BEST FITNESS CLUB
B
LIVE. FLEX. GROW. ENGAGE.

CLASSES.
CL
C
LAS
ASSES TRAINERS. NEW EQUIPMENT.
WO R KO U T F O R

FREE

2 WEEK
TRIAL OFFER
First time trial customers only please.
Offer expires 09/30/08. Must present this ad.

650 9444 8555
650.944.8555
55 • M
M-FF 66am-10pm Sat/Sun 8am-7pm
1625 N. Shoreline Blvd. Mt. View, CA 94043
W W W. O V E R T I M E F I T N E S S . C O M

Every doctor, every diagnostic tool,
every caregiver in the Palo Alto
Medical Foundation is here because
of you, for you. We’re here to keep
you uncommonly healthy and happy.
And, if ever you need it, we have
doctors available in Santa Cruz,
San Mateo, Alameda and Santa
Clara Counties. Each one, part of an
intelligent medical foundation with
a commitment to improving the way
health care is delivered.

Sports
COLLEGE SCOREBOARD
Women’s Field Hockey
Radford 1, Stanford 0 (Fri)
Longwood 2, Stanford 1 (Sun)
Men’s Golf
5T, Stanford 290, 1T, Indiana, Illinois,
Penn State 288 (Fri)
Stanford 5, 583, at Fighting Illini Invitational 1, 572 (Sat)
Stanford 867 (4th), Illinois 852 (Sun)
Men’s Soccer
Creighton 1, Stanford 0 (Fri)
Creighton 1, Stanford 0 (Fri)
Drake 2, Stanford 1 (Sun)
Menlo 2, Pacific Union 1 (Wed)
Women’s Soccer
Stanford 4, Yale 1 (Fri)
Stanford 3, Cal Poly 0 (Sun)
Menlo 7, Mills 0 (Wed)

Women’s Volleyball
Menlo 3, Pacific Union 0 (Thu)
Stanford 3, St. Mary’s 0 (Fri)
Stanford 3, Cal Poly 1 (Sat)
Men’s Water Polo
Stanford 14, Air Force 2 (Fri)
Stanford 15, Santa Clara 2 (Sat)
Stanford 10, Loyola Marymount 5 (Sat)
USC 10, Stanford 3 (Sun)
Stanford 11, California 10 (Sun)

COLLEGE CALENDAR
Friday, September 26
Womens Golf
Stanford at Mason Rudolph Championships, 9 a.m.
Womens Soccer
Saint Mary’s at Stanford, 7 p.m.
Womens Volleyball
Holy Names at Menlo, 7 p.m.
Oregon State at Stanford, 7 p.m.

Saturday, September 27
Mens Cross Country
Many colleges at Stanford (Stanford Invitational), 9 a.m.
Womens Golf
Stanford at Mason Rudolph Championships, 9 a.m.
Womens Cross Country
Many, many other schools at Stanford
(Stanford Golf Course), 9:15 a.m.
Mens Football
Whittier at Menlo College, 12 p.m.
Womens Field Hockey
Pacific at Stanford, 1 p.m.
Womens Soccer
Menlo at William Jessup, 1 p.m.
Mens Soccer
Menlo at William Jessup, 3 p.m.
Mens Football
Stanford at Washington, 7 p.m.
Mens Soccer
Santa Clara at Stanford, 7 p.m.
Womens Volleyball
Mills at Menlo, 7 p.m.
Oregon at Stanford, 7 p.m.

Sunday, September 28
Womens Golf
Stanford at Mason Rudolph Championships, 9 a.m.

HIGH SCHOOL
SCOREBOARD

Learn more at
pamf.org/thepulse

Boys’ Football
Pinewood 32, Crystal Springs 20 (Fri)
Valley Christian 41, Menlo-Atherton 7
(Fri)
Sacred Heart Prep 34, El Camino 10 (Fri)
Palo Alto 41, Archbishop Mitty 27 (Sat)
San Mateo 33, Gunn 0 (Sat)
Menlo 29, Justin Siena 17 (Sat)
SCVAL De Anza -- Palo Alto 0-0-0 (2-0-0),
Milpitas 0-0-0 (2-0-0), Mountain View 0-0-0
(2-0-0), Los Gatos 0-0-0 (1-1-0), Los Altos
0-0-0 (0-2-0), Wilcox 0-0-0 (0-2-0), Saratoga 0-0-0 (0-2-0)
SCVAL El Camino -- Homestead 0-0-0
(2-0-0), Monta Vista 0-0-0 (1-0-0), Lynbrook
0-0-0 (1-1-0), Cupertino 0-0-0 (0-1-0), Santa
Clara 0-0-0 (0-2-0), Gunn 0-0-0 (0-3-0), Fremont (Sunnyvale) 0-0-0 (0-3-0)
PAL Bay -- Menlo School 0-0-0 (3-0-0),
Menlo-Atherton 0-0-0 (2-1-0), Terra Nova
0-0-0 (2-1-0), Woodside 0-0-0 (2-1-0), South
San Francisco 0-0-0 (1-0-0), Aragon 0-0-0
(0-3-0)
Girls’ Golf
Sacred Heart Prep 204, Menlo 227
(Mon)
Castilleja 183, Harker 194 (Mon)
Los Gatos 202, Menlo-Atherton 211
(Mon)
Los Gatos 213, Menlo-Atherton 216
(Tue)
Sacred Heart prep 205, Mercy-Burlingame 238 (Wed)
Castilleja 176, Notre Dame-SJ 211 (Wed)
Harker 198, Menlo 221 (Wed)
Girls’ Tennis
Palo Alto 7, Gunn 0 (Thu)
Pinewood 5, Fremont 2 (Thu)
Sacred Heart Prep 5, Carlmont 2 (Mon)

(continued on next page)
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Ivan is
off to
work.

Sports
ATHLETES OF THE WEEK

Ally Whitson

Will Brandin

Palo Alto High

Palo Alto High

The senior outside hitter
had 18 kills in a come-frombehind volleyball win over
Woodside before compiling
60 kills, 38 digs and 11
blocks while helping the Vikings go 4-1 and finish third
in the Harbor Invitational.

The senior quarterback completed 17 of 25 passes in
his season debut, throwing
for four touchdowns -- the
final one to put the Vikings
on top for good -- in an important 41-27 nonleague
football win over Mitty.

But he’ll be back after his summer
job at a global management
consulting firm to mentor kids
like young Chase at the Boys &
Girls Clubs of the Peninsula. Ivan
Martinez, 18, returns because
the Club helped him beat the
Opportunity Gap that defeats so
many kids in his neighborhood.
Caring staff and volunteers
coached Ivan in academics
and in life skills, and now he’s a
sophomore at San Jose State
University. Most of all, Ivan says,
the Club inspired him to expect
more of himself. That’s why we
know Ivan will earn his college
degree and that one day he’ll be
off to work at his dream career
in music production.

Honorable mention
Molly Bagshaw*
Menlo volleyball

Allie Coleman
Palo Alto volleyball

Lizzie Hale
Menlo volleyball

Regina Mullen
Menlo-Atherton volleyball

Melanie Wade
Palo Alto volleyball

James Balassone
Menlo water polo

Gerrard Clark
Menlo water polo

Victor Ojeda
Sacred Heart Prep football

Jerry Rice Jr.
Menlo football

Tim Wenzlau
Palo Alto water polo

Abby Whelan*

Harry Woolson

Menlo volleyball

Palo Alto football
* previous winner

To see video interviews of the Athletes of the Week, go to www.PASportsOnline.com

(continued from previous page)
Sacred Heart Prep 7, Castilleja 0 (Tue)
Palo Alto 5, Homestead 2 (Tue)
Menlo 5, Burlingame 2 (Wed)
Girls’ Volleyball
Gunn 3, Sacred Heart Prep 0 (Thu)
Menlo-Atherton 3, Carlmont 1 (Thu)
Sacred Heart Cathedral 3, Menlo 0 (Thu)
Pinewood 3, Liberty Baptist 0 (Thu)
Saratoga 2, Menlo-Atherton 1 (Sat)
Menlo-Atherton 3, Sequoia 0 (Tue)
Pinewood 3, ICA 0 (Tue)
Sacred Heart Prep 3, Crystal Springs 0
(Tue)
Menlo 3, Castilleja 0 (Tue)
Gunn 3, Saratoga 0 (Tue)
Woodside Priory 3, Eastside Prep 0 (Tue)
Sacred Heart Prep 3, ICA 0 (Wed)
Castilleja 3, Crystal Springs 0 (Wed)
West Bay Athletic League -- Castilleja
0-0-0 (0-0-0), Harker School 0-0-0 (0-0-0),
Mercy Burlingame 0-0-0 (0-0-0), Notre
Dame San Jose 0-0-0 (0-0-0)
Boys’ Water Polo
Los Altos 10, Palo Alto 8 (Thu)
Menlo 18, Valley Christian 3 (Fri)
Menlo 9, Vista (San Diego) 8 (Fri)
Menlo 10, St. Francis 8 (Sat)
Mater Dei 14, Menlo 7 (Sat)
Rio Americano 7, Palo Alto 5 (Sat)
Los Gatos 7, Gunn 5 (Tue)
Menlo 10, Menlo-Atherton 2 (Wed)
Girls’ Water Polo
Los Altos 14, Palo Alto 5 (Thu)
Los Gatos 13, Gunn 7 (Tue)
Castilleja 13, Half Moon Bay 0 (Wed)

Menlo-Atherton 17, Menlo 4 (Wed)

HIGH SCHOOL
CALENDAR
Friday, September 26
Girls Water Polo
Monte Vista at Menlo in NorCal Championships, 9 a.m.
Carondelet at Sacred Heart Prep in NorCal Championships, 10 a.m.
Menlo-Atherton vs. Granite Bay in NorCal
Championships (at SHP), 11:10 a.m.
Castilleja vs. Campolindo in NorCal
Championships (at Menlo), 1 p.m.
Boys Water Polo
Palo Alto at St. Francis Tournament (vs.
Mt. View at St. Francis High), 3:15 p.m.
Girls Tennis
Sacred Heart Prep at Gunn, 3:30 p.m.
St. Francis at Menlo, 3:30 p.m.
Boys Water Polo
Menlo-Atherton at St. Francis Tournament
(vs. Soquel at St. Francis High), 5:30 p.m.
Girls Volleyball
St. Ignatius at Castilleja, 5:45 p.m.
Pinewood at Sacred Heart Prep, 5:45
p.m.
Crystal Springs at Woodside Priory, 5:45
p.m.
Boys Football
Menlo-Atherton at Leigh, 7 p.m.
Boys Water Polo
Gunn at St. Francis Tournament (vs. Live
Oak at Los Altos High), 7 p.m.
Boys Football
Palo Alto at Gilroy, 7:30 p.m.

Help us close the gap.
Call 650-646-6128 or visit:
www.bgcp.org.

Visit! Donate! Volunteer!
This message made possible by Carney Global Ventures
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Sports

Volleyball
(continued from page 39)

beach volleyball, has been a strength
for coach Dave Huan this season. Her
fellow starters include junior setter
Sophia Cornew, 5-10 sophomore outside hitter Regina Mullen (hitting .455
this season), 6-foot sophomore middle
Diane Seely, 5-10 sophomore middle
Kate Reardon, senior DS Adrian Holland and freshmen Hannah Branning
and Seini Moimoi.
Key reserves (and contributors) include senior Kendall Eder, sophomore
Sophia Dewar and freshman Sarah
Collins.
“Being so young, we look to improve
every day, but we also have very high
goals,” Huan said. “We’re hungry to
win every game, and win league for
the first time in a long while.”
Huan sees the PAL Bay Division race
as fairly open, with 4-5 teams capable
of winning the title. The league had
four teams competing
in CCS last season with
Woodside, Aragon and
Carlmont all losing in
their respective semifinals.

Palo Alto
Palo Alto began
the week at 12-3 before hosting Mountain
View on Thursday
night in a SCVAL De
Anza Division opener.
Pinewood
The Vikings are led by
The Panthers (1-0,
senior co-captains are
5-1) are off to a good
5-11 Allie Coleman,
start, which includes
6-1 Ally Whitson and
their debut in the new
6-1 Daniella Florant.
Skyline Division of
Whitson is headed for
the WBAL. Pinewood
UC Davis while Coleshould fare well in the
Castilleja
man (a setter) and Flodivision, which inThe Gators went 28-8 last season, rant (a middle blocker)
cludes Woodside Priolosing to Mt. Madonna in both the CCS give the Vikings depth Palo Alto’s Ally Whitson
ry, Crystal Springs and
and NorCal Division V finals. Three and experience.
Eastside Prep.
senior starters return from that squad
“All are providing nice leadership
Head coach Casey Kaveny has a
in Adrienne Dreyfus, Taylor Docter to our team,” said Paly coach Dave solid group led by sophomore Hailie
and setter Morgan Jones. The Gators Winn.
Eackles. She’s joined by sophomores
are off to a 7-6 start overall after beatOther seniors returning include He- Audrey Proulx and Jenna McLoughlin
ing Crystal Springs on Wednesday, 25- lene Zahoudanis and Eliza Stevens plus seniors Alexis Wise and Chhaya
11, 25-17, 25-18.
while Sara Kurihara is making her Werner.
A real concern this season is Docter’s varsity debut this season.
Others contributing include Lauren
bad back, which sidelined her for the
“Junior Marissa Florant is having Chen, Lizzie Fields, Jen Jue, Jenny
entire NorCal playoffs. It also limited a breakout year at outside hitter, and Hansen, Casey Cairo, Jessica Lacy and
her action against Menlo on Tuesday, is much improved over last year with Michelle Tarlton.
putting more pressure on Dreyfus and her power, placement and passing,”
The Panthers will get a good test
junior Erin McLaughlin to produce of- Winn said. “Our starting lineup has on Friday (5:45 p.m.) at Sacred Heart
fensively.
really been strengthened by the emer- Prep.
Veteran coach Tracie Meskell said gence of (6-3) frosh Melanie Wade at
she’ll rest Docter as much as possible middle blocker.” Wade leads the team Sacred Heart Prep
while focusing on reaching CCS again. in blocks.
The Gators have another new head
While her squad is young — a comTrina Ohms, a 5-11 sophomore, is up coach in Damien Hardy, who has inbined five freshmen and sophomores from the JV team and is contributing herited a solid group led by senior setter
— the Gators’ bench is fairly deep.
in the front row. Another JV grad is Marissa Alvarez. The talented Alvarez
Other key players include senior 5-9 libero Megan Coleman, who gives runs the offense as well as anyone in
Elke Teichmann, junior Shelly Steyer, Paly two sets of sisters (the Florants the CCS. She sparked the Gators (9-4)
sophomores Laura Rose and Sophie and Colemans).
to their most recent win, a 25-4, 25-9,
Koontz, and freshman Lindsey Yang.
“The De Anza Division is going to 25-17 nonleague triumph over Crystal
be very competitive again this year,” Springs on Wednesday, with 21 assists,
Gunn
said Winn, whose team nine digs and three aces.
The Titans went 25-8
went 10-2 in league
Alvarez has plenty of support from
last season and are well
(27-11 overall) last seniors Kelly Halamek and Coca
on their way again (1-0,
year. “Homestead and O’Donnell plus juniors Deanna Kneis,
14-4) after opening De
Mountain View are Margo Roux, Christine Renschler and
Anza Division play
probably the favorites Kira Whitehouse. Hardy has no underwith a 25-21, 25-13,
on paper to win it . . . classmen this season.
25-15 win over visiting
There are absolutely no
The switch to the WBAL is good
Saratoga on Tuesday.
gimmie matches as all news for SHP, which previously toiled
Gunn is tall, talteams have improved in the West Catholic Athletic League
ented, deep and exand return experienced against the likes of Mitty, St. Francis
perienced. The senior
players.”
and Presentation. The Gators were
starters include libero
winless in league last season and finEmily Foster, 6-1 Jill
Menlo-Atherton
ished 18-21 overall, but reached the
Lau, 5-7 Lauren Ding,
The good news for CCS Division V playoffs and advanced
5-11 Taylor McAdam
the Bears is season is to the semifinals before losing to evenwhile Karen Scrivner Gunn’s Jill Lau (2)
the departure of long- tual NorCal champ Mt. Madonna.
and Kelsey Teramoto
time PAL nemesis
see plenty of action
Menlo. The bad news? Woodside is Woodside Priory
along with junior DS Erika Hoopes.
still around and presents a big chalThe Panthers (1-0, 5-5) also are off
Middle blocker Teresa Skelly, at 6-2, lenge this season.
to a good start under coach Rick Riebis another force at the net after joining
Menlo-Atherton went 2-12 in league hoff in the new Skyline Division of the
the team late last season while fellow (7-27 overall) last season and has only WBAL and should match up well with
junior Chanel Miller is another key two senior starters. Yet, the Bears were the competition.
component to the team’s success along 2-0 (8-2 overall) after Tuesday’s sweep
Zoe Ciupitu is the only senior on
with junior setter Shelley Kousnetz. of host Sequoia.
the eight-player roster, which is led
Another big contributor is 5-9 freshM-A opened the PAL with a big by juniors Lauren Schilling and Alix
man Julia Maggioncalda, who will be win over Carlmont, believed to be Franklin, both 5-8. Marie Trudelle,
one of the better high jumpers in the the Bears’ first ever. Not bad for an a 6-1 junior middle hitter, provides
CCS once spring arrives.
extremely young team that has three size in the middle along with 5-11
The Titans raised some eyebrows freshmen and four sophomores.
junior Jocie Schreiner. Other conwith a sweep of Sacred Heart Prep
Senior Kelli Branning, a relentless tributors include junior Jen Swan, and
(which held wins over Presentation defender who is headed to Pepperdine sophomores Mel Conde and Caroline
and St. Francis) last week. Gunn coach University to play both indoor and Pillsbury.■
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Keith Peters

The Knights already have lost twice
to Mitty, ranked in one publication as
the nation’s No. 2 team. Menlo also
has beaten St. Francis twice, which is
significant considering that the Lancers defeated Harker in five games on
Tuesday.
Menlo did lose three four-year starters, “but we have a strong senior class
this year, which is leading the team.
They have taken the young players and
brought them along,” Crader said.
Menlo’s senior starters include 6-foot
Lizzie Hale, 5-11 Abby Whelan, 5-11
setter Molly Bagshaw and 5-7 Alexis
Schwartz. There are also senior reserves in 5-11 Eliza Pyne and 5-5 Amy
Auerbuch.
Junior Mila Sheeline is a big contributor, having never played club
volleyball, and 5-10 sophomore Allie
Frappier has played a key starting role,
as well.
Menlo went 28-10 a year ago and
is setting its goals on a 10th straight
league title, a third straight section
crown and a berth in the NorCal finale.
“D 4 CCS was very tough last year
and should be even tougher this year,
with Harbor, Harker, Sacred Heart
Prep, Notre Dame-Salinas and others,”
Crader said.

Raudy Perez has the talent to get it
done, but his team will be tested in
nearly every match. The Titans host
Paly on Tuesday (6:45 p.m.) in the first
of two showdowns.
“This season our pre-league schedule was considerably more challenging
than last season, with matches versus
Presentation, St. Francis and Sacred
Heart Prep,” Perez said. “It’s great to
know that we were able to compete
with these teams despite not always
winning the match.”
As for the league season?
“I like the fact that there will be no
easy matches, because it keeps me
and the girls working hard and always
wanting more,” Perez said. “It’s a lot of
fun to go out and see the girls consistently challenged. It’s especially exciting when we’re playing at such a high
level and winning.”

Menlo junior Jack Foley (left) helped hold Menlo-Atherton senior Richard Hong scoreless during the Knights’ 10-2 win.

Water polo
(continued from page 39)

Trailing 2-1 after one quarter,
Bowen scrapped his game plan and
went to Plan B.
“We made massive changes in
the second quarter,” he explained.
“We changed our 6 on 5, our team
defense and our counter attack. We
came in with one game plan, but
played three-fourths of the game
with another.”
Bowen said his initial game plan
simply wasn’t working against M-A,
the defending Central Coast Section
Division I champion.
“Their personnel were doing
something that I hadn’t planned on,”
Bowen said. “We had to change.”
As it turned out, change was good
for Menlo. The Knights moved their
double teams on defense to another
position in the pool and came up
with numerous steals. That led to
quick counter attacks and goals.
Menlo senior Gerrard Clark scored
two goals within a minute, senior
Mark Hudnall scored on a counter
and senior James Balassone fired
one home just before halftime as
the Knights took a 5-2 lead into the
break.
The Menlo scoring onslaught
continued in the third quarter as
Hudnall scored on another counter
attack and Balassone found the net
again for a 7-2 lead. Clark, senior
Will Tashman and Balassone all
scored within two minutes of each
other in the final period.
“This team continues to have a lot
of heart, and the ability to adapt,”
Bowen said.
While Menlo is all about the
team, Balassone was an individual
standout. He switched off playing
two-meter defense on the Bears’
6-foot-9 junior Jed Springer, worked
the double team on defense to perfection, and got out on the counter
attack and scored three goals and
adding four steals.
“Pretty outstanding,” Bowen said
of Balassone’s effort.
Senior goalie Scott Platshon benefited from his teammates’ defense
while stopping 12 shots. Clark
scored three times and Hudnall
added two goals. Newcomers Ryan
Martin, Jack Foley and John Holland-McCowan also contributed as

did returnee David Andreason.
Menlo was coming off a secondplace finish in its own Scott Roche
Invitational, where its only loss in
four matches was a 14-7 blowout to
SoCal power Mater Dei. While the
Knights could have come into the
M-A showdown a bit flat, it was just
the opposite.
“They were blatantly upset after losing, which all good athletes
should be,” Bowen explained. “We
weren’t too high for this (M-A)
game. There’s still a lot of the season to be played.”
There are, however, only three
PAL matches left. That puts Menlo in position to win yet another
regular-season crown and go into
the league tournament with the
No. 1 seed. As always, everything
is building for the CCS playoffs,
where getting the No. 1 seed is always the goal.
Menlo-Atherton (1-1, 6-5) doesn’t
have much time to lick its wounds
from Wednesday. The Bears are
back in the pool Friday against
Soquel (5:30 p.m.) in the opening
round of the St. Francis Tournament.
The championship game is on
Saturday at St. Francis at 4:10 p.m.
Girls
Menlo-Atherton, the defending
CCS Division I champion, flexed its
muscles and remained tied for first
place in the PAL Bay Division with
a 17-4 swamping of host Menlo on
Wednesday.
The Bears (2-0, 5-1) got six goals
from junior Rebecca Dorst and four
from junior Vanessa Lane. M-A led
at halftime, 9-0, and cruised from
there. Daisy Anderson and Hailey
Smith each scored twice for Menlo
(1-1, 2-8).
Both teams will be competing this
weekend in the NorCal Championships, Friday and Saturday.
Menlo-Atherton takes on Granite
Bay in its opener and, with a victory,
likely will face defending CCS Division II champion Sacred Heart Prep
(3-1) in the Gators’ pool at 3:50 p.m.
Castilleja plays Campolindo at 1
p.m. at Menlo and could face the
Clovis West-Los Altos winner at
6:20 p.m.
Saturday’s championship game is
set for 5:10 p.m. at SHP.■

